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GLOSSARY

'.Tis.l '. (SJ.:moan) Family, generally a luge €!I<tended family network .

.110£1 feleo (S.Imoan) Much love.

Aotearoa· (MlorD An indigenoU6 term for New Zealand, specifically the North
Island. I have used the terms Aotearoa, Aotearoa New Zealand, and New
Zealand interchangably.

.ute- (Spanish) Art.

~v... ceremony - (Setmoan) The ritualiud ceremony in which the pounded root
of the Piper metllpticum is fashioned into a beverage and distributed
according to rigid protocol.

b.ildJuyd· (Jamaican) Someone without dreadlocks. Symbolizing, according to
the tenets of Rastafarianism, the oppressor.

bUTio, moio- (Spanish) The Spanish-speaking section of a city.

bite - In hip hop terminology, to appropriate.

c.hoJo • (Spanish) Po6t-;:ucnuco Chicano youth who popularized a workingclass
fashion aesthetic in the 1950's and 1960's.

Chuck Taylors· A style of Converse sneaker widely popular amongst certain
segments of the Los Angeles hip hop community.

county blues - Prison-issued clothing which became a stylistic statement
amongst Chicano and African American youth in Los Angeles.

crew - In hip hop, a collective. Similar to posse.

diaspora • A population spread across geographically di5parate locations,
typically across the borde1"5 of nation·states, sharing a common language,
common cultural ideals, and believing themselves to be descended. from a
common ancestral homeland with which they typically maintain contact.

OJ . From disc jockey. More th.a.njust spinning: records, the OJ can creatively
utilize turntables to interpret pre-recorded musical material. See tumtablist.

'tYeni· (Slmoa n) Tinned herrins.

/.1 '~J4ye1"Ve- (S.tmoan) An important event such as a wedding, funeral or title·
bestowing ceremony which generally requires an extended family to pool
resources.

/.1 ~tJupi1ti- (SA:moan) Vigorous group dance involving rhythmic stepl5 and
slapping of hands against chests, arms and less.

/.1iJjUS~- (S.tmoan) To make a speech, speech-making, oratory.

OJ" (Slmoan) Prefix, to want (something). Fi4P.l1.Jgi i5 an adjective meaning
"'to want to be or~ like a white pe~on." In slang, Jil. is often paired. with
Engli5h words to connole a wannabe status, Le. jj'.7~n8St.l, /iJ~d
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Fit.J Fit.1· (Sd"moan) US. Naval Reserve guard which employed Amman
Samoans prior to 1950,

fob or FO.B, - Fresh Off the Boat. A recent migrant. See footnote on page 17.

lUe- (S!moan) By whisk made of woven coconut sennit fiber. In Samoa, II/e
are symbolically associated with tuJJbJ~ or talking chiefs.

gangbanging - Engaging in gang-related behavior. The term does not
necessarily refer to gang rape.

gangsta - Gangster. Associated with the lifestyle and activities of street gangs.

gangsta rap - A term imposed on the musical products of rap artists, particularly
in Los Anse!es,whose lyrics elaborate a gangsta lifestyle

h<1oJe- (Hawaiian) Foreigner. SpecificaUy refers to people of European
ancestry .

hip hop· An encompassing term forthe visual, aural, and athletic artistry of
graffiti, DJins, MCing and breakdancing which originated in 1970's New
York City. The term also infers the underlying attitude and ethic of creative
appropriation which has characterized hip hop artists. See "rap."

hip hop head - An "extra effort" fan of hip hop. Someone whose appreciation of
hip hop music and OJlture extends beyond mainstream hip hop
representations. Sometimes simply referred to as a "head:'

Hip Hop Nation - An envisioned international community of hip hop fans,
united by a common commitment to hip hop cuIure and art.

homeboy - Following the plc/JutXtf and d1oJ~ who preceded. then, homeboys
were the Chicano stylistic innovators of the 1970's and 1980's. Many stylistic
elements of African American "ganssra rap," including the adoption of the
term homeboy, are attributable to Chicano influence6.

1Jo'o/<1ule'4 - (Hawaiian) Celebration, festival, gatherins- In California, annual
ho'o/auJe'.1are opportunities for Pacific Islander communities to come
together and celebrate.

"ie /.utaGa- (Samoan) Formal men's garment which wraps around the waist.

"ioe- (Slmoan) Yes.

ipu· (S!moan) Cup, specificaUy the coconut shell cup used in an Jv.rceremony.

iEie· (Jamaican) A feeling of spiritual well-beinS-

Ph- (Jamaican) In Rastafarianism, God.

Jawaiian - (Hawaii) A conjunction of either the words "Jamaican" and
"Hawaiian," or "Jamming Hawaiian," refers to a hybrid reggae-influenced.
genre of local music in Hawai'i, particularly popular between 1989 and
1994.

Knka:'ilimoku . (Hawaiian) Fierce manifestation of KII, Hawaiian god of war.

kumu lIul,,- (Hawaiian) An instructor of hula.

1.I",,,I.1Y,1- (S.Imoan) Wraparound garment. uswUy of colorful tropicaUy printed
cloth.

lowrider - A customized car, typicaUy with it's suspension lowered.
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lt7'.1u - CHa.waiian) Hawaiian feast, often involving Pacific Islands cultural
entertainment

013138'1- (Silmoan) Journey, trip, travel,

MJori/.lI~- (Miori) Things MJori, the M.Ion way.

013Si" m./SikA'e- Cabin crackers

MC - From master of ceremonieE, the lyrici5t providing verbal raps over beats
and instrumentation.

me,wli- (S.Imoan) Literally, black thing. The term is commonly used to refer to
dark-skinned people from within the Pacific Islands as well as people
of African ancestry. See footnote, page 23.

mOoi/~ (Rapa Nui) ImmeIl6e stone figures on Easter Island, carved by the people
of Rapa Nui prior to Western colonialism.

OG - From "original gangster," more generally used to refer to oomeone older
who hu been involved in something - gang life, car customizing.. dancing,
rapping - for a long time and acts as a mentor for the younger generation.
Similar to J'etenna.

pacltuco - (Spanish) One of the sharp-dressed adherents of the stylistically
influential Chicano subculture of the 1940's. Originators of the zoot suit.

p3.k.Jlt5It5- (Hawaiian) "Crazy tobacco." Marijuana.

pF.keh4 - (Milori) White person. P.fldtp; At/ole.

.fV"b!p'-(Samoan) white person. P.f'pF13gi (plwa!).

pdR.iJlo- CHawaiia.n) Usually construed as an Hawaiian adaption of the Spanish
termEs'p;r1 oi refers to both the cowboy culture that arose on H.awai'i' 15
ranches and the country and western style of Hawaiian music associated
with it. The first cowboys in Hawai'i were Mexican, hence the term'lS link to
the Spanish language.

pe'j- Aying fox, a fruit bat native to Samoa.

pese /0/(1 - (Samoan) Chwch song, hymn.

piece - Short for tnasterpieee, connotes a large and stylistically complex work of
graffiti art.

p£supo - (Sa:moan) Tinned corned beef, 'Al'ideJy consumed in Sl:moan
communities.

popping and locking, poplocking - Forms of dancing with origins in Southern
California, fKlpular among Samoan youth in the late 1970's and early 1980'15.

puJe(U/~ (Sa:moan) Women's fortr'lal garment consisting of a hip or thigh·length
tunic over a wraparound ankle-length skirt.

rap - Form of music involving spoken rhymes over beats provided either by a
DJ or live inlnunentation. While sometimes used interchangeably with the
term hip hop, rap connotes only the musical elements of hip hop.

GJsqu4che- (Spanish) A Chicano a.esthetic involving the utilization of mundane
materi.a.hi to create innovative, and typically ostentatious, new forms.



Rastafaria nisUl • (Jamaican) Religion originating inl930's Jamaica, heavily
influenced by the Pa.n-Africanist teaching5 of Marcus Garvey. Rastafarianism
promoted the belief th.J.t Ras Tafari Makonnen, who was crowned Emperor
of Ethiopia in 1930 and took the name Haile Selassie, was the black king
prophesied by Garvey who would be the savior of the Negro race.

sample· In hip hop music, the adaption of a section or element of previously
recorded material into a new' song,. as in "Puff Daddy sampled the chorus
from Diana Ross's 1'm Comin' Out'" on his 1998 re!e3.l5e 'Mo' Money Mo'
Problems,'" Also refers to the section or element U6ed, as in "Puff Daddy's
music relies heavily on samples of established hit songs," .

s.lOh'i· (S.imoan) The ceremony at which a chiefly title is bestowed.

shoutout • An expressiom of acknowledgement.

tag- In graffiti., the artist's signature. Often Oil pseudonym.

'"ouilj 'J'"op. (SJ:moan) Schoolchildren, students.

T,FIlIPI~AId·on', (Maori) Mlori people.

/.£noI- (S.Imoan) Kava bowl

flYl, (S.tmoan) Television.

tumtablist - A term that has ari6en in recent years to describe Drs with a high
desree of skill in manipulating turntables. Turntablists have elevated DIing
to a whole new-level.

fO(KO~, (S.tmoan) Walking stick or staff, symbolically associated with talking
chiefs and Simoan oratory.

uso- (S.tmoan) Term fora same-sex; sibling, i.e. a brother to a brother, sister to a
sister. The term has been widely popularized amon~ S.tmoan Americal\6 as
a slang term for denoting relatives and friends. Similar to the trend among
African Americans in the 1960's and 1970's to address each other a6
"brother" or "sister/ regardless of actual kil\6hip, or the trend within hip
hop in the 1990's to use the term ....nigga ..... UsC) is making its way into West
Coast hip hop slang, and is becoming a familiar term among people of all
ethnicities who daily interact with Sa:moal\6. Uso Car Club, based in Carson,
has also brought a great deal of recognition to the term.

vJ- (S.tmoan) Space, gap, distance between.

ve(et:lno- (Spanish) Veteran. Va-edno can refer to someone who has spent
many years in a gang or a car club; someone who has paid their dues.

xii



PREFACE

When people ukme when didI first ne.u J hip hop lrac/..., ./S.lX "1.976. "They

.'l:l"y;- ''FuuuucJ;. w".~ tlte.re r.1p b.lc-..K tltenr ,md Is,,)', 'Yt'Uh. We.!l/ thinJ: theft'

W,IS. "And that W.1S ''R.1sIJIfs/tt. "ARe that moment 0/lie-iring /h.1/

bou:sline ... tll.1/s when.lbec"D1e.1 jup lJopper. F11.1/ S when / kne\'l1 the power

0/d.mre Tn"l it cmnAt/. Cu.z.l JY.16" overwme with tilisseA.<3tion oljoy while

on the d4nce../Joor. .. Ulhen / figured.lliyea' in .R.JJ3nw·uldI W,lS .tlway.;;pi~

o//.mdpoor.1ndrunnirJB lormylifeplSt bis sCl.lydoss, yA:nOF-v,. olD those

/ud:in 'petto /hinp;. yr!t' when welfOl to the disco, we were in bliss. The wvrld

sJoweddoWTt.1nd I~ Hr.1S liKeJ tnp,y'Jcnowl

OLT. Pon50nby, Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand. 22.August 1998

The Moment

My dearest friend, someone whose life and interests have often paraUelled my own,

recently asked a question that gave me pauu. She wanted. to know if there was some way to

talk about identity outside of the readily acceptable paradigms of gender, class, ilnd (our

personal favorites) ethnidty and race. Some way to talk about who you are also as a product of

where you've been, who you've known,. what you've loved. An identity formed from the

totality of life's experience.

How could such an identity be conveyed? However imperfectly, we think of phenotype

marking race and, along: with Ollture, ethnicity. Biology also marking - again, less than

perfectly ~ sender and sexuality. Income and social status marking class. But what markers for

lived experience? Perhaps if that totality could be distilled into a cherished handful of defining

revelatory moments, moments that exist at the nexus of all these force;; race, class, ethnicity,

gender and sexuality jostle with passion., love, anger, rage, pain, humor and joy, spilling out

onto the carpets and concrete of n!!811i/R If we could convey these moments to others, we could

give them a sIimp6e of who we truly are.



Two a.m., fow people. An African American from Louisiana. A Puerto Rican/Italian

from the Bronx. An East Indian/Russian Jew born and raised in Hawafi. A French and

German/Osage Indian without so much a place or state as entire region to call home. Four

people descended. from ancestors fresh from many boats, crossing other oce.a.ns with holds full of

hope or anguish. Four with globe-spanning roots whose routes have landed them here, on a

stained sofa in a nightclub on KalIkaua Avenue, on an island in the middle of the Pacific. In a

Polynesian place. Head-nodding a6 a single, fully functional unit, as one 'Cuz the OJ put on

one of th06e old·school cuts that everyone knows the words to. One of the ones that takes you

back. And maybe every head in the club is taken back to someplace different. Could be

standing on the comer of 125th street during Harlem Week. Could be sitting in front of 7

Eleven after Ho'olaule'a, just over the canal from here. Could just be being twelve and huddled

around your cousin's boombox. Anywhere.

The four of us move. On thi5 couch, in this nightclub, in the middle of this ocean. Three

friends. Two lovers. One stranger. And despite being on opposite ends of the couch, the bon'al.1

and the black man move as one. And the Indians from different continents testify with

outstretched. palm. And in each of them,. the Europeans exhale redemption.

The Japanese OJ cl"06l!i-fades as the Samoan bouncer swveys his small kingdom,

thankful for another peaceful night.

Sometimes, amazingly, we human beings come together from t.he far comers of the

earth to participate in the same moment. Sometimetl, even more astonishingly, that same

moment is happening all acI'066 the world.

"Is there some way to tell people about who we really are, without sounding corny?"

my friend still wants to know.

I d on't know, Tash. I hope 60.

xw



In l.lte river Ih.t w~s drelm I WIS flying/ox

hovering in the white stillness

Ind the stenco o/Icid lire

l/Jo".e I reel0/ cloudhigo dwellinp

wito mililions 0/eyes Ind /issur«i

wilh deep cOlsms like dry riverbeds

I dropped lower Ind in one 0/ the chlsms

bllck youths in exotic hides outed

10 I bllCk singing hox

to I ~It I'd nerer nelrd

bxe /ne upid lire 0/uin

or hrlncnes hrelkinG in stronG winds

to I ".oice cnln/ing In imlge.r:;r

hotn SI ".Ise Ind nypnoticll1y direct

muscled "xe J~hhingspeIr Irql6

ADd in ti'lt Gifted Dow 0/drelm

I netted their imlsery Ind helt

in my upside-down /i.rinG/ox neld

Albert Wendt

TheConim

$6molns in tne Aouse. Cheeeeee-hew!

OJ Bddie L

Th. Next Le.e/ KTUH
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·CHA_PTEJR .z.. hV;rJ?ODUCTIO~/

Islands

Figure t West Side Highway, A'ugust 1997.

iVIanhattan, summer of 1997, On a long bric..!< 'wall girding an empty lot fronting the

West Side Highway, not too far IIp from the Holland tunnel, a large and attractive graffiti

piece greets passing motorists -v'lith images strange but someho\tv familiar. Around the

colorfully emblazoned tags of its creators loom images of great gray heads, their ~

unmistakable solemn and thoughtful COtmte.nances contoured in shades of stone. Most

motorists probably dontt give a th011ght to the images. Perhaps for some New Yorkers

hurrying horne to chase the frenzy of their daily existences with a shot of Discove~J

Channel, the heads spark a dim nlem01Y, He..,Jl:ll71at~~ tll/lt~~/ t}lose/ ldlm/ym.hll1ziJ~u

For the rare Pacific Islands Studies student, 'yvhizzing ~J on her "tNay uptO'NIl, the

inspi-ation for the heads is irrune(liately evident. Here l rising up from the N~l York street

!

---- ---- - ----- --



in vivid aerosol glory are the mC),Ji of Rapa Nw, those great stone monoliths which mark

the sloping terrain of a place sometimes called Easter Lsland. There, they stare out at the

same sea that bore upon its l:x>6om the ancestors of those who hew them. Here, they saze
out upon the frenetic rhythm of New York City, the collective heavings of its population,

catching just perhaps a glimpse of Jersey in the dilStance. Here also is another difference, one

whimsical alteration; in place of the towering topknots which adorned the South Pacific

originals are great and mighty afros, the stylish hairstyle of the fashionably cOn6cious

African American of the 1910's making a retro coru;cious comeback in the late 1990's, Here,

on this long brick wall in New York City, it is Pacific Island imagery rendered brotl1,f·styJe.

It's enough to make a hard rock smile,

For better or for worse,. the D103i of Rapa Nw no longer exist solely in the semi-arid

terrain of their island home in the South Pacific. They exist, though perhaps in some barely

understood incarnation, in the coru;ciousne66 of tnillioru;. They loom from billboards selling

audio equipment, are raised and felled. in motion pictures, pique curiousity in the minds of

the masses who view educational programming or peruse the pages of offensive but

popular books like Erich Von Daniken's C11<lnolsOt"tlte Gods,' The D1O.li are but one

Pacific specific image lifted from it's specificity, Appropriated. Commodified.. Sold. The

swaying hula girl, the decorated. highland Papua Ne\"I Guinea warrior, Kok.i'ilimoku's

fierce grimace serving as generic "tiki", the D1O<1i - all images to be conjured at will.

But appropriation is a tricky thing,. it's own appropriateness mediated by the

questions of who, what, when, where, why, and how. What do we make of it when a

multibillion-dollar corporation uses an image coI\6tructed by indigenous people to make

money, without compensation? Colloquial wisdom tells us that imitation is the sincerest form

of flattery, but the logic of late tw"entieth century capitalism favors payment and the modern

world is one in which many peoples have been stripped. of their land and basic human

rights, their populations decimated. Add to this the indignity of what you've come to think

of as your culture plundered and poorly imitated. to sell sh.t.8The least you deserve is to be

paid handsomely, compens.ltsd for the use of your cultural property, because that might

just start, in a tiny way, to even up the score of historically unequal power relations. Or 50

we often think.

__ But what about when one disadvantaged population helps itself to the imagery, the

sights, sounds, flavors, of another? When the have-nots bite the have-nots? The politics of

appropriation in this case are not 50 cleat. For aample,. that brick wall in Manhattan. A

!)fOOP of black or Puerto Rican or maybe even Jew-ish kids, most likely not holding down

'Von Daniken's book makes claims for the extraterrestrial origins of some of the world's
!)feat nonEuropean architectural and artistic achievement5, such as the m03i and Mayan
pyramids. The underlying assumption is that the author finds- it more plausible that space
alie:ru; created such masterpieces rather than creditin$; nonwestem peoples.
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corporate day jobs, throwing up their mural for the sake of art and ghetto self·

aggrandizement. Running the risk of great petalty without any compensation other than a

little chunk of street glory. Embellishing it with mcwiwho knows why, other than that the

impressive images appealed to their collective artistic imagination.

This thesis is, on one level, about appropriation. Appropriation among the have

nots. It is also about media, rn.igration, and diaspora. Mostly, however, it is about people

the people implicit in all of these concepts. Those moving and migrating into diasporic

communities, creating and appropriating media, living out their lives. Using what they can,

using what they like, trying to maintain.

Over ten million people, Africans, were forced from their lands and loved. onEl6 as a

result of the transatlantic slave trade. The legacies of this trade, the ways in which African

peoples have altered the physical, cultural, political and emotion.allandscapes of the so

called. New World, are immeasurable. Dance, music, and art are but a few examples. For

generation after generation, from the perils of slavery through the dangers of a perilous

freedom, expressive arts have been a way to articulate the African experience in the

Americas.

In the twentieth century, these same Americas, particularly North America, have

had a considerable impact on sIobal economics, politics and culture. Much has been said

about the pe1Vasiveness of American popular culture throughout the world, a phenomenon

to which we can all attest and some of us perhaps find insidious. However, it:is useful to

point out that what is dubbed "American popular culture" is far from monolithic. Certainly

what we hear on the radio, what we see in the theatet'5 and on television, is filtered. through

an extert6ive corporate process fueled. by capitalism. Yet, thankfully, the end products of this

filtering proc.e6S are not always a homogenous gruel. Voic.e6 have emerged which have

maintained their integrity despite the corporate moneymaking process, and ha.ve reached

millions because of it. The most iconic example is Bob Marley.

Bob Marley wrote music within a specific sociohistorical context, informed by Marcu.s

Garvey's Pan-Africanist teachings and the Rastafarian religion. Yet: today, twenty yean;

later and thowands of miles away from Kingston, Jamaica, who dOEl!i not claim to be a fan of

his music? As the 1995 song by reggae artist Macka B goe6, "Evt".rybody love> Bob

M.uley/Everywht"JPyou Br' J~S fl1e.'''meo/d ,t;fOJy:" Why? Becawe Marley addressed.
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hardship and struggle in a way that still has us nodding our collective heads. It ~ an

interesting predicament of the twentieth century that artists, like Marley, from the economic

and political rna rgiru; of their own societies, have become incorporated into what may be

termed the "CJ.non" of American popular culture, and have been packaged and sold to a

receptive global audience.)

The coupling of two historical contingencies - the African experience in the Americas

and the rise of North American preeminence in the production and distribution of media for

the global market - has meant that African American artists have come to articulate

difference in a way that has appealed to the world, and that African American-influenced

musica 1forms, such as reggae, jazz, soul, funk, rhythm and blues and hip hop, have

proved to be a global currency for addressing issues of class, race, displacement and

struggle. Noted scholar Cornel We6t put it somewhat more grandly, and importantly,

reminded us all of the role of spirituality in African American musics, when he stated that

Afro-American music is first and foremost, though not exclusively or

universally, a countercu1tural practice with deep roots in modes of nili.gious

transcendence and political opposition. Therefore it is seductive to rootless

and alienated young people disenchanted with existential meaninglessness,

disgusted with fla.ccid bodies, and dissatisfied with the status quo.!

Mo viJ7G ClI/tUn'S

Arjun Appadurai writes in Modenu'tyAt Uf8P;

Electronic media give a new twist to the environment within which the

modem and the global often appear as flip sides of the same coin. Always

carrying the 6eNe of distance between viewer and event, these media

nevertheless compel the transformation of everyday discourse. At the same

time, they are resources for experiments wit h self·ma king in all sorts of

societies, for all sorts of perlS'ons...The story of IDa615 migratiON (voluntary
lIn Hawai'i, Macka B's tribute to Bob Marley remained among the top five most requested
songs on Hawai'i's self·described. 'lsland Mwic Station," FM 100, for months following it's
first airing, and can still be heard on that station three years later mixed in with the hybrid
array of musics which is termed "contemporary Hawaiian:'
) "On Afro-American Popular Music; From Bebop to Rap," in Ion Michael Spencer, ed. 1992;
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and forced) is hardly a new feature of human history. But when it is

juxtaposed with the rapid flow of mass-med iated images, scripts, and

sensations, we have a new order of instability in the production of modem

subjeetivities.'

People moving. Images moving. Music moving. Subjectivities, idt'J1IJ~ie; moving.

At a 1998 Pacific Islands Studies Conference in Honolulu, keynote speaker Arif

Dirlik suggested that academics such as Appadurai, James Clifford, Paul Gilroy and many

others involved in what's come to be termed cultural studies have inadvertently

perpetuated elitism by privileging populations in motion in their studies, as opposed to

people and populations who are remaining in one pLtce. In some cases, this is a valid point

many people move and travel because they have the economic and social freedom to do so.

Many othen; remain, some because they have to, others because they choose to. Today, the

terms diaspora and diasporic are constantly being stretched to encompass all sorts of

populations in all sorts of places, doing all sorts of things.

I have adopted the term di.asporic in reference to a partio.Jlar Pacific Islander

population, 5!moans, because in this instance it fits. Sa:moan populations are spread across

multiple localities, travensing national boundaries, and, in my experience, possess a very

definite concept of an ancestral homeland with which they typically maintain contact. TIUs

homeland, the islands of Sfmoa, whether on the independent or American end of the

archipelago, is a relatively small and uniform place. It I were to talk about the China;:e

Diaspora, or the Indian Dial5pora, I would be referring to many millions of people spread

out from ancestral homelands of many more millions of people, with a great deal of

diversity in terms of language, ethnicity, religion and class. Sa:moal\6, on the other hand,

number in the hundreds of thousands, with a COlIUI\on language and common cultural

ideals in keeping with the Pd '.1."-UnOd. And Sfmoans travel, frequently. For work, for

school, for /4 '.11"vt!l"ve obligations like weddings, funerals, and .~oli1'i. I don't believe rve

ever met a Simoan who didn't have at least one and more likely a dozen or more family

members someplace else. The continental United Statet>, Hawai'i, American Sa:moa,

Independent S.imoa, Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia - the US. armed forces and the

Church of Jesus Chri6t of Latter Day Saints have sent Sfmoans to Bosnia, albeit temporarily.

My point is that Sa:moans find ways to get around. If, in this paper, I privilege narratives of

motion, of travel and change, of flow; hopefully it is because the situation warrants such a

discwsion and not because of an infatuation with narratives mirroring my o\oVtl privileged

travels,

• Appadurai 1996: 4
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Thus far, rye wtroduced two diasporic popu1ltions. The first, what Paul Gilroy has

termed the Black Atlantic, resulting from an initial forced migration,AfriCJ.n peoples

brought to the Americas as slaves, with sub6equent voluntary migrations following

emancipation. Nowadays, you can find Haitian communities in New York, Trinidadiaru; in

Toronto, Jamaican5 in London, and many black Americans in the northern and western

United States having but one or two generations separating them from the south. Gilroy's

teIlfl Black Athntic must now be more of a conceptual term than a geographic one, as the

descendants of those surviving the brutality of slavery have spread far and wide.

The second diaspora di5al6t>ed. is that of the Samoan people, who for purposes of

work, education, and for religious reasons, have formed an extremely active network

connecting Salt Lake City, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu, the islands of

S!moa, Auckland, Wellington and Sydney.

For the third diaspora I wif;h to introduce, I'm afraid I, too, will be guilty of

stretching definitions a bit. Tm going to ask you to make a conceptual leap with me and

think about a dia6pora not I'rtrictly in terIJ\6 of a people, but in term6 of a cultuIe. The

culture, like the people, ha6 an identifiable homeland. It travels over identifiable routes. It

settlee; in identifiable place6. It is locatable in time and 6pace. Of course it e:.xists in relation to

those who produce, consume, and perpetuate it, but because it it; transferable and to some

degree translatable, its carriers are many and variecl.. It can be like a wave upon the ocean,

passing from each molecule to the next, utilizing millioIl6 in a millisecond to continue

cresting for miles. Like sound.

I invoke the diaspora of hip hop.

HipHop

HiP'"hop is more than music. Hip hop artist KRSM} put it something like "rap is a

musical form, hip-hop is a lifestyle." In many ways, hip hop has carried on the mantle of its

predecessors blues, jazz, reggae, soul and funk, deriving inspiration from these fonns and

similarly creating avenues of expression for American youth of the late 1970's, 'SO's, and

'90'5.

A slew of academics and social critia; have rushed to define what exactly it is as

hip-hap's popularity has increased. Though subsequently transferred and regionalized

el5€'Where, mol'rt agree that what we now tenn hip-hop culture originated. in the artistry of
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1970's ;-.sew York streets. l More than rap music, which consists of creatively rhymed poetry

delivered over a backg.round of rhythmic beats, hip-hop has been an encompassing term for

the visual artistry of urban sraffiti and the athletic artistry of breakdancing. The Me or

master of ceremonies, rhymes over the beats provided by the OJ, or disc jockey. Dancers

creatively and athletically interpret the resulting music, and sraffiti artists transfer that same

creativity and dynamism into visual art. By 1980, practicers of these four hip hop vocations

filled New York's urban terrain, particularly the neighborhoods of the Bronx, Brooklyn,

Harlem and later Queens and Long Island, Competition between arti5ts was fierce, but hip

hop encowaged young people to chaUense each other artisticaUy, based on their skills and

ability to rhyme, OJ, dance or write sratfiti, rather than resort to physical violence.

More thanju5t the sum of these parts, however, hip hop has also been elaborated as

an attitude, a set of guiding principles, a code for survival. While what, exactly, the attitude,

principles, or code are is con6tantly being reinterpreted, mo6t definitions consistently allude

to an ethic of subversive appropriation which has characterized hip hop from its inception.

A well-known narrative of hip hop's infancy, immortalized. in Boogie Down Productions

classic song "South Bronx," telUi of DJs in New- York City's South Bronx area diverting

electricity from city streetlights to power turntables at impromptu park gatherings, Whether

it was this commandeering of city electrical power, or the same DJs utilizing deft twntable

techniques to cleverly reinterpret popular commercial recordings, hip hop has involved the

appropriation and reinterpretation of existing resoWCe5 by both legitmate and less than

legitimate means.

Inherent in this discussion of appropriation are elements of both class and race. With

little accelS5 to musical instruments or school band programs, DJs in the impoverished Soulh

Bronx simultaneously "played" records on a pair of turntables, switching from source 10

source to keep the beat soing continuously, il'\5tead of playing guitars or drums. Their band

instruments consisted of two turntables, two records, and a microphone. It was a case of the

have-nots not only making do with what they had, but making.new with what they had as

well. By no coincidence, the majority of these early innovators were people of color,

specifically African Americans. Although the creation of hip hop'culture has been a

multiethnic project, with West Indians, Puerto Ricans and Jews, among others, all figuring

prominently, hip hop has continued to be most closely associated with the African American

communities that have provided the greatest inspiration and creative direction.

Hip hop culture, specifically rap music, has sometimes been elaborated as the latest

manifestation of an unbroken African American musical tradition tracing back to the g.riots

i Persuasive arguments exist recognizing antecedents to rap music in the work of the Los
Angeles·based Watts Prophets, the Last Poets and other spoken word performers of the
1960's and 1970's. See Cross 1993.
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and drum rhythms of West Africa. It has been characterized by some critics, rather

optimistically, as the potent sound and imagery of the postindustrial disenfranchised. and

derided by others as "visionless"6 commercialism, displaying "the cultural logic of late

capitalism."1 While the academic debates over hip-hopa6 positive/negative, social

change/status quo rather tamely rage on, the geographical dichotomies debated sometimes

violently by hip-hop artists themselves characterize one apparent aspect of hip-hop - it is

regionallyadaptable.'

The brewed-in-New York elixir of hip-hop style proved. a potent export, and

regional variations on the recipe 500n appeared in other American cities. A6 a style it was at

least superficially co-optable elsewhere and translatable into other urban and suburban

contexts. The nature of translation, however, has meant that hip hop has been different

things for different people everywhere it has reached. Music, dance and art that began in

New York as a peacable alternative to street v iolence became for L.A., for example, the

single most salient signifier of it • what we all too familiarly know as gangsta rap.

As music and art, hip-hop is itself a running stream of social commentary,

sometimes profound, often not, which ha6 appealed to diverse groups even as hip-hop itself

ha6 historically appropriated element6 as diverse as British millinery, Chicano car culture,

and the movies of Bruce Lee. Particularly fa6cinating to me is the way in which particular

groups participate in the perpetuation of hip-hop culture a6 both consumers and producer6,

what they take from hip hop and what they bring to it.

This thesis seeks to explore the relation6hip between one group of Pacific Islanders,

S!moans, and the particular strain of American popular culture characterized by it6 creators,

6Comel West's term, as reiterated. by journalist and social critic Greg Tate in Vibe M.ltpzUu:
reprinted in Ross and R06e, eds. 1994: 1
7 Rose, Tricia., "A Style Nobody Can Deal With: Politics, Style and the Postindustrial City" in
Ross and R06e, eds. 1994: 72
I Exemplary is the polarization between East Coast and We6t Coast recording artist6 which
intensified following the 6hooting deaths of rap artists Tupac 5hakw: and Christopher
"Notorious B.LG." Wallace in 1996 and 1997, respectively. Violent conflict had existed.
between Wallace's record label, New York's Bad Boy Entertainment headed. by Sean "Puffy"
Combs, and the Los Angeles-based. label Death Row Records, headed by Marion "5~"
Knight, for whom Tupac recorded, and the artists themselves had traded numerous insults
and implied threat6. The shootings, both still unsolved, were cause for much speculation in
the hip hop world and fear that conflict which was once limited. to artistic sparring· in some
sense California artists' struggles to establish legiti..I:nacy via their "we wuz dolo' this shit
first" N.Y.C. brethren - is now marked by actual physical confrontations. People getting
shot. At its core, the East V6. West rift is a strug,gle for power and profit that ha6 a lot of old
hip hop heads shakinjil;.
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perpetuatOf5, critics and consumerfi as hip hop.

It is my feeling that hi~hop mwlc has achieved more popularity in the 1990'5, with

perhaps the exception of reggae, than any other non-Pacific Inusic among Samoan and

Samoan American youth. This "feeling" (an unacademic term at best) is based on my

experiences in Hawai'i, California's L06 Angeles and San Francisco Bay Area, and in

Aotearoa New Zealand, Awtralia, and the islands of Setmoa; it is based on visiting venues

in all of those locales where hi~hopDlwic and dance was played and performed by

SA:moans and part-SImoans, and where many in the enthusiastic audience were also

SSmoan. This feeling is also based. on several years of working the retail end of Hawai'i's

record and audio equipment industry, and witnessing hip hop consumption finrthand; it

stems from interactions with local and mainland Dfs, both the radio and club variety, some

of whom work closely with Setmoans in the recording industry and some of whom are

SSmoan themselves. This feeling has arisen as I observe the expanding careers of S.Imoan

rap artists in California, Hawai'i, and Aotearoa, and the mounting alarm of elders in local

Samoan communitie6 over the lifE!6tyle choices of many Samoan youth.

This thesis seeks to locate people of Slmoan ancestry within the '''imagined'

community of hip hoppers" commonly refened to as the Hip Hop Nation.9 Where are

Sa:moans located, geographic.aUy, and what social spaces do they inhabit as artists,

producers, promoten;, Drs, dancers, members of the record-acquiring public, and as

doorpersons and concert security at hip hop events from Sydney and Auckland to Honolulu,

L06 Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle?

A second question to be addressed is what these locations mean for the S.Imoan

diaspora. How do Samoan hip hoppen; represent and perform tneff identities as Pacific

Islanders/o and more specifically S.Imoans, among non-Pacific peen;? How it; hip hop

localiz.ed. and contextualized by SImoan youth in the U.s., in S.Imoa, and in plaCE!6like

Auckland or Sydney? How do their choices of self·expression translate to other members of

the S.Imoan community? To their e1deRi? Ultimately, this thesis may pose more questions

tha n answers.

In the United States, there are many lenses through which Setmoan youth are

currently viewed. For anthropologists, young Slmoan Americans might provide case

studies of populations in transition, negotiating, sometime6 painfully, the contradictory

• Jeffrey Lou.i6 Decker, "The State of Rap", in Rore and Ross 1994: 118. The term "Hip Hop
Nation" denotes more an envitiioned community of inteTe6t than anything else, wh06e

./ coUective guiding principles are conlStantly being reelaborated. and debated from within.
Some people, especiaUy those who link hip hop to a program of social activism and
corusciowness-raising.. regard their identity as a "hip hopper" to be just as compeUing a
concept for seJ1-identification as race, class, or ethnicity, and sometimes even more 50, since
tM term infers race and clas!!> consciousnesses ;IS weD .lsgenerationalloc.ation and strategies
for surviv.ll in the modern world.
'0 !a~JI;eborrowed from·TerE!6ia Teaiw.l 1993
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magnets of somet hiIlg perceived as tradit ion, in this case the much stud ied F4 '.J5,i010J, and

something more vaguely lU1derstood as modernity. Anthropology may use ter~ such as

acculturation, appropriation, and accommodation to describe the various strategies Samoan

American youth employ to reconcile apparently antagonistic social forces.

Similarly, law enforcement, educational institutions, and social service agencies

ha ve their own language for characterizing S!moans. Exemplary of this la nguage are two

resowce guides published in 1993 by the L05 Angeles County Office of Education, "The

Challenge For Educators: Samoan Culture Within the American Education System" and

"The Challenge For Law Enforcement: samoan CustOtr16 Vs. the American Justice System.""

The use of the term challenge in both titles is key; Samoans in the U.S. are perceived as a

challenge, a problem, square pegs whose customs are in apparent opposition to law and

order.

A third view is that of some older Samoans, the parents and grandparents who

watch with mounting trepidation as their children behave less and leiSS appropriately, as

they, in the words of one member of Honolulu's Samoan community, "come back from

California talking like blacks and acting like Mexicans,"11 California in ttUs case signifying

not just a geographic entity but a site of transformation, where formerly Samoan youth are

altered through the influence of other communities into something not quite as Samoan.

Often the elders speak in language peppered with regrets that the youth have 106t,

forgotten, or neglected their culture, 'Voll~il03 .rVol i/3tou mol/uti. "1.1 Despite the increasing

organization of Samoan and Pacific Islander cultural clubs by high 6Chool and university

students, widespread formations 0 f another type of organization, the street gang, has

alarmed many members of the S.Imoan community.

Gang members do not comprise the bulk of Samoan youth, of cOun>e, but as with

Africa n American youth, th06e considered socially disruptive or "at risk" have received the

most attention and have contributed to larger 6ocietalstereotypes in the United States. This

paper may similarly appear to concentrate on th06e youth who are not behaving

appropriately according to educators, law enforcement, social6eIVice agencies, and their

families, while seeming to overlook the many who are. It ha6 been stated before that for

every 5,fmoan causing trouble out on the street, there are numerOU6 others singing in the

church choir.'~ However, it would be naive to overlook the reality that sometimes the

Sa-moan youth on the street Monday through Saturday and the ones sinsing the perelotu

11 Brousseau 1993, !<aono 1993
11 Leusogafofoma'aitulagi Bill Emmsley of the Samoan Service Providers AS60ciation, in a
public addres6 at an East-West Center forum o~nizedby the author, 31 October 1996
tJ "They do not know respect for their elders"
" .....anyone who knows the community knows that for every person who is arrested, there
are six hundred singing in the church choir," Cluny Macpherson in Robert Franco, Cluny
McPherson and Bradd Shore, ed&. 1978: 67
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on Sunday are one and the same. Put another way, in the words of one yotulgSamoan man,

"you can have some Jurdcore gangbangers, but they be gain' to church eve.J:.1' Stulday."'l It

becomes difficult, then, to neatly separate appropriate and inappropriate behavior, no

matter whose definition you use. Though far from an objective obse!Ver (and with seriow

reservations that 6Uch a creature exists), in this paper I have no intention of dispensing

value judgments on those thai have informed and inspired my work. Rather, I am

concerned with the compromise6, the syncretisms, the new forms that spring from the

friction of complex and sometimes conflicting influences.

This thesis does not pmrume that all Simoans are involved in hip hop production or

consumption. There is a great diversity of influences in Samoan communities, just as in

other communities, What this the6is is concerned with is the Simoan.s who ,ire involved in

and affected by hip hop, As Simoans, how do they fit into the larger international hip hop

community and, as hip hop fans, how do they fit into Samoan commtulities both in Simoa

and overseas?

[n the United States, there is a recognition in academia, law enforcement, education,

and in Simoan communities that a transition is taking place, that Samoan youth are moving

from something to something else, These overlapping sectors of society have tended to focus

their understanding of this transition on Slmoan custom and Simoan OJltuIe. Depending on

who you a6k, the F.l '.l.'iJ:mOolis seen alternately as a standard by which to judge inevitable

change, an impediment to productive change, or the norm from which disruptive change

has occurred. Yet in their focus on the F4~5£m04these three views all privilege an

understanding of what Slmoan American youth are chansing JTom rather than attempting

to understand what they might be changing 10,

U a transition is taking place, and young Solmoans in the United States are becoming

no longer the proper type of 5.lmoan (according to their parents) nor the proper type of

American (aa:ording to educators and law enforcement), who are they becoming? I feel that

our understanding and ability to answer this question is impeded by a gap in the literatwe.

Most of those that have written specifically on Simoan communities have not done

50 with a penetrating understanding of OJrtent forms of American popular youth culture.

There is disCU5sion of wsnemiz.ltion taking place, but what, and whose, We51 are young

SImoans "'-izina"toward? At the same time, the American social critics and academics that

have provocatively explored American popular culture have not located Solmoan youth

within their work. They have typically foa.u;ed on AtTican American and Latino

communities, neglecting the less populous Pacific Islander communities in the wban centers

of the western United States, in Hawai'i and in American Solmoa. Interesting writing has

,j personal communication with Christopher Seei, a young Solmoan who has lived in
California, Hawai'i, and American Solrnoa, Honolulu, Hawai'i, October 1997
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emerged from Aotearoa New Zealand. where racial politics are different and Pacific

[slanders - the indigenoll5 Ma:ori and the Sa:moans, Tongans, Niueans. Tokelauans, and

Cook Islanden; who form the most visible minority· have more political currency via the

pJ..,{en.t mainst ream, but in the United States they've been disregarded.

I hope to fill this gap in the literature. Samoans are affected by, and affect, American
-.. -._.--------_.- -- ----

popular culture. Cultural transmission:; occur through direct contact with other urban

populations in the U.S.and through the extensive communication and travel networks thai

operate throughout the Samoan Dia6pora, as well as through the media.'·1nformation is

passed from communities in Los Angeles or East Palo Alto to other urban environments

such u: O'ahu's I<alihi·Palama area, to selJli·urban Waipahu, or ruralU'ie, and even back

to "the motherland"· Amerika Samoa and the independent nation of Sa:moa. Similarly,

information is filtering out to, and back from.. Samoan communities in New Zealand,

Australia, and Fiji.

Along with the people, rem.ittance6, 'ief083, and g06tiip which continuously

navigate these well·traveled routes, there has alt>o been constant exchange of information

between the sites of the Sa:moan diaspora. Often, this information concerns the new people

and new ways encountered. on the perimeten; of the migrant circuit. These narratives,

passed mouth to mouth,. town to village, then mingle with stoner; told by newspapers,

radio, I/Yi, and by videocaslSeltes shipped or brought back from Carson, Honolulu,

Auckland or Suva. In one sense pob,,} meets kx:.v in the numerous sites of the S!moan

DiasfX>ra, but more importantly the localisIn6 of one site become translated into the locali6ms

of another, a dialogue ensue6, and both are inevitably altered.

" what Appadurai might term the shifting etlt.nascapE5 of the mobile S!moan population
and the mediJSC1pe1 that they encounter.
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CHAPTER U, EXPLAINING THE INFLUENCE

The Urlxm 5xpe.nence

Polynesian Islanderi5 wh.o migrate to the United State6 do not live in a vacuum.

They are affected by their experiences in their new communities. For 0\061:, thit; experience

is distinctly urban. The 1980 ceru;us recorded that ninety-six percent of all SSmoans in the

continental United States and Hawai'i lived in urban area.i5." Whether in greater Los

Angeles, San Francisco or Seattle, relocation has typically entailed living in close proximity

to la~ communities of other non·whites. In California, African Americans, LatinOEi, and

Asiaf16 are far more likely to share the same census tract with Simoans than are whites.'- It

is my contention that, for young S.Imoans in these areas, it is interaction with non-white;

which hai5 had a greater effect on self-exprel5l5ion. In the observable a.1lTency of dress,

speech, dance, and art, African American and Latino influences are especiaUy strong.

"I don't think it was so much a conscientious choice," muses American SImoan radio

DJ Abe King,

most of it iiS from where you live. A lot of S.lmoans, when they brought the

music back, it was from where they lived. If they lived. in a black

neighborhood, they listened to black music. And if you lived in a Mexican

ne~borhood.,you listened. to that kind of music...Very rarely do you see a

5.1 moan community in a white area. It'iS usually in a minority area, so that's

where the muaic is coming from, wherever they live.

However, the firsthand experience of living in a predominantly black or Latino

community is not the only explanation for the popularity of hip hop among Simoans. In

H.a.wai'i, where the neighbors of S.lmoaru; are typically Asians, e6pecially Filipinos, and

other Pacific Islanders, the popularity of predominantly African American·derived hip hop

style is ovetW'helming. While this may in part be due to islander mobility, many S.Imoans

in Hawai'i have family in California and travel between the two states, and therefore

"Franco 1987
" US. Bureau oft he CenliUs 1990
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exposure to substantial black and Latino popula.tions, is common," the embracing of hip hop

probably has as much, if not more, to do with the dominant influence of American media in

Ha wai'i in general and urban Honolulu in particular.

Similarly, many Pacific Islanders who have never been to the United States are

nevertheless vtry familiar with American cultural forms (even those, like hip hop, which

maintain a simultaneowly mainstream and marginal identity) via the media.

Amena.n Medi.1 in B/4('$ Jnd WAite

rt has been argued convincingly that, despite the multiethnic and multicultural

makeup of the United States, American media continues to dichotomize America's racial

climate in terms of black and white, This dichotomy then transfers into Pacific Islanders'

(and indeed much of the world's) conceptualizations of the U.s. through exported American

media. Jacquie Jones argues that

Contrary to what we might like to believe, direct experience is not the m06t

meaningful form of encounter anyway, Most profound encounters with

other cultures take place through popular media. And [in America] popular

media is all about a narrow continuum, at one end of which is the sanctified,

the ideal, the white; and, at the other end, the authentic, the black, the

male, the most ba5ic form of being,:O

A recent article in the American popular magazine Vlbe echoed this idea.

Political issues like affirmative action are set up as black/white debates.

Even our television shows ("Friends" vs. the recently cancelled Fox sitcom

"Living Single") target either white or black audien<:.es. Latinos don't show

up very much - even though they're 10 percent of the population. Asians

and Native Americans are barely seen at all. For better or for worse,

African·Americans have become a kind of "everyminority," 6}'mbolizing

everything that white OJ1twe is not.ll

I' Franco 1987
10 Jacquie Jones in Rose and R056 1996
II Farai Chideya, '''Minority' No More," V.l~ March 1998: 52
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The prevalence of American media in many areas of the Pacific almost guarantees that

Pacific Islanders are exposed to representations, albeit distorted through HolJywood lenses,

of American blacks. The tendency to identify with, admire, and emulate representatioIU> of

American blacks rather than whites has been characterized. by Moana Ma niaroto-Jackson (of

the popular music group Moana and the Moahunters) in the M!ori cultural m.agazine MUll

It comes down to what you see on TV and what you hear on the radio. We

don't hear enough of our own culture, so we co-opt: the next closest

thing. ...M.iori kids identify with the stereotypical Afro-American they see

on lV, who's funny, sassy, streetwise, who's funky, who plays sports, who's

into music, who's got all the quick one·liners and who's got aU the gear on.l:!

In Neo.v Zealand and American Sa:moa (and independent SJ:moa via taped broadcasts

brought bac.k or sent by relatives and friends) the popularity of sitcoms such as The Frd"l1

Prince 01ReiAu, featuring rapper-turned·actor Will Smith whose "stereotypical Afro

American" character is aU of the above, affirms Maniapoto-Jackson's statement.

Chetto Yedminas

SimiJ.arly, el(ported. American movies such as 8QtZ-N-the-Hood and MenJceD

5oc.J'«y have kindled. for some islanders fondness for ghettos they've only experienced via

film. A 12-year.-old boy in Samoa, who had recently relocated with his family back to

Vaivase rai from Auckland, once el(pre5sed to me a fervent interest in visiting the United

States, When I asked him where, specifically, he might like to go, he unhesitatingly

answered '1 want to go to Compton, and Long Beach, and Oakland.w I inquired if there

were any locations outside California that interested him, and, after a pause, he responded

"Yeah, I'd like to So to Brooklyn and the Bronx.''1l

While it might be argued that there is a Sa:moan population in Compton (though

numericaUy smaller than nearby Carson) and in Lons Beach and Oakland, there certainly

are not sizable SImoan populations in Brooklyn or the Bronx. It is unlikely that all of these

pl.J.ces represented destinations on the S:lmoan "transnational migrant circuit"':' vicariously

familiar to the 12·year-old through extensive kin networks, but rather stopEi on a grand tour

U from J. rhaka, 'Why the Kids Wanna Be Black", Mana, AUJI;/Sept; p 12, in Mitchell 19%
U pen;onal communication, J06eph Nauer, Jr., Vaivase Tai, Sa:moa, November 1993
:. ROJi1jer Rouse, in Clifford 1994: 303
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of idealized ghettos he had voyeuristically experienced through American media. The

significant correlation among the sites on this young Samoan's ghettocentric map of the

United States was their frequency as references III American hip hop.

•

Figure II. Otara Ml1Sic Arts Center, SOllth Al1ckland, Augru,i 1998

In a recent work, Tony Mitchell has elaborated the influences of American hip hop

among Maori and Pacific Islander communities in-Aotearoa New Zealand. Quoting the work

of Tania Kopytko, Mitchell explains that lIfor Maori and Pacific Islander young people with

little chance of achieving recognition through conventional channels ...'break-dance provided

a very strong and positive identity that did much to raise their self-esteem and realise their

capabilities.T1I2~Similarly, rap music, breakdancing and hip hop style provided new avenues

for expression. For one influential Maori rap group, Upper Hutt Posse, this identification

fostered the marriage of American black nationalist rhetoric with. Ma-ont,'l~'l.?6 in

controversial lyrics and public statements, while for young Samoans it was a way to gain

2S Mitchell 1996: 244-245; Adele Roth 1990; personal comunication with Darryl Thomson,
Auckland, New Zealand, 8/22/98
26 A term connotin~ "Maoliness" similar to the way R'i at-Cia-mo,t connotes "Samoanness"

/tJ
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Irtatus among other youth and downplay their recent i.I:runigrant histories. To put it

succinctly, no one called you a fob if you could dance or rhyme. l7 Johnny Saga la, a Samoan

member of the South Auckland-based rap group LostII:ibe reminisces;

from the top of New Zealand to the bottom of New Zealand, everyone was

breakdancing. I remember going to Otara to watch my cOU6ins

breakdancing on the road. JUIrt practicing with their little crews. Everybody

had crews. And then we had brea.kdancing: competitions in town, where

some of the best Auckland breakdancers had challenged some of the best

breakdancers from Wellington. So it was a big thing'!'

MitcheU points out that thi6 identification did not involve wholesale cooptation. For

both indigenous Mlori and other Pacific Islander performen;, hip hop was always filtered

th.~~uaca.l-lens.I' Whether it was the name of the crew, the incorporation of local or

Polynesian dialects in lyrics, or references to particular places or people locally significant,

the. cultural forms were always localized. TNs makes Pacific Islander hip hop universal in

the same way it make; it unique; hip hop has always been about representing your crew,

set, posse or neighborhood, about hishly localized references that only with the commercial

success of hip hop have reached wider audience5.JO In much the same way that the

references of the Staten IsLtnd-originated Wu-Tang Clan don't entirely translate to Chicago,

much less Los Angeles, but their work is nevertheless enjoyed widely by people in those

cities, American hip hop is enjoyed, referenced, and reinterpreted by Pacific Islanders in

New Zealand.

17 '"Fob,.. or ''P.O.B.;' is an acronym for Fresh Off the Boat and is used usually in a
derogatory or chastising way to describe isLtnders or other immigrants who continue to
exhibit behavior, speech, or dress which indicata; their recent immigrant status. It is
comparable to the African American expression of calling another African American
(typically from the South) "country." Both te:rms have arisen out of histories of migration
from runl to urban environments, and both denote a certain urban elitism and/or
embarrai56eCl, self-conscious distancing from less cosmopolitan roots. Use of the term fob, or
another variant, "frash/' was especially prevalent among young Pacific Islanders in urban
Auc.kland during my stay in 1998, where any of an infinite number of actions, behaviors or
styles could earn another ililander the label fob. To be seen on an Auckland street wearing a
pulet.f# for example, could earn a woman the dreaded fob labeL A SiImoan woman
arrayed in the latest New ZeaLtnd fashions, however, would be considered doubly fob for
trying to "deny" her own fobbishneS6. It's sort of a "fob it you do and fob if you don't"
scenario that perhaps could be eumined as a sylrtem of social control within the islander
community which balances the pressure to assimilate with a continuous iteration of cultural
difference. Ultimately, between islanden, calling another a "fob" can only be done with an
unspoken recognition of your own fobbilihness. When coming from a person of European
descent, the term takes on a far more vicious cast.
II personal communication, Johnny SiI~la, Auckland, New Zealand, 8/26/98
I' Mitchell, 1bJd~ 249
)0 Rose 1994: 10.11
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Darryl Thomson, a former member of Maori rap group Upper Hurt Posse and

onetime cohost of MTV New Zealand's Wrdognize (a localized. }o/MTJ/l?,ps),

elaborates;

Basically we look at America and we study hip hop and then we look back

at home and, ludr; now it's happening here, too, y'know? That's how it is.

rve learned somuch from the wisdom ofKRS-1 and Gil Scott Heron and

people like that, that when people say to me 'Why you kids want to be

Americans? Why do you want to be black Americans?" I say, 'Well, what

do you want me to be? A country and western star? Maybe in an orchestra,

or a brass band? Would that make you happy?" l'

The recognition of these two negotiable identitias, as member of the Hip Hop Nation and

and as a TJ1l81J/3 M.fon,; Jl was elaborated by another former member of Upper Hutt Posse,

Dean Hapeta.

We can emulate certain areas of Hip-Hop, as we do with rap music, and did

with breakdancing back in the early 80s, and still do with other components

of HiJ>Hop today, but, just as experiencing Mfori culture is done best on the

t\.{arae, Hip-Hop can only be truly experienced at its home... .Although I

love and respect Hip·Hop, being M.tori I only take from it what doesn't

compromise my own culture. But in spite of this I have found them both

very compatible.»

Ha.peta's statement points to the recognition of two locatable centers, the home of hip hop in

the U.s, and the home of M.fon~,ul801 in Aotearoa, but also leaves open room on the

peripheral borderlands of the two where exchange misht occur.

New Zealand-born Samoan filmmaker Justine Sire-Barton has .1160 addressed the

popularity of hip hop among Pacific ltllanders in New Zealand in her article on the recent

To,}., P.1siliu Pacific Islander film series.

The series highlighted the way in which young Pacific Islanders tend to

onent themselves towards the popular culture of African Americal'l6. The

charactel!l in Bmwn Sug.lr [directed by Sirnei·Barlon] speak in a vernaOJlar

II personal communication, Darryl Thomson, Auckland, New ZeaLtnd, 8/22/98
11 Ma:ori people . _
Jl Frizzell 1994 in Mitchell 1996: 249
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that combines S!moan phrases with slang that has been drawn from black

American rap and the film's title refers to the way in which Polynesian

youth identify with the popular imagery of Black American culture,l<

Simei-Barton states that such identification is "often seen as problematic" not necessarily by

other Samoans but by pFA'elu liberals who "tend to click their tongues and mutter about

the 106s of the 'real' Pacific Island culture." Simei-Barton takes a more positive and flexible

position.

in Brown SuP;;' Pacific Island use of Ahican American idioms is shown in

a positive light, as part of the c:rosl5·cultural interaction that constitutes the

every day experience of youth, living in a modem multi-cultural city like

Auckland.ll

Simei-Barton's husband and creative partner, Paul Simei-Barton, has similarly

addr€l5sed. issues of intercultwal exchange in his play "The Contest;' an elaboration on

Samoan author Albert: Wendt's poem of the I5ame name. The play focus€15 on two parallel

characters, both named Vela. One is a hip hop-loving youngster in South Auckland, circa

1990, while the other is an orator's apprentice in ''Polynesia in the mythical period," The

denouement of the play, as in the poem, is that the orator's apprentice is able to vanquish

the dreaded. enemy who defeated his ma6ter by utilizing a "brand new beat" - in ooth Poem

and play this new beat is gleaned from African American-originated popular music.

En both works, the apprentice Vela falls a151eep and dreams of the pe'.t, or flying

fox, which becomes the vessel through which the new beat isleamed. It is the pe"4 whose

mythical powen; enable it to traverse the v.fbetween time and place. In Simei-Barton's play,

the pe',] visits Vela in South Auckl.lnd and takes back what she has learned, in this case,

the beats and rhyming styles of hip hop, to the Vela in mythical Polynesia, teaching him

through his dreams. What ensues is an oratorical conte6t between the apprentice Vela and

the powerful orator Alopese which draws as much upon a modem freestyle rhyme battl~

as it does on traditional Samo.tn f.lil.£up." Simei·8arton utilizes some of the original words

of Wgpdt's poem ali a laynching pad for Vela '5 rhyme.
I< Simei-Barton.. 1997: 76
M lbid.: 76
Jo A definition: ''Freestyling is the ability to rhyme straight from the top of your head, as
opposed to rappin' lyrics which have been previously memorized, or 'from page' as some
MCs would word it. Done to a funky instnunental beat, orto a human beatbox, even done a
capella, it is rapping in its freest form and where rap, as we know it today, has evolved
from." T-Love 10 Brian CI'06B 1993: 305-306 , '
l' "'Speech making," referring to highly developed forms of Samoan oratory which utilize a
completely different vocabulary from everyday speech and draw heavily on metaphoIti,
mytbs, and ~ealo~.
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C.1/he.rround ki.l1SS ,l.I1d.In.~/OCJ"3/.~ olour1.Jnd

Andlisten /0.J bnndnew be.1/

CJtch ,U1d m.1tc1l m.l'rhytlun.ls/ pouron theh~t

/ compose m..Y'sonss when / dre.tm in sleep.

WJ,ke lip with J newtec1lnique.JII

Here I wish to point out that the way Simei-Barton utilizes Wendt's original poem

very much mirrors the way hip hop music itself is often produced; he "samfies" the original.-- --
poem - just as a hip hop musician might digitally 6ample a beat or melody hook from a

classic soul, ja.z.z, or funk cut, or a graffiti artist might appropriate and alter a widely

recognizable image - then adds on his own layetll of meaning in order to make his new

creation appealing and relevant to a current audience. Thus, while Simei·Barton's play it;

.1bout hip hop, in part, it 15 .Ji'sellhip hop in that it is molded by the same principles which

shape the artistry of rap music, graffiti art, or even dance.

Both Justine and Paul Simei-Barton have created distinctly positive visions of the

influence of African American cultural forms in modem Aucldand, a place where the

dominant means of exposwe to those fonns it; the media. How then doefl this translate to the

experiences of SoImoan youth in the United States? Those who have grown up in the

homeland (or second homeland if you want to break it down into a difference of coasts) of

hip hop?

SFmOJnAmeric:ms: Ta.JdnsHipHopAs l'heirOwn

A S<tmoan Wldergraduate at the University of Hawai'i, with experience living in the

continental United State6, Hawai'i, and American $Imoa, states...

,..[African AmericaN) are a minority that's been around for a long time and

have handled it a certain way, you know, and it's just easier for us to

identify with that OJ.1ture . the way they started. things - instead of coming

up with oW' own, I guess it's just easier that way. And so, even though we

might identify with that, we just accept that - we like the music, we like the

way they dress, ya' know, we try all that stuff - but, they !Say we're tryin' to

~ black. We want to be black i6 sometimes what I hear from some people.
ii Simei- arton, 1993 - .
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That's not really what it is. [Wle take some things from their culture but

then, we still want to separate ourselves from them and be Samoans...[Elven

though we're not African American, we're still in a way different from

what's accepted. as mainstream, I guess, in society. And they've handled it

one way and it's just easier to accept it, you know, to acknowledge that way,

and to take it as our own in some cases'!·

.
When thi6 insightful student says "they've handled it in a certain way," he refers to the way

in which the de5cendants of African slaves in the Americas have articulated difference via a

Euroamerican mainstream which has 500ght to keep them marginalized. He acknowledSe6

the appeal of adopting (and adapting) thE!6e artiOJlations. In a sense, he acknowledges the

role of African Americans as the "everyminority" while rejecting wholesale emulation. This

student's "use what we can/use what we like" attitude is similar to that of the Simei-Bartons.

Members of the Los Angeles-based rap group Boo-Yaa T.R.I.B.E., "synonomous with

hip hop in Los Anse1es" according to hip hop documentarian Brian Cross, explain their

influences this way;

... people freak out, where the hell did these Samoans learn how to play

funk? Being from LA you grow up in the neighborhood and that's all you

hear. You grow up loving that music.

When asked if Boo-Yaa T.R.I.B.E. (the "Boo-Yaa" refers to the sound o~ a gun firing" while

the remainder of the name stands for "The Rough International Boo-yaa Empire," according

to one source) are "more a product of LA than anything.." member Ganxsta Ridd re>ponds

Oh yeah....we blame our parents for bringing us here, 'cause if we were on

the island of Simoa [sic] we'd probably be gospel singers, You just never

know, i~_~Y~I\ffi~ty~'re in.oo
\

Ridd's 6l:atement attetrts to an awareness of the force6 which have shaped Boo-Yaa

artistically. He also alludes, by his use of the term "blame," to an awareness of another

existence he and fellow group membel'5 could have had had those forces been different. In

light of the dominant themes of violence, death, and gang activity present in Boo-Yaa's

music, his wiBlfulness regarding a possible alternative destiny becomes more clear. On a

1997 track, Ridd rhyme6

it personal, communication, Osema Aka'PO, Honolulu, Hawai'i, October 1997.
00 Cross 1993: 149-152
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Ji gt't!!J(; fung fung. chitty c.hitty

C.UlAsta JUddputtin 'it down for m...J' city

The 01$ rod Cu~on hit

G.lngli/e L.... .1 cultu"

AndIou neve.rquit...

Stay out my rtl'"ywhen Fm .uinin'

Th~.yneverstoR S.1nglife

K~pit l:ungin ;11

Another track, which incorporates elements of Run DMC's 1984 classlc '1t's Like That" along

with Boo-Yaa's signature metal-tinged funk, elaborates

I went solo, took my n'de on mYOW71

C<llJ8/1t the/colslippin '.1t the liquor store phone

W.ltch em JUsc;uai f too;'·.1 bmso/thesun

Th"t /001 th.lt dJdn rD14ke itC.1~t"hot one to thelun6

1i:Jolkepi besI;in 'for his life, yellin 'ple..l6e

But Ian 't help it 'til the /001 couldn rbmtthe

My /eeJins:r nevercn.lnge, for myenemiesI illite

We amehe"" to re-t.1I·J~.Ite~

Ridd's statement contrasting Samoa and Los AnseIes poses questions, however,

because there are certainly many gospel !iingexs (Samoan and otherwise) who have·

emerged. from the mean streets of L.A., and plenty of thugs coming straight out of Pago.

The dichotomy he seems to envision, with a 50rt of Simoan "peacable kingdom" existing on

the one hand, and the type of L.A. lifestyle repre6ef\ted. in such songs as 1~7s "Gang

Bangin'" and "Retaliate" on the other, is simplistic. but also illustrative of the way he

acknowledges his lifestyle, and that of fellow group members, as divergent from a S.tmoan

ideal.

Samoan artists such as Boo-Yaa T.Rl.B.E. build credibility within the hip-hop

community just as anylXldy else does· by claiming to represent what they know. When this

tends to be le66 and less of an understanding of the F4 '4.'i£m00l and more an understanding

of contemporary youth culture in America, or street struggles in America '5 urban

communities, they face the criticUim of their elders. Strictness and conservatism among older-_.- ----- -- -

gener~!i~~_n:'tay e:":~. ~h SSmoan youth into new and creative expressive forms. M!ori

.. ··Gan~ Bu\~in':· AnR1]" s"mQ,in&Bullet Proof Records 1997.
U "Retaliate.'· ibid.
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filmmaker and activist Merata Mita has argued just such a point in the case of M.tori youth.u

I don't wish to paint a strict dichotomy where the Pol ".1!i.ED1OJ represents tradition and young

samoan hip hoppers represent modernity and the two are in perpetual conflict, although

that viewpoint exists both within and without the S!moan community. There is room for

syncretit;m, even while the increasingly individualistic and materia listie bravado of certain

facets of hip hop cu.1tUIe confront a P<1 '.15.rmt» which values humility and communalism.

Slrared lirpedences: Tire C<15e For fde.nlilicltioR

The question of .~:~ImOah5 identify with hip hop culture has been answered. in

variow ways; in a world\vhere American media images are prevalent, and those images

have been shown to present a predominantly white American aperience with, typically,

African American culture as the preeminent alternative, it it; common fOf nonwhites to

identify with blacks." An eighteen-year-old student in Apia, 5.Imoa, states,

I think the... rea6on for U5 having; something in common with the black

Americans is becawe they're in America, and there's p£lagis and meaulis

[whites and blacks] and in Sa:moa, we have S.Imoans and there's palagis.

And [S!moans and whites} kind of, in a way, we kinda compete. And so we

see it as victory for the black Americans to, y'know, do good, and we kinda

admire them. So, we kinda imitate.<5

This quote not only clearly conveys a rationale for the emulation of black Americart5,

namely that they are the world's champions for representing opposition to white dominance,

but, with the phrase "In America ...there's pllagis and meaulis ,"" reinforces the common

perception that America it; an ethnoscape ofblad: and white.

Another possibility is an actual similarity of experience;: shared by black and

Sa:moan coaunW'Lities within the United States. In addition to a similarity of demographic
" TIlLl ka, 1bJd. in Mitchell 19%, 245
"The embracement of hip hop culture among Latinos, Asian Americans, and Native
Americans is increa6i.r\jl;ly doo.unented.
U personal communication, Potu Tackson, Apia, Simoa 7/29/98
.. The term me.wJi has historically negative connotations, translatable as "black thing"
rather than the more appropr:iate tJD1d uti, or ''black person. The term maw}j was
apparently coined by colomaI planten; in Sa-moa to refer to the darker-skinned. Solomon
Uilandslaoorers who were brought to Sa:moa to work on the copra plantations. Today, it is
commonly used to refer to people of African descent as well despite the dehumanizing
implications of the term. I would like to th... nk Lance PoJu, who records under the name
Tama Uli,. for thia explanation of the history of the word.

N
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factors/' S.I[JlOan American and African American communities maintain similarly

vulnerable relationship6 to (predominantly white) institutions such as law enforcement. Like

black Americans, Samoan males, in particular, are subjected to stereotypes of physicality

and violent behavior. Often, such stereotypes, and the fea rs they engender, ha ve had tragic

implications. The shooting deaths of the Tualaulelei brothers by Compton police Officer Al

Skiles in 1991, and subsequent acquittal of Skiles in 1992 by a predominantly white jury,u

as well as use of excessive force and brutality by Cerritos deputies against attendees of a

peaceful Samoan wooding celebration in 1989,"' are apt examples.

In Honolulu, a city which boasts of a multiet.hnic and supposedly "raceblind" police

force, the use of excessive force in the 1998 shooting death of 30-year-old Rodney "Banks"

Laulusa angered and mobilized people in the Simoan comunity to protest what they felt

was prejudicial treatment. In a Honolulu WeeUy article following the shooting,. Chez

MOl 'ea, a longtime resident of Hawai'i originally from American 5.1:moa, was quoted as

saying ''Police brutality it; a big problem in Hawai'i - there's a fear and stereotypes of

S.Imoans."!IO

It is certainly arguable that, in America, this experience of marginality and

vulnerability in relation to the mainstream engenden; an identification with America's most

visible marginal and vulnerable population.1
' Tricia Rose has stated. that black American

&7 Particularly, rates of single-parent households, low educational attainment, and
dependency on public assistance.
U "The deferu;e attorney said Skiles was motivated after being confronted by 'two beefy
Samoans'," firing nineteen rounds into brothers Pouivi and ItaLia Tualaulelei, the majority of
which hit them in the back. The nine whites, two Latinos and one black on the jury
deadlocked 9-3 in favor of acquittin" Skiles.Pouesi 1994: 62-63, 66-67
.. A 1998 ruling in a California court of appeals upheld a 523 million judgement against the
Los Angeles Sheriffs Department, one of the largest settlements in Califomia history for a
police brutality case,. for civil rights violations inflictecl on members of the Samoan Dole
family and their guests, injured. and wronsfuUy arrested in the Cerritos incident.
WtlSltinRton I-bst 6 May 1998

10 Ed RampelI. 8 February 2S-March 3, 1998: 7
I' With much respect to my Indian brothers and sisten;, Native Americans are not the most
visible symbol of vulnerability or marginality in the American mainstream. We are instead
simultaneously and schizophrenically envisioned as greedy casino operators while
popularly idealized as the soul and conscience of America, and our (silenced) images
coopted to sell everything from four-wheel drive trucks to malt liquor. An interesting
parallel to the themes discw;sed in this paper is: the ways in which some young Native
Americans have started to emulate African-American and Latino youth in terms of dress,
speech, and artistic e;:,.:pression. Indian hip hop artist Robby Bee, from the group Boys From
the Rez, states "The times have changed so much since rock was the genre of music
everyone listened to. It was the best way to get your message across. Now the young kids
listen to a lot· rap, hip hop, house, whatever. Plus, I think that rap lends itself to political
music because of the way the form of music is set up, Basically, you can say more in a fow
minute rap song than you can in a four-minute pop or country tune because you're rapping
to the beat. Therefore you can say a lot more in a shorter length of time. It's almost like a
speech or a podium. I think that the form of music is very effective in getting the message
across. Like anything else, you can use mwic in a negative or a positive way. I know a lot
of kids are influenced musically. That's not to say you can blame everything on the artist,
but I believe that musically, you can contribute to the world just as much as a politician
does." in Sakolsky 1995: 163-164. Also, for a journalistic account, see "Reservation Dogs,"
v78E, Dec 1996-fan 1997: 130-137
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rappen;, despite commercial successes, "continue to craft stories that represent the creative

fantasies, perspectives, and experiences of racial marginality in America,"12 It is no surprise

. that these fantasies appeal to other racially marginalized nonwhites in the U.s., as well as

resonate with those experiencing marginalization overseas.

Daniel Pouesi, author of An.DJust.r.1tedHL.'-itotyo/SamoaJ7S in C.lli/omil, attributes'

such identification to "a phase of self-denial" where young S~moans in California, ashamed

of their own heritage, were "purposefully emulating other minority groups' speech patterns;

and clothing styles, in particular African American." He isolates the phase in the late '60s

and early '70's, and suggests that it is now over,13 I agree that young Samoans are probably:
I

more comfortable identifying themselves as such now, and you are less likely to find a !

young S!moan in California tIYing to pass themselves off as Hawaiian or Puerto Rican, but;
I

it seems simplistic to argue that acknowledging a Samoan identity necessarily means I
. I

rejecting the cultural influences of other American groups. There is cultmal space in which}
-- - I

someone can be ferv,ently Samoan and listen to W est~id.~. C~~ection. ~ /)

ill .!bY v vIA... v,

flU' {]v 0 _---- .
..... .....-

Wll4tcl1. ' GOflntl /DoRJ8ht Now/S4mo.lJ7S In IheHouse?

Today, SoImoans exist in all sectors of hip hop society. They are club owners and

concert promoters, devoted to exposing others to live hip hop performances. They are

managers, overseeing the careers of Samoan and non-SoImoan hip hop artists alike. They are

artists, liXe Los Angeles' Boo-Yaa r .Rl.B.E, Honolulu's'Aiga, or Auckland's Dei Hamo,

King Kapisi, or Ermehn who express their Samoan identities publicly and personally. And

they are DTs, dancers, artists, doorpeople, reco.rd-acquirers and club-goers. They appear in

journalistic documentaries as well as in the street folklore which remains· apart from but

dialectically related to the transmittal occurring through established media networks - an

essential vehicle for the transmission of hip hop culture.

Raegan Kelly writes;

In 1980 a young SoImoan dancer named SugarPop would move west from

the the streets of New York to bring break dancing to the poplockers of

South CentraL Venice and Hollywood in Los Angeles...~

52 Rose 1994: 3
n Pouesi 1994; 86
~ Rae~an Kelly, "HipHop Chicano: A Separate but Parallel Story," in Brian Cross 1993: 70
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From New York to Los Angeles, so the story begins. This thesi.6 i.6 about the logical

continwtion of that story, from Los Angeles to Honolulu, Pago Pago and Apia, to Auckland,

Wellington, Chri6tchurch and Sydney. It is proof of both Sugar Pop's far flung legacy and

the very active networks I seek to describe here that I was able to travel thousands of miles

from Los Anse1es and find myself at the kitchen table of a good friend of the infamous

Sugar Pop in Auckland.

U nothing else, I am interested in the SugarPop6 of the world out there, as Hawai'i' s

OJ Eddie L jokingly puts it, "spreading the gospel" of hip hop, To we a rather dated bit of

hip hop vernacular, Sa:moans are increasingly in the house. What they bring to this house,

what they take from it, and what tensions arise on the borders and threshholds, pose

interesting questions for the future of hip hop and the futuIe of samoans both within and

without the United States.
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CHAPTER Dl: SITES

Root.'? .md1?()u/~ Hou.~.post.<;Jnd CJnot'lf,

As previously stated, this paper may be (justifiably) oCOJpied with. flows. Flows of

people, of images, of sounds and words. Rows and the conceptual references they suggest 

travels, voyase:;, journeys - are only significant, however, as contrasted with the rather

concrete conceptioIUi we typically hold of rootedness. It is still very much the case that an

academic who eloquently delivers an inspiring and il\6ightfullecture on diaspora and

multilocality can be stymied by the simple query, "But where are you from?" To it self·

described multi-sited individual this seemingly simple inquiry is difficult to answer, like a

person of mixed ancestry tackling the inevitable "But what .ue you?" The question

neverthele66 pointedly demonstrates that to most people, physical, geographical rootedne66 •

like race· is a very real and valid marker of who and what a person i6.

Recognizing this, it becomes important at this point to assert that disCUS6ions of

populations in flux and the discourse of diaspora jp. n9.way negate the specificity of place

and space. To be more concrete, while individuals and families may travel between, say,

Mangere in South Auckland, New Zealand and the village of Fasito'o Uta in Samoa, that in

no way means Mangere and Fasitoo Uta can be treated as one and the same. They may be

extensiON of partio.liat 4ip networks, with elements of Mangere turning up in Fasito'o

Uta while S.lmoa irrevocably alters the face and pace of Mangere, but each place is

inevitably filtered through the local lens of the other.

The discu66ion of hip hop as regards the SImoan Diaspora is a perfect illustration of

the dynamic teJ\6ion between the fixednE!6s of place and the portability of people, the

roolBt:iness of site-speci.fi.c adaptation of popular culture and the roulednt!J.1;$ of that cultwe's

dissemination across.t vast but highly effective international network..



•

Within <keania , there has always been migration. The legends of most

Pacific Islanders record epic journeys, meetings with other people,

marriages between them, and the birth of child.ren who, in tum, left

imprints on their Pacific world. Recently, in a new wave of migration,

Islanders are moving to New Zealand, the United States, and, in lesser

numbers, to other countries. Eventually thette journeys, too, may be

recorded, and the accounts of meetings with strange people, of coping with

new phenomena, of marriages into other groUp6, may be passed along to

future generations in the same was as were the legends of their ancestors.

Cluny Macpherson, l.'f/.1.I1de~In Adilp(<1tion

Many ~moans have traveled or lived in places far from the place of their birth,

whether that place be a rural village on the island of Savai'i, a suburban community in the

Los Angeles South Bay, or South Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand. Whole families may

move between geographically disparate locations, pursuing occupational and educational

opportunities. A particularly apt, although by no means unusual, example of a modem

Samoan family travelogue:

I was born in Oceanside, California, and we moved to Hawai'i in about '74,

went back up to the mainland in about '75, I think, and then came back to

Hawai'j about '76, went back up there in '76, came back in '71. We stayed

permanently, I guess, until '83, and during all this time, in '75 I had a

younger brother born, in '76 I had a sister born, in '78 was another sister, '79

the youngest brother. Eighty-four we moved to American Samoa. I was in,

about, sixth grade at the time. Came back up here [to Hawai'i] after

graduation [from high school] in '90. I went back in '91, went to community

college there. That was over in '93, then I came back up, and I been here

ever since.!.!

While a grand precedent for such travel can be found in the monumental voyages

of Polynesian ancestors, who capably settled the most remote islands in the world through

eelibe@te, two way travel while most of Europe believed the Earth was flat, it is more
personal communication, Christopher Seei, Honolulu, Hawai'i, October, 1997
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recent historic trends that have shaped the parameters of the modem Samoa n diaspora.

Specifically, it has been the legacy of European and American colonialism in the Pacific.

By taking advantage of a particularly turbulent period in Samoan potitia;, Cermany

and the United States were able to assume control over the S.tmoan archipelago tn 1889. The

United States took control of the eastern islands, with the specific intention of maintaining a

naval coaling station at Pago Paga Harbor on the island of Tutuila. Germany took control of

the larger, more asricu1turally productive western islands, where German settlers had

already established significant plantation interests. Great Britain, who in the interest of the

London Missionary Society had also been vying for influence in the region, agreed to back

down in exchange for German concessions elsewhere in the Pacific.

German-governed SImoa transferred to a Nev.r Zealand administration in 1914 - the

first Axis territory of WW I to fall to the Allied Powers. First as a League of Nations Mandate

and later as a United Nations Trusteeship, Western SImoa Wd6 governed by New Zealand

until achieving independence in 1962. A recent name change adopted by independent

Samoa has dropped the qual.i..fying term 'Western" in favor of "Independent State of

S.tmoa,N orjust "SImoa."

The eastern portion of the Samoan archipelago, meanwhile, transferred from the

administration of the U.s. Department of the Navy to the Department ofthe Interior in 1950,

and remains an "unincorporated territory" of the United States.so The significant presence of

Sa:moan people in the urban communities of the United States and Aotearoa Nev.r Zealand

today its a direct re6Ult of the historical influence of these colonial powers.

The first major migration of American Simoans to the United States can be traced. to

the transfer of the territory from the Department of the Navy to the Department of the

Interior.

Under US. Navy administration, American Samoa enjoyed yeaT'5 of

prosperity...Many Samoaru; were employed either as civil6ervants or as

members of the Naval Reserve· the Fit."ft, [GuardJ ...When the

administration changed hands, however, Sa:moans began to experience hard

time6. With meager budgets, President-appointed governors came and went

before any real change could be implemented...A severe 1950 drought

reduced food supplies and worsened. living conditions. Many people were

forced to move with the Navy to Hawai'LS7

j; Meleiua, 1987
J1 PouesL 1994: 4
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When the Navy withdrew from American 5.Imoa, 117 young Samoan men who had found

employment as members of a reserve guard chose to travel with the Navy and enlist as

active duty personnel at the closest American naval base· Pearl Harbor. In 1952, the U.s.

Navy offered to transport the dependents of these men to Hawai'j. The resulting migration

was probably more than the Navy had bargained for - nearly 1000 American S<imoans

arrived on the U.5.5. pooon on July 29,1952. This movement, massive in relation to the

American Samoan population at the time, is sometimes referred to as the Samoan Great

A£igr.Jtion.56 This migration, however, was only the most notable manifestation of an

already establishing trend.

Before the Great Migration of 1952, Samoans were already moving to

Hawai'i and to the West CoalSt - prompted by a desire to take advantage of

the educational and employment opportunities in the States. Though some

eventually returned to the islands, many settled in the U.S. and served as

"clearing houses" for subsequent migrations.59

The flow of samoans to Hawai'i and the Western United States had commenced. At

this point, the U.s. military was the prime relocator of American Samoans. The first

fledgling communities sprang up near military installations. In California, Oceanside was

conveniently situated between Camp Pendleton to the north and numerous naval

installations at San Diego to the south, while Carson bordered naval stations at San Pedro

and Long Beach. Those remaining in Hawai'i settled in the districts of urban Honolulu a.s

well as other communities a.djacent to Pearl Harbor. Once established, small Samoan

communities fostered increasingly larger ones, as people traveled from the islands to join

family members in the States. Churches were built and Samoans branched out both

geographically and occupationally. Today, with relatives and contacts in many urban

American communities, the U.S. military is certainly not the only option for young Sfmoans

to travel.

Importantly, the travel between the islands and U.s. cities fostered by the military

has been by no mearus one-directional, as this excerpt of a dialogue between four S.Imoan

students at the University of Hawai'i at MA:noa illUlStrates:

T6ram~ FU.lt8tpJl'i (TJ'l You think, man, why [dol all these Sfmoans join

the military? Why? To get a better life. They want their family to have a

better life.. .so, ya' know, their military was the way out. Their military was

56 Salu Hunkin, in Poue6i, 1994: 8
50 Pouesi, 1994: 4
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the way you's makin' money ...50 that's why they did it, to make money,

and give their kids a better life...ye,lh, you love your home, but then, is

your home, you know, pving your family what they need? And ya' know,

sad to 6ay, money, man - it talksl Ya' know, you gotta go where the money

is:Cuz that's the only way you gonna live. It's all about survival.

Cluistop/terSee!rCS) Nah, not, not from what rve learned aoout military

families.A lot of military families, they start runNn' 1Md.: to 5.tmoa. They

want their kids to get what they had. They found out that chasing that

American dream about makin' money· that ain't it. So you see # /olof

people runnin' back to 51moa.

~Ahpo (OA) Even now there's a lot. Lotta military b.milies goin'

back...[to TJ=) I know what you're talkin' about, though, man. It's not more

w#nI more money, it's like,. in most cases, need [more moneyJ...they know

they can't get a job anywhere else, they need somethin' to do, so people wi1/

leave to help start the family, and stuff like that, and when they have the

chance...

TF They So back.

OA ...most times, they So back.

lep/~suFlJe I can identify with what [C'S"jjust said about going back

home...Everybody's soing back home because growinS up in 51moa is 50

much easier than just having to work here. Back home you'd just walk to

yow uncle's house. We ha.ve this sayins in the song tha.t E mfmuJu mN iJe

/'J.lmoJemoJe,"Everything comes with a please." Ya' know, ya' just ask, So

up to your uncle's house, or your auntie's, or, whoever, even your

neighbor,juat go to them and, if you're hungry, ya' know, like, NOh, do

you guys have some food therer' and stuff. Ya' know, they'll open their

door to you. tife is 60 much 6lsier back home. You own your own ~nd.

You have things that are to your name. Here, in the st,ltes it's really diffiCJ.1t

to set by bea.use everything is money. BOlek home you hOlve this thought

in your head like,. "Oh, if I leave Simoa, I can get more money. I can set
Inore Inoney. r can work hard." But then wh~ they come here, they find
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out it's a way different story beCJ.use you have to work so much harder than

you ever had to back home.""

In addition to retired military personnel relocating back to Samoa with their

families, there are numerous other instances of travel from the continental U.s. and Hawai'i

to Scimoa. For young people who've been raised. in America's urban enclaves, typical stories

of travel involve being sent to 5!moa by their parents during school vacations in order to

"learn their culture" or "keep out of trouble" under the watchful gaze of extended family.

Once there, it is hoped they will tighten up their language skills, learn to perform

traditional dufies, and widen their appreciation for the F.l '.1S,fmOtl. To varying degrees, this

is what takes place. What is also certain, though, is that the language, materials, attitudes

and styles they bring with them conversely (eave their mark on the local populace.

Inevitably, these marks bear the distinctive stamp of the far off sites in which they originate.

Lo.<;An~je5

In 1%6, through federal assistance to law enforcement, operation Sky

Knight [of the L06 Angele6 County Sheriffs Department] became the

forerunner of all helicopter patrol progral!\6 in the nation.

Charlotte Trej06, A& C1I'son YotUC.lf3'On: A Ffcture Book

0/tltePut .mdPm;PJ1t o/ille City 0/urson" C,li/ornij

"THE CLUB IS NOW CLOSED! RETURN TO YOUR VEHICLES. I REPEAT, THE

CLUB IS NOW CLOSED! RETURN TO YOUR VEHICLES AND EXIT THE PREMISES!" The

gravelly amplified. voice booming down from the whir and pound of rotary blades as the

Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department helicopter circles the parking lot. Uniformed

deputies and flashing patrol car lights on the ground serving as terrestrial exclamation

points to the authoritarian aerial me56age. Welcome to Los Angeles.

Or, to be more precise, welcome to Carson, California, a suburban community in

Los Angeles County's South Bay. It is after two a.m., technically Sunday morning.. and The

Point After, a nightclub owned for the past two years by former San Francisco 49er Jesse

5apolu, is in the process of shutting down for the evening. Tonight £he usual routine has

been augmented by a commotion outside - a group of Tongan youth have had an altercation

'" perronal communication, Legatatiia Fale, Tarama Fuatagavi, Paulo taut! and Chistopher
Seei, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 17 October 1997



with a group of Samoan youth in the parking lot .. MarlY club patrons, not wanting to get

caught up in the \lnfolding drama, have remained inside with the staff sweeping bottles

and napkins from around their feet and the house band, worn out from energetically

covering everything from Jerome Grey to Puff DaddYr weaving past laden with equipment.

For the weary staff inside, it's business as usuaL

Outside, mostly white officers press young broWIl mell up against cars while the

spotlight from the Sheriffs Department helicopter carves arcs of blinding brightness across

the parking lot. It swerves and slices, pausing momentarily on more young Polynesian men

sitting shackled on the curb. Club patrons are \lrged to their cars l and sport utility vehicles

with "Polynesian Pride" license plate holders and Monte Carlos with Hawaiian warrior

helmets dangling from rearview mirrors pull a~lay from the corner of Avalon Boulevard

and Carson Street, leaving the roar of the helicopter behind. Outside, also, it's business as

usual.

.Rom the ..C;outh J~lcific to the ,SOIIIIz Sa v
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Of the over ten thousand Silmoans officially recorded in Los Angeles County in the

1990 (as of 1998, Samoan organizations themselves estimated. the population to be closer to

50,000) the vast majority could be found spread across the South Bay, a region composed

mostly of workingclass 61.lburbs once I:x:llstered. by a postwar industrial boom that provided

seemingly inexhaustable employment for a steady influx of labor. In t he 1951Ys, African

Americans from the southern United States found work and relatively decent wages in

factories and made conununitia>like Compton into respectable, workingclass black

neighborhoods. As SA:moans started to arrive in the 1950's and '60's, they, too were able to

find decent, if demanding... job6 within South Los Angeles' industrial complex alongside

black, Chicano, and white neighbors.

These opportunities were to diminish in the 1970's however. Although

comparatively less devasted. than Southcentral, the South Bay nevertheless felt the impact of

globalization as industy fled to region6 of the world where costs of labor were cheaper and

profit margins higher, As L06 Angeles social historian Mike Davis nota>

the unionized branch·plant economy toward which working-class Blacks

(and Chicanos) had always looked for decent job6 collap6ed. As the Los

Angeles economy in the 1970's was 'unplugged' from the American

industrial heartland and rewired to East Asia, non-Anglo workers have

rome the brunt of adaptation and sacrifice....The scale of pent-up demand

for decent manual employment was also vividly demonstrated a few years

ago when 1iIty tl1ous.Md predominantly Black and Chicano youth lined up

for miles to apply for a few opening6 on the unionized longshore in San

Pedro.",·'

Davis attributes many of the OJ.tTent "il16" of Los Angeles neighborhoods - gangs, the drug

trade, and 46sociated violence and crime· quite simply to a lack of meaningful employment

opportunities.

Fitting SA:moa06 in amidst the African Americans and Chicanos of Davis' social

history is not a difficult task. Except for those still affiliated with the armed fotcefi, Sfmoan

workers in Las Ang~les in the 1970's and '80's were just as, if not more, vulnerable in the

afterm..lth of global economic restructuring. As a recent migrant group, facing language

barriers and with relatively limited educati.on and work experience, Slmoat\6 were

comparatively less able to accomodate the loss of industrial and manufacturing jobs, A study

on the needs of the Samoan cornunit)' in the South Bay in 1977, mounted. by the Asian

American Mental Health Research Center and the fi.J'6t of its kind, found that SamoaN faced
., Davis 1992: 304
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high levels of unemployment and those that were employed. were engaged in lower income

blu~coUaror service industry jobls. In addition, the study found that "t60/0 of all income

sources are welfare payments," a figure the authors suggested might actually be

mislea.dingly low due to respondents tending to underreport their economic dependence.':

VVh.ile spiritually and emotionally oolstered by continuing commitments to familie6,

churches and the perpetuation of the F4 '.t5.rmOd, Samoan communities in the South Bay

were not immune from the pressures of economic nece55ity. These pte66Ures undoubtedly

shaped the attitudes of a whole new genexation of California-born Slmoans coming of age in

the 1970's, 'SO's, and '90's.

Nearly- a quarter of the SlmoaI'16 reported in the 1990 U.s.Census for the Los

Angeles area resided in Cat'5on. While another quarter were counted in neighboring Long

Beach, and over a thousand Samoans could be found in the nearby City of Compton, Carson

Us arguably the heart of the los Angeles-area Simoan community. Bounded by Compton to

the north, TOlTilnce to the west, Long Beach to the east, and Wilmington directly to the

south. Carson Us the regional headquarters of the National Office of Slmoan Affairs, located

on South Avalon Boulevard act065 from South Bay Pavilion Shopping Center. ShopEi like

Poly My Store and Bakery, Alofalmports, and Slmoan Fast Food sell foods and produru

remini.scent of the islands, and even Ralph's, the ubiquitous Southern California grocery

chain, stocks tins of pisupc.. 'ele.n£,and D1Jsi against a backdrop of woven mats and island

printed cloth in a specialty section near the produce. The Carson High School football team

has been known to perform .I.r 4tdu,LUt.ibefore games against archnval Banning High

School of Wilmington, and Y0W\8 people with colorful 'ie /rlV"/rlV,f thrown over shoulders

or fastened over voluminous Ben Davis and Dickies trousers gather at comers along central

thoroughfares like Carson, Avalon, and Main, while on Sundays men and women in formal

"Ie ./.ut.Jtp and pU/ef4si file into any of a number of SJ:moan chun:hE!l!i.

For someone comins from Hawai'i, Carson is in some ways comfortingly familiar.

Much like nearby Gardena, where a sizable population of Hawaiians and former Hawa.i'i

residents support businesses like Bruddah's Hawaiian Food, Carson is a place where Pacific

Islanders have 5Uperimp06ed their styles and tastes on the basic Southern California

suburban grid of strip malls and low slung single family homes:. It is a place where at least

the ob6ervable manifestations of island culture are immediately apparent, if you know

where to look, Car&Qn, dong "";th neighboring Gardena and Long Beach, are home to

church-sponsored Jtrrlll, aIUlual 110 "o/.w/e .... .. regional hula competitions and numerous

concerts and perlormancel!i throughout the year.

.: Ramsay LWf\K-hay Shu and Adele Salamaslna. Satele 1977
.7<,
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Figure V. Inscribed on the landscApe. Carson High School mural,

Carson, California, July 1998

In Carson, fUe/ to'Ofot.?/and t'lnoc1 , emblematic of Samoan culture and authority,

are displayed on stickers, t-shirts, and etched into tint jobs on customized cars, Samoan

performers are a regular feature of Carson's annual Cultural Fair. In Carson, as in Hawai'i,

Samoans have a context. Stating 11'm SamoanH to a non-Samoan won't earn you a quizzical

look. For better or for worse, most residents of this South Bay community have very specific

ideas about who Samoans are and what Samoans are like.
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Yet for all the linkages and similarities, Carson and the rest of South Bay Los

Angeles is not Hawai'i. It is a place with it's O\'lfT\ history, it's own landscape and, following

Appadurai, its own e(/znasr,Jpe Los Angeles has its own history of peopling.s. The history of
,. --_. - _.

hip hop in Los Angeles is inseparable from this history of Los Angeles' people.

The L.1tm Ver.fe

Hip Hop, Angeleno-61:yle, can be viewed as the latest verse in the (not always

harmonious) song of interethnic collaboration in Los Angeles. In TimeR1sS38~ George

Lipsitz recounts how po6twar Los Angele6 was a place where blacks, whites, Asians and

Latin06' especially Chicanos· repeatedly crOl!is-referenced each others' 61:yles and musical

traditions. L.A. in the 1950's Wa6 a place where the "first commercially suceet;sful Chicano

rock and roller," known as "ViI Julian HerTera,'" was in fact a Hungarian Jew named Ron

Gregory partially raised by a Mexican woman in Boyle Heights. To further complicate the

matter, Gregory's work wu produced by a white man, Johnny Otis, who by virtue of

experience and affinity thought of himself as black. Los Anse1es was also a place where a I'
Chicano teenager, Richard Valenzuela, could sing a reworked. Mexican folk song over an

accompanying blend of white rockabilly and black rhythm and blues and ascend to fame,

and where his quick rise and the subsequent tragedy of his early death would bter be

immortalized by Filipino American actor Lou Diamond Phillips in the highly successful

1987 film Lz B.tmb£

In the 1970's, Los Ange!es witnessed. WAR, a predomin.tntly African American ja..zz

and funk band formerly known u Sei\or Soul, achieve tremendous success with their

tributary anthem to Chicano customized car culture. In the early 1990'15, that song, ''Low

Rider," was l'e\'lforked and rereleased with the collaboration of the original artists by an

aUiance of Latino rappers, a sort of return tribute. One of those artists, Chicano rapper Kid

Frost, also scored. a hit with his te\¥orking of the 1971 Bill Withers soul classic "Ain't No

Sunshine."

The 1980's and '90's has seen the natural progte6sion of this blending of black, white

and brown influences. If The Silhouettes, the multi-racial band from which Ritchie Valenti

emerged, exemplified. L.A. divenity in the 1950'15, Ozomatli are The Silhouettes for the

coming millenium. Like The Silhouettes, Ozomatli is composed of a spectrum of Latin

American, African American, and European American members. The similarity is

cemented by the additional presence of one Japanese American member· Ozomatli's Jire

, , !
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Yamaguchi represents for the Asian population as did his pred.ecessor Ronald Takaki in The

Silhouettes. And, just as Silhouette star Ritchie Valens blended. "the folk music of the furno

with the styles and forms circulated within popular music" in the late 1950's, Ozomatli meld

Spanish language and Latin rhythm and brass with hip hop, English language rap

(delivered. by African American member Chali 2na, also a member of hip hop act Jurassic 5)

and reggae.

A host of other Los Angeles area bands have had varying amounts of success

blending genres such as punk rock and rap, reggae and ska. Notable examples include

political firebrands Rage Against the Machine and subcultural heroes Sublime. Latino rap

artists, like Kid-FI'06t, have mined a wealth of clas6ic r&b and African American soul

"oldies" for modern inspiration while African American rap artists such as N.W.A. and W.e.

and The Mud Circle have borrowed heavily from the working class Chicano aesthetics of

the Eastside dl0lo and homeboy to fashion a style and image that has become synonymous

with West Coast gangsta rap. It is to this last example of interethnic appropriation that I now

tum my attention.

The khakis and pendletoIl6, Chuck Taylors and "county blues" worn with

hypermasculine authority by the members of N.W.A. and the legions of gangsta rappers

who followed. bespoke of hardbitten lower workingclass backgrounds, more than a little

influenced. by the social reality of incarceration.'-l Rather than attempt to disguise such

backgrounds under extravagant trappings of material success ("coming up," the symbolic

negation of poverty that has informed many trends in hip hop and spawned a million

bootleg Gucci bags), N.W.A. embraced the ghetto and made styles born of economic

necessity chic even when platinum record sales allowed for more lavish alternatives. The

lasting legacy of this aesthetic is exemplified by Mack 10, a protege of former N.W.A.

member Ice Cube, when he raps on a 1997 track "Fm.l miDion doll,u m8/P .lndstillshop

Milt Fm in n8J1! nowprolMbly .lin t worth a hundredbuds"

A be4ni~ t-sJuit/ k1J.l1ds .md iI /msh pair0/Chuds"

Tn4!S" rtMlnfs.!;;1 fory" ; tn.lt 6" meso don ~mod it/

I got everyth.ifJ8I needplu,t; money.in mypocler.'

What some have pointed out, though, is that the "real nigga" style Mack 10 so

consciously endorses has bee~ borrowed. heavily from the EVchuC05/ cho/~ and homeboys

"1n fact, the glam look, incorporating shiny, extravagant clothirig,. lace, and excessive
adornment, notably characterized the pre-N.W.A. career of Dr Ore.
&< 'l~ewood Swan~·." Bued On .!i FIVe 5101)'. Priority Records, 1997.
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of Los Angeles' Chicano communities. rn an article titled "Hip Hop Chicano: A Separate but

Parallel Slory," R.1eg.an Kelly write5

Laying claim to thegangsta persona is a favorite theme in hip hop...but for

the concepts of ameJismo" aJo terminology (homeboy, OG, etc), the

pachuco! cholo! gangsta style of dress, and the lowered ride, proper re5pect

is due the v,apia.s

In order to understand. where S!moans fit in the social landscape of Southern California, we

first must pay o.ur respects to el tupio.

C.nu"sin 'Down tlleStreef in My64

The influence of the Maican American community on hip hop in LOIi Angela> is

undeniable. In addition to dress and speech. a particularly illustrative example can be

discerned in the adoption and adaption of Chicano car culture. The long and hAllowed

history of Chicano car OJ1twe has entere:l the hip hop mainstream via the videos of Chicano

artists like Kid Frost and African American artists N.W.A. (and the sub6equent videos of

N.W.A.·spawned. soja artists Eazy E, Ice: Cube. and Dr. Ore) and 2Pac. In hip hop videos of

the past twelve years, it ha6 become common to the point of cliche to incorporate shots of the

artist Cru.i6ing down the 6treet at the wheel of an impre66ive automobile. Whereas in the

vide06 of East Coast artists the autos of choice: for the requisite urban street shot6 have

tended towards high end luxury cars, for the W!"!6t Coast gang6ta artist it ha6 hId to be a

customized claS6i.c. Thanks to Ice Cube, Dr. Ore, Snoop Dogg and 2Pac, the 1964 Impala,

replete with hydraulic 1ift6, has become a wa>t coast hip hop icon.

The customizing of cars in working class Mexican American communitie6 is rooted

in Chicano filsqu~clteaesthetics; utilizing mundane materials and a lot of hard work and

imagination to create 60mething beautiful (and typically ostentatious). Although

customizing started yeam earlier, formal car clubs can be traced to the early 1950'5, where

they were devised by merchants and the sheriff's department as an alternative activity to

keep Chicano youth out of gangs. They quickly became "a focal point for 6Oci.allife in the

v.1uiq providing a place to work, hang out, listen to music, gain knowledge of se1f

apre55ion and cultural identity through the drte of car customizing.'" Whittier Boulevard,

03 Ra~an Kei.ly, ''Hip Hop Chicano: A Separate But Parallel Story" in Cross, 1993: 65
.. ibId 66-67



the central artery of East Los Angeles, became an avenue of expreS5ion in every sense of the

phrase as customizers cruised low and slow in their homemade wonders. By the 1960's and

'70's, these lowriding youth had fashioned an exceptionally vibrant, dynamic and distinctly

local cultural community, and it wasn't 1003 before the appeal of the customized car

transcended the barrio boundaries of the Chicano Eastside. Lowriders soon negotiated

Crenshaw and the boulevards of the African American Southside as well as the streets of

L.A.'s whiter suburb6.

All of this cultural mixing and appropriation has not been without tensions and

hostilities. On the one hand Los Angeles' mostly white police force was, from the beginning..

intent on keeping the racm, especially where whites were concerned, from mixing. The

history of restrictive housi~ covenants and governmental cerumre of the people and places

that brought the diverse populati006 of L.A. together tell the story of governmentally

sanctioned racism, Angeleno-style.·' Car club6, as sites of dynamic innovation and potential

interethnic influence, became targets. Ironically, considerins their origin, by the the 1960's

and 1970's car club6 were linked in the eye of law enforcement to gang activity and

criminality. While some car clubs have in fad engaged in extralegal activities, many more

legitimate club members have been unduly harassed, often being logged into Los Angeles

Police and Sheriffs Department gang tracking systems and identified as gang members

simply for beJongin.g to car clubs. The legacy of the LAPD under chief Daryl Gates (1978

1993) has meant the "every non-Anglo teenager in Southern California is now a prisoner of

gang paranoia and a66ociated. demonology,"" an environment in which any type of

organized activity on the part of non-white youth is vie\o'led with suspicion and hostility by

law enforcement, The LAPD's supposed "War On Drugs" has been more akin to a war on

Los Angeles' people of color in generaJ, and young people in particular. In such an

environment, the IOWTider has been widely embraced by youth of many ethnic

backgrounds as a symbol of opposition.

However, for many Chicanos, the lowered ride is stilllll culturally specific icon,

whose origins should be respectfully remembered. Tensions have arisen with the

commercial success in the late 1980's and 1990's of African American recording artists, like

N.W.A., who have incorporated the emblematic automobile into their own cultural lexicon.

Chicano ra pper Kid Frost expla ins

[,(Jou got these guys who are like, 'Oh, well, Detroit's black and that's the

motor city so for blacks to be lowriders is no big thing.' But they don't

understand that we've always been stripped of our culture, and we've

.1 see Mike Davis 1992,

.. Davis, Ibid.: 284
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always been stripped of our heritage and our background; it airt"t nothin'

new, But they don't lowride like Chicanos lowride and they don't hook up

their cars like we do, you can tell the difference right off the bat. You could

put a Chicano's lowrider right there and tell how much cleaner, how much

more fresh it is right off the bat, than a black dude's lowrider. There are a

lot of lowriders out there who are black that are bad [as in good], but it's not

the same, man.'"

One gets the sense that Kid Frost's rasentment stems not so much from the appropriation of

!owriders by blacks in general, as he is still culturally confident that Chicano lowriders

remain superior, but rather anger that African Americans have achieved more mainstream

media success than Chicano artists, without giving credit to the sources of their stylistic

inspiration. Ironically, in the 1990's, it has been African Americans that have taken Chicano

aesthetics into the mainstream.

'INhere and how do S!moans fit into the lineup of Angelenos pulling their

customized rides onto the boulevard of cultural appropriation? As stated before, the lowrider

appeal has superseded L.A. 's Chicano and black communities. The ubiquitoWi car club6,

those organizations representing the formalization of the cult of the customized car, today

attract members spanning every ethnic group. Asians, especially Filipinos, and Pacific

Islanders in L06 Angele6 have joined existing clubs: or formed new ones. S,Imoans, in

particular, have been a significant presence 00 the car club circuit. Years of Samoan

ded.icatioo to the .ute of car customizatioo were recognized with the 1997 featuring of

predominantly S!moan Uso Car Club on the cover of LowRider M.1pzine, the most

widely circulated of all car customizing periodical literature. Uso, founded in Carson in the

1970' s by a man everyone knows simply a.l5 Kita, is a venerable lesend.

"CroS6, /bid 193-194
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•
Figure VI. ~Ye.z on t.he PJ1ze/ a 1999 independent film produced by Uso Car Club in

conjunction with Laidblack Productions. The soundtrack, on Trump Tight Records, features

African American, Latino, and Samoan hip hop and r&b acts from California and Hawai'i.

The lowrider appeal has been transported not just among Los Angeles communities,

but across state lines and ethnic boundaries to the islands of the Pacific. In Hawai'i, this has

sometimes resulted from Hawai'i residents returning from time spent in Los Angeles. In

other cases, it is the result of the indirect influence of the media; magazines like the ever

popular LOH~RideJ; widely available from supemlarket newstands, fuel the passions of local

customizers who show off their ever...evolving auto creations at Sunday gatherings at Ke'ehi

Lagoon or competitions at Aloha Stadiuln. As always, sound systems feature significantly in

these custom creations. Raegan Kelly notes that favorite musics of the 'Los .Angeles lowriders

of the 1970's tended to feature heavy basslines - in this respect, not much has changed in the

19901

6. At competitive "sound offs/' mostly Polynesian, Asian, African American and Latino

yOllth blast bass-laden hip hop tracks from homemade soUnd systems buried in the backs of

customized cars and trucks.



Also similar to the customized car experience in Los Angeles, lowriders in Hawai'i

have faced the censwe of law enforcement. The once epic nights of cru.il5ing down Kahio

Boulevard· WaiktkJ's own little Whittier - have been curtailed by rigorously enforced noise

restrictions that di5Criminately target local youth as well as black and Latino military

personnel while ignoring white and Asian tourists blaring music from rented. Mustang

convertibles. At one point in the early 1990'15, a Saturday evening trip down car-clogged

I<.llhio Boulevard. was an hou~and-a-h.alftour of local youth culture. Now, the locals have

been chased away, and the tourists can drive without inconvenience through a valley of

hotel.5 where the only Polynesians are waithelp and paid performers. Waiklkf police have

been complicit with a social system that keeps Polynesian youth -in their place,~ smiling

and dancing for tourist dollars, rather than out on the boulevard. in their OJl5tomized cars,

with their customized sound systems, smiling and dancing for thetn6elves.

The lowrider legacy has also reached American Simoa, where returned Southern

California car club t'eter:mo H.G. Lemusu recently opened a sort of one-stoJ> cI1a/o shop. At

H.G. Lemusu Auto Stop & Sounds Unlimited in Nu'u'uli, you can purchase everythins

from Olstom rims and auto parts, car audio equipment, cds and cassettes, to the owner's 0\'Vl\

Hamo Gear, a line of shirts and hats sporting 5.!moa-e.entric phrases and a decidedly

p.1c1tuc» -looking logo replete with brim, shades and moustache. A whole line of E.Jstside

StOI)' recordings cater to fans of the classic oldies that fueled Chicano passions of previous

decades, while Ix>otlegged versions of the latest rap and r&:b releases provide the ba66 for a

new generation of car audio enthwiasts. Laughs local radio OJ Abe King, "Yeah, you can go

in there, slam your car down, get all the little fuzzy dice, and then you can get the music to

go with it. And a t-shirt."'/tl Lemusu himself is an on·hand resource with a wealth of

knowledge sa ined from his years on the Southern Col lifomia car club scene.

In America.n Slmoa, as in Los Angeles and Honolulu, Lemusu's enthusia6tic

customers face certain authoritarian restrictions in terms of when and where to show off the

capabilities of their car audio syl5tems. The ca6e in Simoa is decidedly different in some

respects, though, as it is often traditional village authorities, sanctioned by the F.J J.S':fm04

rather than governmental restrictions or police that decide what is otnd is not appropriate

behavior, and dole out punishment accordingly. Case in point; someone drivif18 through a

particularly strict village pumping their sound system may have their car stoned and

disabled, ilnd m<lY themselves be injured. by villagers for their perceived disrel5pect. As one

Americ<ln Slmoan re6ident explains,

:II person<ll communication. Abe KinJit. PaWJ Pall:O, American Slmoan 4 AUJl;U5t 1998
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There are villages here, say N'u'u'uli for instance, if you pass through

Nu'u'uli when its curfew time and you pass by bumpin', I GUoUJntee you

yoW" car will be dismantled before you even get to wherever you're going.

Their 'JflD7Jp is so organized that if you're coming from like Leone, and

you enter Nu'u'uli during alrfew and you're bumpin', you'll be missing

yoW" windshield, both windows, passenger .1I1d driver side, the back

window probably, Because they have their own network, they have walkie

talkies, and I've seen them chase cars down,just to get their name and what

village they're from, and they go and collect.71

In the U.S., citizens perturbed. by loud car stereo systems may w:lnt to resort to such

dramatic acts of retribution, but such actions would not be sanctioned by American law.

American S.Imoa however, as a territory without an Organic Act, is governed by a complex

blend of both American law and h ~S:fOUM law. Village yoWlg mens organizations,

~luDlJp/arerelatively free to do as they see fit in enforcing village quiet hours,n

Recognizing this, most yoWlg people are conscientious about when and where to draw

attention to themselves and their property.

In SImoa, whether the American territory or its independent western neighbor,

persisting in disruptive behavior sends a message of opposition, certainly, but a different

one than that sent by car customizen; bumping on the boulevards of Hawai'i or Los

Angeles. In the United States, the car cw;tomizer declares him· or herself different from and

in opposition to a nonrepresentative and impen;onal political and social power structure

whose emissaries, law enforcement, have sometimes been likened - in the case of Los

Angeles county's nonwhite communitie6· to an "OCOJ.pylng force". rn S!moa, however, the

message sent is one of opposition to the very personall5Y6tem of social control from wililin

which has sovemed SSmoan society for centuries. Thus, performing your identity as both a

S.Imoan and a car customizer reqWr85 complel< acts of code-switching, dependent on context.

In researching this paper, such code-switching,..presented a consistent theme;----hardcore gangbangers in Carson si~ng in fni"Church choir, tough-as-nails rappen; in

Auckland ferociously spitting lyrics by night and manning the counter in the parents' mom·

and· pop grocery by day, and young men and women in American Simoa, clad in all the

apparent vestiges of youthful rebellion, nevertheless tuming the volume down as they p.lS6

through Nu'u'uli. Such apparent contradictions and multiple allegiances are the stuff of real

life that I 6eek here to describe.

t\ per60nal communication, Tune Vaouli, Alofau, American SImoa, 6 AUJ;USt 1998
>: The .gis a period during the early evening, usually about an hour, in which Samoan
families gather for evening prayell5. People are discouraged from moving about the village
or makinK noise apart from that jil;enerated by prayer or the si~AAof hymns.
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The most successful openly SoImoan hip hop act in Los Angeles (and in the united

States thus far) is undeniably the Boo·Yaa T.RJ.B.E.Tl A collective of brothers, the sons of

Reverend and Mrs. Taulima Devaux, Boo-Yaa came up in the early Los Angeles hip hop

scene first as dancers, and were featured in the Topper Carew documentary 8rd1J.in'3nd

EnterinK under the name the Blue City Crew. When they later refoOJsed their energy on

making music, their innovative blend of styles assured that Boo-¥aa's music was as

distinctive as their appearance. Although they have released relatively few recordings, the

Boo-Yaa T.Rl.B.E. continue to figwe prominently in the Los Angeles hip hop scene,

operating a music studio in Hollywood and launching their own clothing tine, Penal Code

Unlike many rap artists, 800 ¥aa play live intruments on their albums instead of

relying on samples of prerecorded material. Godfather, eldest brother Ted Devoux, explains

Basically as kids growing up, my father was a minister and he put the seed

in us to play instrwnents and that' 5 really where we started. We learned to

play instruments in church, and we grew up with War and Sly and George

Clinton and James Brown, and lovin' funk, we always said we wanted to

have a band."

Like many S!moan youth.. the Devoux brothers' childhood experience was heavily

influenced by the church. The church provided an opportunity to learn to play musical

intruments, but it was the African American funk music which filled their neighborhood

tha:t provided. a model for what to play. And while the church provided a venue to practice

harmonizing (the T.Rl.B.E. both rap and sing on their albums), it was the street which

provided the inspiration for Boo·Yaa's lyrics. God father explains, ''When we first came into

this busine6s, we came in standing alone, all we knew was the street, in the street it's our

homeboys against them.. We called the stage the boulevard." Adds lyricist Paul Devoux,

And the microphone was the gun, you don't cany a gun unlE!6S you can use

it, that was our whole mentality...Our lyrics are still hard 'cause that's all

Boo·¥aa, that's all we know, we can't sing about flowen; and things and

love."l'S

ri Rumors abound that other popular recording artists are of Sfmoan ancestry, but none
have publicly claimed that ancestry. See Is/,lnds intlle D1.linSfmlD1, pa~e 103.
TI Brian Cross 1993: 149
l'S lhid; 150



Boo-Yaa T.Rl.B.E:s music represents an ironic synthesi.6; talents nwtured in the

church are directed at addressing the secular realities of the street, specifically sa ng life. '1

was gangsta rappin' before almost anybody out here," Ganxta Ridd asserted in 1993." On

the T.R.I.B.Eo'5 1997 release, An~SFmo.tns,. reo.urent lyriul themes include homicide,

carjacking (strongarmed auto theft), and marijuana use, all set to a driving drum beat and

rock guitar riffs. "[WJhen you hear a heavy metal track with rap it brings out a e.taziness in

people," Godfather explains. Boo-Yaa's metal-tinged backing tracks mirror the roughness of

their lyrical content.

Boo-Yaa T.R.I,B.E:s blend of rap, funk and metal fits nicely within the genre

blurTing history of Los Angeles popular music I've decribed aoove. Their work has

undoubtedly influenced such artists as Ice T and Rage Against the Machine, who've

similarly attempted rap/rock fusion projects. Boo-Yaa T.Rl.B.E. have relished their role as

innovators. Rather than being dependent on samples of prerecorded material, Godfather

states, Boo-Yaa perform their own original music because "we want to make music that kids

in future generations will want to sample.""

The DevolJ.)l;; brothers' stylistic hybridity extends beyond their music. In appearance,

Boo-Yaa have adopted many of the fashion idioms of the Chicano homeboy- brims, shadE!6,

goatees, prominent tattoos in Old English script, Pendleton-style button-up shirts over white

cotton undershirts, "county jackets," khaki chinos and Chuck Taylor Converse sneaken;.

They also pay homage to customized. car culture on such songs as "Boogie Man," where

Ganxta Riddler tells of "rollin' through 223rd in my drop 6-4.""

Boo·Yaa. have lent their own interpretation to the Chicano gangsta look, however.

The T.R.I.B.E.'s signature long hair, typically arranged in neat braids, numerous tatt006

invoking S!moa ("Slmoa" in Large Old English script across a belly, "Page Page" around a

coll.a.rbone) and, probably above aU, their physical size, have assured the Devoux brothers a

singular iJnage among6t Los Angeles artists. "We let our image speak for itself," states one

&o-Yaa, "people see us they know. Our crowds don't even move because they are so

shocked.. We take our hair down and let it go...the whole crowd goes crazy." As one of the

first S!moan act5 to make the move from dancing to music, Boo-Yaa T.Rl.B.E. is largely

responsible for introducing SImoans into the hip hop mainstream, and their imposing

image has contributed to mainstream conception5 of Simoan artists.

Boo·Yaa T.Rl.B.E. claim to reprESe:l'\t what they know in their music. They translate

the srittiness and violence of Los Angeles gang life into growling lyrics and shrieking

guitar15. Simultaneously, their SlmoannE!56 is translated and modified by their environment.

,.. /bid.: 149
'f7/bid.:150
" AnRlY5.rUlOJns Bulletproof Record5 19<17
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The T.RJ.B.E. do not rap in the Samoan language, or incorporate many Samoan words into

their lyrics. They are quick to acknowledge the influence of .F.1 J,'i.Fmo.l values, such as

respect for parents and familial allegiance, but the language they use to characterize those

values is interesting. Ganxta Riddler remininisces,

When we were growing up we were the worst, the whole city was terrified

of us. When we were on the street we'd kick up dust with anyone. If you

sweat a little girl in our family, man we would go to your house and wreck

everything and break anyone that was inside.

"But," Godfather adds, "the thing is we grew up and helped. all these people in our

family:'" Fiercely proud of their SImoan ancestry yet intent on remaining true to their

urban California upbringing.. Boo·Yaa TRLB.E. represent the embodiment of 60 many

apparent contradictions.

Honolulu

It is a breezy, balmy spring evening under the stars at the WaikUtI Shell, and

thousands of people, m061:1y young, mostly Polynesian. watch expectantly as a SImoan

dancer named Ki!so takes the stage. At a di6tance, he is a small figure alone on a vast stage,

knee·length bags'y shorts and a baseball cap pulled low over his brow. Then he begins to

dance. On the giant television screen mounted far aoove him, his twenty·foot image ensurE!l9

that even the 6ea of people far up on the lawn are witness to his flows. In a seneli of

stunning moves he appears to pour himself, all fluidity and grace, across the stage. The

audience is rapt, hushed, but one can alm06t hear the sounds of dancing.. hip hop's long

neglected. fourth element, being; reoorn in the consciousness of the masSES.

Tonight, Ke60 is but one of many hip hop elements permeating a concert devoted. to

contemporary island music. Earlier in the evening, Hawaiian and SImoan rap/ragga duo

Big Every Time took the stage to lend lyrical support to Hawaiian entertainer Sean Na'auao,

and later Hawaiian rap outfit Sudden Rush will perform their local radio hit "Polynesian

Party." It is fitting that in a concert titled 1ammin' Hawaiians:.Sharing the Night,"

HawaiiAn en.tl!l'tainerf! are sharing the night, and the stage, with Samoans, Fijians And

otherti, and contemporary island music is unoJ.bashed.ly 6haring its hybrid roots.

:it Brian Cross 1993: 151
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HipHopH.1w'lii

Hip hop in Hawai'i must be characterized on two different levels. On one hand,

aspects of hip hop style, baggy jeans, designer labels like Tommy Hilfiger, Fubu and

Mecca, are widely embraced by both Polynesian and non-Polynesian local youth. Similarly,

rap artists such as Puff Daddy and his protogt Mase dominate the most popular Hawai'j

radio stations, KIKI and KQMQ. On the other hand, Hawai'i has had a hard time sustaining

a cOIIlDlunity of what Bobbito Garcia once referred. to as the "extra effort" hip hop heads,

those that determinedly seek out what is not widely available on radio or television, always

fiending for the new. Most hip hop fans in Hawai'i have until quite recently complacently

allowed mass media to determine their tastes. Hawai'i hip hop OJ Sub Zero states

[Hip hop in Hawai'i) is very influenced. by the media, primarily television.

The majority of the hip hop coaurllmity out here depends on television to

dictate what they like, in my opinion. MlV, that'1> all they have to SO on is

M1V. Most people out here tend to take what's given to them as OPpol5ed to

going and finding what they like. {And since Yo'! got cut, M1V nowadays]

is even worse· Puffy and Master P and Will Smith. And in tum,. that's what

you hear on the radio 'cuz tha!'1> what I>ells in the record stores.'''

Lim Le6lie, of the predominantly Simoan hip hop group'Aiga, puts it more succinctly, '1t'l>

either gangsta rap or bubblegum rap, or there'l> ganS5ta·bubblegum like Master P.""

Partia..Llarly, West Coast-<>riginited rap music, such as that produced. by artists1ike

2Pac, Dr. Ore, Ice Cube, Snoop Dogg,. Warren G, and Westside Connection has had a major

impact in Hawai'L Especially among Slznoan youth, the heavy basslines, uncomplicated.

lyrics and catchy melody hooks of what has cOIIlDlOnly been referred to as gangsta rap have

had wide appeal. While thil> is partially due to the mainstream visibility of such artists, the

popularity of gangsta rap within S.tmoan COtnIDunities also steII\5 from the close connectioIUi

many Sfmoans in Hawai'i have with relatives in the California communities in which

gangsta rap originated .

.. Pefflonal communication, Terry Wilkins, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 30 A~st 1998
II pel"8Onal communication, Lini Leslie, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 16 April 1999
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when it comes to fSamoansJ from here or from Samoa, I think the West Coast

was like their first stop, so they just fell into the whole scene, and they bring

it back here. Compounded by the fact thai it's touglt, y'know, being a

gangsta and all that.1l

The connections many young Samoans in Hawai'i have to urban Californian communities

through '.!iga networks assures that they look to these communities for styli6tic inspiration.

Californian hip hop has been dominated for a decade by gangsta rap, with the result that

HawaiTs Samoan youth, too, have been largely influenced. by this West Coast genre. The

sound and imagery of gangsta rap artists has become inextricably linked with Hawai'i's

own sang culture, in which S.!moans figure prominently.13 Deeply embedded Hawai'i

stereotypes of Samoans as violent and aggressive, stereotypes which some youth play up for

purposes of recognition and respect, are buoyed by the lyrical machismo and aggressive

posturing common within gangsta rap.

It would be erroneous to assume that youth in Hawai'i are entirely dependent on

the American mainstream for musical inspiration, however. While Nunderground" hip hop

artists have by and large eluded a potential fan base in Hawai'i, there are numerous

instances of other artists outside of the U.S. mairurtream enjoying a phenomenal reception in

Hawai'i. As elsewhere in the Pacific, reggae artists in particular have left an indelible

impression on Hawai'j's youth.

j:101mm'H.1w,ui""ns: .RtE1f6oleMusiCimdlOGlJ Youth

In many ways, Hawai'i's Polynesian populations have been done a disservice by

the state's official economic, political and educational focus eastward, towards the continental

United States. Only recently, after a Department Of Education decision to incorporate Pacific

Istands Studies into public school cuniculums, have Hawaj'i's schoolchildren begun to be

educated about the greater Pacific and Hawai'i's ties geographically and culturally to other

Pacific I6lands. Yet despite mis-, and missing, fortn.al information, Hawai'i's connectedness

to the vast Pacific Islands network manifests itself regardless. One compe1ling example of

this is the story of reggae in Hawai'j.

When reggae fever swept much of the s<rcalled Third World in the late 1970'sand
J: perronal communication, Terry Wilkins, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 30 AU,lQ.Jst 1998
13 Statistics released in 1998 by Hawai'i's stat~fundedYouth Gang Response System indicate
that 29 percent of youth ~ttendingYGRS-funded agencies who identified as current or ex
F;a()Ji!; members were Samoan. Chesney-Lind, Koo and Mayeda, 1998: 9
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1980's, the Pacific Islands were particularly consumed. Embroiled in the painful process of

decolonization, Pacific Islanders resounded. to bot h the messages and the rhythms of an

essentially political and spiritual musical form. From Papua New Guinea to Aotearoa, Tonga

to Tahiti, Islanders cultivated dreadlocks, picked up bass guitars and drums, and began to

sing about Babylon and running their own crazy br1Jd.head.~·out of town. Many of the most

popular Pacific Island recording artists of the 1980'sand '90' 5, 6Uch as Aotearoa' s Herbs,

Fiji's Danny Ray Costello, and Hawai'i's Kapena, have been heavily influenced by reggae.

Reggae music, whether roots, ragga, dancehall, or dub, continues to sustain a devoted

following amongst Pacific Islanders both in the Pacific and in urban Pacific Islander migrant

communities.
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Figure VII. SanFrancisco's Club lJrcad, where Pacific Islanders regularly mix it up

with West Indians and African Americans. November 1998
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Figure VIII. Peterana's Music Shop, Apia, Samoa, July 1998

I ".

Hawai'i has been no exception to Pacific reggae fever. According to one version of
•

local folklore, Hawai'i was first introd uced to reggae in the 197(yS, when someone in the

Leeward, predominantly Ha·waiian community of Wai'anae aquired a copy of a Bob Marley

record. As the story goes, the excitement generated by that one recording spread word-of

mouth from o.ll/1n.i to 01Jeiflci, such tha t by the time Marley himself came to playa 1980

live show at the WaikIkr Shell, he received a hero's we1come.84

Whether this story can be corroborated or not, it is undisputable that by the late

1980/
8 and early 1990'sl reggae music was arguably the single greatest influence on

Polynesian musicians in Hawai/i. Everywhere around the Havvaiian Islandst local youth

were attired in the red, gold and green colors of tIle Etluopian flags that fluttered from the

rearview mirrors of automobiles from Hilo to Hanalei, and reggae rhythms emanated from

town streets and country beaches alike. While the tenets of Rastafarianism, the spiritual

underpinning of roots reggae, were poorly understood in Hawai'i, Rastafarian terminology

nevertheless entered the local lexicon. ;ail became a hipper way of saying God, and many

considered.1T.le and llJon.l to be congruent concepts. For many local teenagers, reggae music

seemed to validate a youthfl111y idealistic vision of island life, glorifying pa.k~JoJoand the

&a This version of events is COllrtesy of O/ahu activist and occasional concert promoter Marl
Matsuoka.
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pursuit of endless good times.

The mass popularity of reggae music in Hawai'j by 1993, amongst all Hawa i'i' s

populations, was largely due to support from "Island Radio" station KCCN FM 100 and

artists performing what came to be termed "Jawaiian" music.1I In mainstreaming and

localizing reggae music, however, station directors, concert promoten;, and musical artists in

Hawai'i largely depoliticiz.ed and despiritualized the genre. Reggae as "feel good" music

supen::eied reggae as 50cial consciousness·raising music.

Some of Jawaiian's most popular and prolific artists, such as Kapena and H~'aikane,

have almost entirely avoided political references in their music. The explicitly political song

"Soweto," which Kapena covered on their 1993 album Future Fronti~J'S, was an exception

which proved the rule: the song focused on social struggles in South Africa rather than

Hawai'i, and it's anti-Apartheid message pointedly came JIt~J' the dismantling of South

Africa's Apartheid regime. By the time Kelly Boy DeLima and Tongan bandmate6 Tivaini

and Teimoni Tatofi were sinsing "'S"y no to AplJ"fM.id/S.JYno, "it was a moot point."

Though not ex:pre6s1y political in content, the Jawaiian music scene did cause

political ripples for openly embracing a hybridity of cultwat and musical styles. A backlash

to that hybridity prompted the production of bumper sticken; and t-shirts which stated

"Don't Be A Wannabe, Be HAWAllAN." The word "wannabe," colored in the distinctive

red, gold, and green of the Ethiopian flag.. made the import of the message clear.

Some Hawaiian musicians criticized Jawaiian for what they interpreted as a straying

from traditional Hawaiian music.t7 It is important to note, however, that "traditional"

Hawaiian music, as conceived by artists such as Ho'okena, developed within a cultural

milieu that drew from a wide variety of influence6, including Spanish guitar, big band jazz,

rock and roll, and country and western. It is curious that no one has questioned the

"Hawaiianness" of a genre such as pin/ole music, which is basically Hawaiianized. country

music, but some musician6 and o.dtural critics have become overly concerned with

Hawaiian and Polynesian adaptions of the mwical tradition5 of the African Americas.

In an article published in January of 1993, ironically concurrent with the hundredth

anniversary of the illegal overtluow of the Hawaiian monarchy, Andrew Weintraub noted

OJ Depending on the source, the term Jawaiian is variously construed as a conjunction of
either the words "Jamaican" and "Hawaiian" or '1amming Hawaiian." I would argue that
the latter explanation, by excluding the explicit reference to Jamaica and thereforeo~ng
the social, political and spiritual origins of reggae music, has further seIVed to depolitlaze
Hawaiian reji;ji;ae hybrids.
.. It is interesting to contrast Kapena's apoliticism with the ~presslypolitical agendas of
another reggae influenced Pacific Island supergroup, Aotearoa's Herbs. While Kapena has
drawn much musical inspir<ltion from Herbs, recording at least five versions of Herbls 5Ongs,
they have avoided the activism that made Herbs the champions of both the Nuclear Free
Pacific Movement and M.tori sover~nty 6t~e6.
•~ Weintraub 1993: 85



Jawaiian is not at the center of a poUtical movement. Jawaiian delivers its

.message by promoting a reflective, not an advocate position. Jawaiian

provides a forum. for stating critical issues but does not offer suggestions for

solving them. Jawaiian's politics rest in its musicians' and audiences' desire

to control or define symools of their own emergent identity."

With limited. exception, reggae music in H.iwai'i has been more about identity politics, how

tocal youth have chosen to look and speak, what they've chosen to listen to and smoke,

ra ther than any d ist inet poUt ica Iagenda. Whereas reggae music in Jamaica, influenced by

Marcu.6 Garvey's Pan-Africanism and the Rastafarian religion, has been a forum for

addressing such community concerI'lli as police brutality, economic inequality, and racism,

Jawaiian music has notably remained. silent on the topic of Hawaiian sovereignty and on the

various economic and social i6sues confronting Hawai'i'1S Polynesian communities.

in the course of researching thi6 thesis, many people I spoke with thoughtfully

pointed out that the popularity of rap music in Hawai'i in the mid- and late 1990's parallels

Hawai'i's earlier embrace of reggae. Both senre managed to achieve overwhelming

popularity among local youth. Both influenced and continue to influence local fashions and

local dialects. Both have been adopted. and adapted by local artists. There have indeed been

many lSimilarities.

While in Aotearoa, a nation whose Pacific Islander populations have similarly

embraced reggae and hip hop, I suggested. these links between the two to M:Iori hip hop

artist and activist Darryl ThoD'l6On. He quickly corrected me. "Reggae and hip hop are not

parallel stories," he passionately explained, "they are the Sdme story."

This phrase can be interpreted in a number of ways. To Thomson, actively fighting

for social justice for Maori and other Pacific Islanders in Aotearoa, reggae and hip hop

culture are the "same story" because they tell the same story of resistance to oppression and

subjugation. He equates the .me6Sages of hip hop artists such as KRS·1 or Public Enemy with

the messages of Jamaican visionary Bob Marley. To Thom80o, the IStOries told by such artists

are universal messages of survivaL

00 another level, reggae and hip hop can be col'\tiidered the "same story" because

thgy in fact spri.ru; from common roots. The Jamaican tradition of "toasting" on the
., lbJd~ 84



microphone i6 ohen alluded to as a precun;or to rapping. Tricia Rose and Dick Hebdige

have both explored the West Indian roots of many of the most influential figures in the early

New York hip hop scene, including such icoN as OJ Kool Here and the aforementioned

KRS-1. l<:RS-1 in fact recorded several reggae tracks while with seminal hip hop group

Boogie Down Productions." Seen in this light, it becomes apparent that the boundaries

around regsae and hip hop as distinct genre are not as clearcut as many people think. Their

primary difference is that one remains most clO5eiy a560Ciated with African descendents in

the Caribbean, and the other with African descendants in the United States of America.

In terms of their popularity in Hawai'i, there exists yet another rea50n why res5ile

and hip hop carr be construed as the "same story'": like tq!Jgae, hip hop music and culture is

full of potential for consciousness-raising and. social colIUJ\entary, but also like reg&le, hip

hop in Hawai'i has largely been embraced outside of any political or social context. Whether

it i.r; the feel-good party raps of Will Smith, the thuggish machismo of Snoop Dogs, or the

mindless dance beats of "booty music," the hip hop music selling in vast quantities in

!¥wai'i has rarely been concerned with social change. Only in instance6 where politically

motivated hip hop ar~ists have achieved. mainstream American popularity, such as Public

Enemy did in the early 1990's or Lauryn Hill has done in 1998-99, do such acts make a dent

in music sales in Hawai'i.

The arbiters of Hawai'i's hip hop tastes, those responsible for the majority of the

music you hear bumping from cars and houses throughout the islands, are the station

managers at Hawai'i's two major hip hop and r&b stations, I<IKl and KQMQ - stations

whose target audience, according to one KIKI OJ, are"Asian females, 15-23 yean; old." With

little competition for Hawai'j's hip hop market, it is impossible to emphasize enough how

much conlrol these two stations have had in determining what a vast number of yOWlS

people in Hawai'i listen to.'" Though their influence over Hawai'j's hip hop taste; is

immense, however, it is not total.

i4 Tricia Rose,"A Style Nobody Can Deal With,." in Rose and Ross, 005., 1994 and Dick
Hebdige 1987. In particular, refer to Boogie Down Productions' "Reggae Medley," Live
fUrdcore Worldwide. BMG Records .
.. Beleaguered democratic radio pioneer KDEO, "Radio Free Hawai'i," who broadcast
inte:nnittently between 1990 and 1996, included some hip hop into their format. Extreme
Radio 104.3, which debuted in 1997, has failed. to live upto the promiase of its dramatic
name.Though the station ~alrui SOIne hip hop, their format features a limited number of
sonss in high rotation. Hawai i's major college radio station, KTUH, ha:s cot\5istently
programmed cutting-edge hip hop through the cotrunitted efforts of OJs such u Minh,. Big
D., Eddie L., and K.vet the Catalyst, but due to the station's limited transmission
capabilities, KTUH i8 only acce&!iible in very limited areas on the island of O'ahu. The
station h.as been petitioning the University of Hawai'i Board of Regents for yean; for
approval for a power increase, but at the time of this writing, such approval is still pending.
It is interesting to contrast the very commercial hip hop tastes of Honolulu with Auckland, a
city whose laste6 have been influenced greatly by Auckland Univemity's widely accessible
radio station, 95bFM, and the Trueschool Hip Hop Show which has been broadcasting
regularly on that station since 1991. Wider udio exposure of "underground" Amerian hip
hop a.=1i6ts in Auckland hu in tum created. increased. demand for innovative hip hop mWlC.
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Figure IX. Hip hop hope springs eternal. Jamaican reggae, a trio of truly innovative U.S.

hip hop acts, and impressive local talent are on the bill at this daring show, March 1999.

Despite the pervasive influence of commercial radio, the Hawaiian Islands have still

managed to support a small but growing committed community of hip hop artists and fans

who seek alternatives to the commercial fodder provided by local radio and MTV. This

community, Hawai'i's "extra effort" hip hop heads, are a diverse group - Hawaiians,

Samoans, African Americans, Latinos, whites, Asians and numerous people of mixed

ancestry united c"J their love of hip hopa

Against the tidal wave of political apathy, materialism, and self-indulgence

characterizing much of commercial rap music, Sudden Rush, a trio of MCs of Native

Hawaiian ancestry, have achieved recognition and moderate commercial success with their

1995 debut album .A Nation On the.Ris~and1997/
5 brilliant followup KiIe. Sudden Rush

members "King Don I" Ke'ala Ka"wa'auhau, Shane NKid Dynamite" Veincent and Caleb

';Paka15J' Richards combine a wide range of musical influences, from reggae to driving East

Coast-influenced hip hop to the Ha'waiian language chanting of Kllmu hid1 and musical
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artist Kea Ii'j Reichel, to create a engaginsly listenable albwn. Throughout their music,

Sudden Rush's political message is clear: lart!, resist American colonialism and restore

Hawaiian sovereignty. Their intelligent lyrics are focused and clear

How Coin we lOUoW.1 GOvernmenllnJI dtOCSe5 to deceive its 01t71 people?

Tn~ tellus tll.ll were equ.ll

But if}'C'lIIooK.1t IuStoJY r.-erejust ll10tliersequel

S/Jrted witn Amerio, built /rom desecration

Tneyc.lUed tiM IndMns S.1 v.lGI!5.1nd lluew em olDon resuv.1tions

Tne.n" tney lOOK IMA/rian m.1n from tlte Motned.lna 10 IIu'soinerl.1nd

To worx 10rlheIndS&lspl.1n

Tli.1t H?sn'l enoug/l, Iney nold to crass tlie bis blue

And wilen Illey SJWH4 wai'iY811t tllty tocK tnJt too

TlltyS.lW tne }mlJ .mdtlttycaDeditEU,pnistic

But theydidn't tlu'nX tJ+7Oe wfte.n tft~y W.l.<f npl.ns tile Rlci/ic

Importantly, Sudden Rush are not afraid to tackle current issues as well as h.i6torical ones,

including the Hawai'j state government's weak attempts to address Hawaiian issues.

G(,vernor Ben, nemolde.1 procJ.1D1.1tion

Are ~supposedto be n.lpff ,-.,itll tlu's .-;ituJtion?

Ni.nef..r-si'f', tlle Ye.uoltne Holwlu'.1n llnguol/f4 sctuld.-; liJ..elt61ven

But tellme, wn.1tdoas tllJt D1.lXe /9977

Tliey Xeep/yin~ weJ.·eeplJyin~

liV/iKYyeu.-;ftouJd be Ille YAIr 01t/le H.1wol/iw. PI

Though not as politically focused as Sudden Rush, the arti6ts of the hip hop

collective HIST8 Family are as equally committed about improvising original approaches to

producing hip hop that is both locally referential and universally appreciable. Influenced by

underground hip hop acts 6Uch as California's Freestyle Fellowship and Philadelphia's The

Roots, the multiethnic collective, whose members and affiliateli include African Americans, "

Hawaiians, Simoan.s, Asians,hole, and LatinOl!i, have thus far turned out an independently

produced 1998 compilation.. Fret.'6filion Specii!5,and a lyrically imprese:ive solo effort by duo

Invisible Inc. titled Tile l/pperll4nd. The HISTS web6ite states that the collective are

"'striving to create timeless compositions that wiU retain potency, even if listened to years

.. "'Tnae Hawaiian." KlTZ Way Out West Records 1997
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after the original conception," a lofty but admirable goa!.'l Loosely affiliated. with HI5T8 is

the group' A..iga. an act made up of seven 5.Imoan male MCs, a Hawaiian/Chinese male

MC, a Samoan female vocalist, a male Samoan OJ, and, occasionaUy, a Mexican male OJ also

affiliated with other HISTS acts.

~~:A F.lmil..vA/hir

With us, we're just tryin' to show these people that there's more to it than

just ganggta rap, and we're tryin' to take a bad thing and turn it into a good

thing. Our group, we could be conceived of as a gang,. but we're not out

there doing negative things. We're out there having: fun, but we're still

trying to keep on a positive tip.

High Chief XL, 'Aiga

'Ai.g..t have been performing together for three years. The group is founded. around

the nucleus of cl06e friends Walter Saole and Mike Maielua, who grew up popping and

locking and breakdandng on the sidewalks of Honolulu's Mayor Wright's housing project.

Saole, known as High Chief XL, speaks of th06e early days dancing on the corner,

V'lhen you think about it, hip hop wasn't made out of hate. It was made out

of love, because people love to get together, they love to party, they love to

dance. They love music, basically, and that's what hip hop WAS. Love. The

whole corner was coming together. We used to break, one of these guys, an

OG, used 10 come out with this big-ass box radio; a c.a.r battery hooked up to

a car stereo, a homemade box, car speakers. That shit used to bump/

He used to bring'wn to the comer -boom!- somebody else would come with

the linoleum. We just had these ht18tf'-L<iS circles going, know what I mean?

And that was hJn"I was like "Oaaaaamn. Yeahhh!" Because I loved. that 60

much, I just took it a step further.

• j (http://www.cirientertainment.comj"/ bistate) 6 April 1999
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Figure X. An early incarnation of'Alga, featuring BRoce, Money Mike, Dig Dave, Red

Savage, I-Ray and High Chief XL, center, 1997

The other nine members of the I Aiga family share Saole' 5 love of hip hop and

desire to provide positive entertainment for ~Hawai/i's yotlth. Many of them also share

familial ties that render the group's name more than just metaphorical. Brother and sister

Ray and Jeannie Kelsall are I-Ray and Jeannie of the Lamp, respectively. Their cousin "Big

Dave" Savea is the informal manager of the group. ·Lilli Leslie, The Kursed One, is a cousin

of Sao Ie' Sf as is Na ture Boy I Soon Togiola. June Bug Da Killah is SaoIe's younger brother

and protege Jacob Saole. Chala Sue, Red Savage, is a close friend, as is Hawaiian/Chinese
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member B-Dubb, Brett Wong, who hooked up with the group while at the University of

Hawai'i. "We have a saying," says SaoIe, "it's /u1l cUr/e, what goes aroUfld comes aroUfld."

The whole essence of life revolves aroUfld family. Because without your

family, you ain't nothing. That's the definition of a. man, is family. How

yow family grows depends on how you take care of yow family .. .And

that's the whole Sl:moan culture, family.

'Aiga's invocation of the Samoan culture, and its appreciation of family ties, is

similar to that expressed by members of the 800-Yaa T.R.I.B.E. in their published

interviews. The type of music 'Aiga produce, however, and the way their values are

conveyed in their lyrics, is quite different.

"Boo·Yaa T.R.I.B.E., it still kinda gets to me," states SaoIe, '1 haven't heard

anything from them that's in Sl:moan. You listen to their rap6..l haven't even heard a

S!moan word until recently." Adds Lini Leslie, "AU they say is 'Samoan' but that's as far as

they get." '1 don't put 'em down,'" Saole continues, "because they were rai5ed. on the

i\1.ainland and that's just a Mainland mentality, but then still their roots go back to Samoan

roots."

rn contrast, 'Xiga incorporate Samoan 1ansuase into their lyrics and invoke SJ:moa

in more than just name only. "What's the good of saying that you're a S.Imoan if you can't

rap in Samoan?" asks Saole. Leslie, i:x>m in Falealupo, the westernmost village in Sa:moa,

but raised in the almost entirely African American Nickerson Gardens housing project in

Watts, Los Angeles, is proud of having maintained the ability to read, write and speak

S.Imoan fluently. While it might be argued that the incorporation of S!moan language and

references into'Aiga' s music could tum non-S.tmoan listeners away, Sa.ole prefers to think of

an alternative scenario where one breakthrough S.tmoan ad could instead tum the

mainstream on to the prodigious talents within Slmoan communities.

Thewhole S!moan thing is gonna. pick up, it's only a matter of time. All it

takes is one Slmoan group to make it big, one Slmoan person to make it

big and incorporate Nslanguage into it, and everyone's gonna fall for it.

Like dominoes. Then everyi:x>dy will be like, "Yea.h, usos!"

Such an optimistic chain of events is not entirely implausible. The recent SUCces6es of Latino

MCs such as New York Puerto Rican artist Big Pun have 6purred mainstream hip hop
;
i'
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interest in things Latino, to the point where African American artists are weaving Spanish

words into their own English languase rhyme;. With hugely successful artis1 Will Smith

having already incorporated Polyne;i.an people and imagery into a hit music video, and

acts such as Oakland's Digital Underground and New York's Ghostface KiUah mentioning

Samoans and HawaiiaI\6 in their rhyme;, it is not unfathomable to assume that a Polyne;ian

hip hop act can and will achieve mail\6tream success.

The members of 'Alga exemplify the way in which hip hop has deeply permeated

the lives of many Sfmoan youth. In trying: to el'tplain hip hop's i.nfluence, Walter Saole

searches for a way to expre;s how hip hop has fortned an inalienable part of his identity.

I'm from the old school. Hip hop is still hip hop to me. It's not no dress

thing, it's not no fad thing,. I mean, it's basically my life. Me and Mike"

that's what we live for. Hip hop las always been an integral part of what I

do, what I listen to, how I dress, how I talk, I mean, that's just me already. I

live hip hop. There are certain things you can be infatuated by, "Oh, I want

this," but then something you carTj" throughout yow life, that's )'t'u" that's

the definition of.,1'Pu" already. BasicaUy. That's how hip hop is. It's a part of

my life. If you OJt me up into pieces, one piece would have to be for hip

hop.

Such a testament begs for the re-examination of aU the ways we typicaUy think about

identity construction. Saole tal..k.s about who he is as a product of what he has loved and

devoted. his life to . hip hop. Being a hip hop devotee, as a chosen identity, is more complex

than expret5sing an identity based solely on race, ethnicity, class, age or gender, because hip

hop is able to speak to aU those separate identities. A hip hop identity both aS6umes a

relationship with a particular set of social markers - nonwhite, poor, young, urban, male·

and allows for continual redefinition of self.

When I was in Auckland in '75, '73, there was just a handful of us, a group

of us in these little 5Uburbs over there. But now, you start right fromw~

you get off the plane, that suburb there, Marqsere, aU the way into town

right by the shore is just 5.Im0a.n6 galore.. .50uth Auckland, the Westside,

the North Shore, they're buicaUy all over the place! Even in Wellington,

iiI



Australia. I mean, for tholie who know where the spots are, you' U find 'em.

It's amazing.. from one little dot on the map, here you are in Sa:moa, you

wouldn't even be able to lit all those people back here.

Sam Pe1esasa

Fve been blessed with the fulure bestowed bymy/.Jtner in tne seve.nlies

Le/t Ille '.JJ8-J in SJ'mo.t

.In saur::1J Ii:Jr more ame to A Ot61ro.'1

P.1id tne price lor bt!inKpoor; neard 'em MOC./( tit tiJe door

DJwn r.ud, dJwn nkiyol/ e.tn 't esr:::.lpe

YOtl 're not IlIes.lme ace soyouP.tf more 10 st.ly

Histo1]' tells .lnotllefstory believeme

A.:<;KyourMom .lnd D.lddy, no it Wolsn't euy....

For t1JoseSEflet'3tions .lbout to come fortll

Don't /or¢yourP..Isl.tnd w.lIJ:,xourR kl.md I3IJ:

SOyou DIllYprosper; ,lnd.J'l!.$ it is proper

For~votlto ):nowyour culture be./ore.lny otller.

Brotha 0, Loo Tribe, "Summer In the Winter"

in 1962, in the islands wer;t of the 171st parallel of longitude, S.Imoan struggles for

self determin.a.tion resulted in political independence from New Zealand, who had governed

samoa as first a League of NationlS mandated territory and then as a United Nations trust

territory since the first World War. The relationship between the two nations - former

colonialist and formerly colonized - have continued to be cl06e, however. When New

Zealand experienced po6t-war economic rooms, it turned to the islands of the Pacific for

migrant labor to fill vacant positions in New Zealand factories and textile mills. Simoa in

particular supplied thousands of workers, young people often sent at the behest of their

family to New Zealand to accumulate moderate amoWlts of wealth which could be sent or

brought back home to Slmoa. Typically these migrants expected or were expected by their

families to return to S!moa. Many did. However, a great number of 5.Imoans have adopted

New Zealand as home, making S.Imoans the most significant Pacific Islander population,

apart from the indigenous M!ori, in Aotearoa.·) The children of these migrants hav9 grown

up primarily in the urban communities of New Zealand, often conceiving of 5.Imoa only as

a sort of vicarioU6 homeland - revered, honored, but not necessarily experienced.

In the 1970'6, global economic restructuring severely impacted the New Zealand

n Nearly 100,000 persons in 1996 according to the New Zeala.nd Census, which is close to
half of all non-MIon resident Pacific lslandet"5.
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economy, just as it did the industrial economy of California. The most vulnerable indust ries

were typically those that utilized a high percentage of migrant labor. Patrick Ongley

explains

The effects of both sJobal and domestic restructuring have been most

severely felt in industries which have been major employea; of migrant

labor, such as textile, metal and engineering industries, as these are

generally the more inefficient sub6titution industries and they have had

much of their protection removed."

Samoan families in New- Zealand that had come to depend on steady work faced layoffs and

decreasing opportunities, Meanwhile, their family and friends continued to migrate into a

social and political climate that increasingly scapegoated them as a burden on an already

strained economy. Brutal government raids on islander homes rounded up those suspected

of overstaying temporary work or visitor visas. In addition to these "dawn raids," many

Pacific Islandet5 were subjected to random identification checks on the street and those

unable to produce documentation could be taken to holding facilities and eventually

deported~.

Added to this already fractious climate was the resentment of some Maori who

viewed Pacific Island misra-nts as unsympathetic to their struggle for indigenous rights and

OJltural autonomy, willing to play "good colonized native" as long as they were guaranteed

residence in Nev.r Zealand. These resentments continued through the 1980's and 1990'5, and

carried over even into the hip hop community. At a now infamous concert, a member of the

early Maori rap group Upper Hutt POlSSe queried S.Imoans in the audience whether they

were down for the Mlon struggle, reportedly telling them that i.f they weren't, "they might

as well go back to S!moa." Although the artist's dE!6ire was ultimately to promote unity and

solidarity between M.rori and Pacific Island migrant populations, the comment incited a

great deal of anger among6t S.tmoans in the audience, who forced the group from the stage,

and was widely translated in S.1[moan communities as an expression of bias against

S.Irroans'". The battles between "biOJltural" a.nd "multicultural" agendas which marked New

Zealand's politics and sociall5elVices, themselves reflective of a global debate aoout

" "Pacific Islands' MiRation and the New- Zealand Labour Market," in Paul Spooney, David
Pearson and Cluny Macphenon, eds. 1991: 21
~ lbJd 23
.. per50nal communication, Darryl Thomson, Auckland, New Zealand, 22A~t 1998.
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~usJ~hts and their not-alw~ys-s'ynchronousrelationslUy to civil and human rights/7

were reflected within the microcosm of t he hip hop community.

AlJcldand

Figure XI." No techno no house no grunge or country cra p."

Concert poster, Brotha D's Student Bar, Papatoetoe, South Allckland, August 1998

In a darkened nightclub in the Papatoetoe neighborhood of South Auckland, over

the pound of seamlessly woven hip hop beats, Phillip 'Thylpcydefr Fuemana talks of empire

building. An imposing figure, the Niuean/Ivlaori founder of South Auckland's Urban

Pacifika Records has a vision. He talks of pride and success. Of a lJetter life that, through

music, he sees the possibility for building.

In a nation where American hip hop and r&b are almost universally popular

amongst the young, urban, Polynesian population (a11d in many of the rural communities as

well), Phil Fuemana sees the oppoltunity for nUlturing homegrown talent who can compete

97 For example, the emotional and protracted debate about post-coups Fiji, where the
government's interpretation of maintaining the indigenous rights of Fijians seems to have
come at the expense of the civil rights of the sizable non-Fijian resident population. It is
important to remember that these concepts of "rights" are European and American in
origin! so any discussion of them carries with it an implied acceptance of a Western
conceptual framework for evaluatiN; societies.
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loollyand natianaUy for a share of canswnerdollarri. To this end he has built up a

foundation of artists, aU CJ.re1ully groomed to fill particular mU6iol niches and images.

There is the ruffneck rap pol55e Lo5t Tribe, a collection of disparate voices and island

ethn.kities including SamOan MCs Johnny 'Jester" Sagala and Danny "Brotha D" Leaosavai'i,

Tongan MC Jonathan "Son Tan" Pale, Rarotongan Me Kendall "KD" Takai and Niuean OJ

Fingas, a,k.a. Jim Makai. While Fueman.. is quick to state that U.PR. as a label il5 "not a

political vehicle· we don't profess to be the savior of the Polynesian people,.... Lost Tribe

push the stylistic and political envelope with lyrics addressing, among other things, social

issues within New Zealand's Pacific Islander communities. Even their existence· as a multi

ancestried collective· emphasizes pan-Polynesian unity, 6hared histories, and coalition

building in the face of the common struggleII' of their respective islander communities.

As complement to L061 Tribe's rough-edged image, U.P.R. solo Me Dei Harno,

Papatoetoe's Sunny Sigala, exudes a certain playboy charm and brashness in keeping with

the old-fashioned braggadocio that has always marked hip hop. Sunny, like brother Johnny

in lost Tribe, was a member of an earlier group called Pacifikan Descendents, an aU

Simoan rap act that galvanized audiences with machete and Simoan flag-waving $lase

performances in 1994 as part oftheFuemana-organized mua'tour. M

While Sunny's rhyming style is playfully boastful, he is quick to point out his love

and respect for hip hop.

For me, hip hop is something really pen;onal. Like if you walk the streets,

you'U see a latta people, y'know, the trend now is puff jackets, hats to the

back, gold chains, blah blah blah blah blah, y'know. And you'll find - this

is the funny thing- you'll find a latta the people who are from the old school

don't look [like that}, it's the younser ones that are coming up. I just want

them to develop the love that a lot of U6 old people have. Yeah, 'Cuz I really

dolove the music. 1011

R&b acts Moizna and a.k..a.Brown round out U.P.R.'s art~ic repertoire with SInooth,

if hishly commercial, crooning over easily digestable beats. Apart from their own releal5es,

both acts also serve as in·house talent to sing catchy melody hookli and backins vocals on

the hip hop tracks of UP.R's other artists. Moizna, a group of four young, attractive,
4 pet60nal communication, Phil Fuemana 21 A~t 1998
"The Proud Tour, and its accomp_anying compilation album (mud" An Urtun-hci/ic
StreetsouJCampi/iLtion Second Nature, 1994) , were a milestone in contemporary New
Zealand Polynesian musk and helped to launch the careers of several current top artists,
including Phil Fuemana '8 brother Pauly, who under the name OMC achieved. international
SUCCESS in 1997 with his album HowBkant?(Polywam New Zealand, 19%)
1011 perrional communication, Sunny Sigala, Papatoetoe, South Auckland, New Zealand, 21
AuF;USt 1998



Niuean/Cook Island, Samoan and Samoan/Chinese fe.tn.alas, including lead singer Alesha

5iosiua who took home the Best Female Vocalist award at the 1999 New Zealand Music

Awards, have scored several hits both on their own and in supporting roles with their

V.P.R. brothers. Samoan and Samoan/ Chinese duo a.k.a. Brown are similarly primed for

success with their upcoming releases, as well as having been featured on the 1995 V.P.R.

collaborative single "One" and working on a 1999 remix for New Zealand pop sinser Dave

Dobbyn. In addition, John Chong-Nee, one-half of a.k.a. Brown, ilS credited with the co

production of the 1998 hit single "Scene ill" for Niuean artist CM-tu, former lead singer for

the pop/funk outfit Supergroove and now a sucC0Ssfulsolo artist linked with the talented

collective Token Village. The Token Village family also includes slmoan MCs King I<J:pisi

Bill Urale, formerly of the s!moan/ Maori group Gifted and Brown - and Phatmospheric,

othenvise known as Joey Schuster.

CM-fu, Ponsonby's Che Ness, has similarly recorded with DJ DLT, Danyl

Thomson, previouslyly of ground breaking M.!ori rap group Upper Hutt Posse, as well as

T.!ngata Records Maori recording artists Dam Native, fronted by Daniel Haimona. Though

not without its tensions, rivalries and animosities, the hip hop scene in Aotearoa, a nation

which is predicted to have nearly a million indigenous Maori and 600,000 other Pacific

Islanders by 2051,'01 seems to be currently marked by an ethic of collaboration and

competitive creativity.

AO/Ar/tU HipHop./mP/8!!$/ons

Aotearoa hip hop is similarly marked by several other defining fadors. Fint, it is

characterised. by a strong awarene&5 of the influence of American popula.r culture. Many

artists in New Zealand echo sentiments like these of s!moan rap artist King KapilSi.

The message that I'm trying to get acr0S6 to the Polynesians in New Zealand

is: don't follow the black and white American culture like it was your bible.

Don't loee your culture and remember who you are. I'm trying to give our

Polyne5ian youth the option to I.i6ten to something where they can go, 'Hey,

there's a role model I can live up to· they're from New Zealand: I've been

into hip hop for 10 to 12 years and we take influences from it but we don't

put on American accents and ra p like an American. Listen to your idol but

'0' Statistics New Zealand. New Zealand Maori Population Projections - 1996 base-2051. New
Zeala.nd Pacific Islander Population Proiections . 1996 base-2051. 13 January 1998
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don't imitate.. Come OLlt vvith your own stuff. Rework their flavours and

make it yours;02

Even in its rejection - lIDon't sound Americal1!" ~ America plays a major role in the

development of ltip hop in Aotearoa.

Secondly f New Zealand's isolation from the primary American communities

producing hip hop, the African AmericA.n and LatiIlo communities of The United States'

urban cellters, has had a significant impact in the roles Pacific Islanders play in their own

hip hop communities. Distanced from the African Anterican or Latino communities that

migllt claim cultural legitimacy, cultural authority, even rights over a genre many consider
. -

their cultural property, Polynesians ill New Zealand have had relative freedom to adopt hip

hop as they wilL Whereas SalIloans in Los Angeles or San Francisco must battle African

Americans and Latinos for street credibility and resIX.l(,1:, in Aotearoa Polynesians (including

indigenous Maori) already are the "minority with authority .. " They fill all niches within hip

hop, and are infinitely more accepted as musical artists ... MCs and DJs - than in the United

States. There are many nightclubs with Samoan doormen in Auckland, but unlike many

spots in the U.S., these venues also feature Samoan DJs, Samoan :NICs, Samoan dancers and

patrons. DJ Sam Pelesasa, who spent the first twenty of his twenty-five years in Auckland,

states it succinctly, "'You start right from the door into the clubs on the wheels [turntables],

YO\1'll find a Samoan."103

l_ .. -----:

.FigureXll Jester of Lost Tribe, I'he Student Bar, August 199E..

1\12 in Stephen Tewell 1998: 83
103 personal communication, Sam Pelesasa, Apia, Samoa, 27 Tuly 1998
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In fact, in the hishly segregated social climate of New Zealand where there is little

interaction between p.JJ:e/1.l and Islander clubgoers, it is not unusual to enter a hip hop club

where virtually aU the patrons and staff are Polynesian. Dance music genres such as techno

or house music are viewed as -PilJrelu.<F or "Puilgrmusic, while hip hop, r&b and reggae

are considered "Islander music." In view of Pacific Islanders' consumption and, increasingly,

production of hip hop in Aotearoa, it is only natural for them to feel that they have a

concerted stake in the Hip Hop Nation.

Finally, there is a third fader clO6ely related to the greater role of Pacific Islanders

within New Zealand's social fabric. Hip hop was and in some respects continues to be a

music and lifestyle of resistance and opposition to oppression. As stated previously, the

dominant nanative of oppression in the United Stdes continues to be the legacy of African

slavery.'Ot In New Zealand, however, the domwnt narrative of oppression is the

disenfranchisement of New Zealand's indigenous popu1a.tion, the Mlori. Fittingly, the first

local groups to g3.in national attention performing rap music were MAori who resonated. to

the politics of a genre that seemed 10 pick up where Bob Marley left off.

We were like sixteen years old, living in a town where white people wore

t-shirts saying "Equal Rights for New Zealand Whites" and ·White

Power"...Blatant attacks on the street was what we faced. As young sixteen

year-old boys, we walked down 10 the mall on Friday night and hung out

and we walked everywhere, so if it was two in the morning and a white ute

[utility vehicle] full of guys with skinheads and black jerseys would drive

past and they were drunk, your life was in danser. If they decided to stop

and lum around and give you shit, you either had to defend your6elf or

run. So we considered it a war zone...but this was the same town we were

living in and we'd all watch tv at night and it's like ''Hello kiwis! Lovely

place we have here, isn't itr' Y'know? ''Fair and equal opportwtity.w

Abeolute crap! So, in the beginning we listened to rap like Kurtis Blow a.nd

SugarhillGa~ and all the sood time, hand-clappinS stuff. It was all great,

until wThe Message" came along. And when we first heard wThe Meuage/

it 60rta like, turned us on our heads, y'know? Yeah. that sons was probably

the first time I heard consciousness ·since the likes of Bob [Marley] ...That's

'00 Although it should be noted. that there is reticence on the part of the media. to actually
portray the cc·;·plex circumstances and issues of the slavery period· sllvery is more
invoked t~n explored in CDntemporary discourse. Also, the Holocaust holds a special place
in American discourse and M often portrayed. in media representations
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what forced us to stop going "Yee-haw, everybody clap your hands" and

started talking about stati6tics and death rates.'as

Much like in Hawai'i, where the group Sudden Rush perform fl.l O1e/e pIleoleo , Hawaiian

rap music, with an e>(plicit Hawaiian 'soverei,snty agenda, Mlori group6 such as Upper Hutt

Posse and Dam Native perform ;'aup.1pJ mwic aimed at both commenting on and

changing existing l5oaalstructurel5. They are the contemporary VOice6 of indigenow peoples

struggling with the legacy of land alienation and subjugation.

M.Iori aren't the only ones making political music in New Zealand, however. In a

1998 live appearance on the Polynesian-youth-oriented TV program MJj rime, Wellington

based Simoan rap group Foot Souijahs captivated audiences with a m.antra-like lyrical flow

over backing tracks provided by former International Turntablist Federation Awtralasia

regional champion, OJ Raw.'oo

Po/yna.>i.m son C1USing friction

PeqtefE3to~on the.fVt118et'evided

f1IhJt:S the vt>Jdict?

Em.1ncip,lethe mentJ/

C%IUJ.1J.:t;tic /ookgot)'Ourmindin.l sh.lmb/R;

CasUJhie$ 01impen'.11J.:t;m

Submt?!'!fe indJsenotLt; cultureslo obliviofl

Mind in paSon

Ab..,.1~J':S'repmse.nt fOE mypeople

P"ci/ic fs/.Inder$ on foreign soil

Stylela'lul

TJA:e J look.ls we enter thenett dupter, /lippin' senpt.

Foot SouljahS, al~r\g with artists from Audland's U.P.R. and Token Village collectives aI5-well as others, are not afraid to tackle i15sue$ specific to their Pacific !ISlands heritage, even so

far as confronting the complex i66Ue of beins: an indigenous penron, in thiJs case Sfmoan, on

'lPceign soU," At a time when the term "indigenow~ is bandied about so freely, and is often.
, personal communication, Dartyl Thomson, Auckland, New Zealand, 22 August: 1998.
New York hip hop group Grandm.aster F1a.sh and the Furious Five's "The Message" was
released in 1980 on ~rhillRecords,
'00 The International Tumtablist Federation, or ITF, is a worldwide orsanization of DJs
originally headquartered in California's San Francil5co Bar Area. The 1TF is very influential
in New Zealand, where it regularly sponsors OJ competitIOns. 1TF representative for N€\'{
Zealand is Phil "Sir Vere" Bell, a Mlori OJ who, along with Darryl Thomson, hosted the
short-lived but extremely popular MTV New Zealand rap program WrecKopliza He also
continue6 to h06t The Trueschool Hip Hop Show, which has been broadcasting on Auckland
University's 9SbPM radio station since 1991.
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con.strued simply as a substitute for "non-white" or "non-Ewopean," il is significant that Fool

Souljahs at least allude to the multilayered issues inherent in their position as Pacific Island

migrants on MIori land. One wonders, if they had been in the audience when Dean Hapela

of Upper Hutt Posse asked, "Are you down for the Miori struggler', would they haye

yelled 'ioe?

In addition to the overt politics of Foot Souljahs, other hip hop artists such as

Wellington's Tha Fee1style have engaged in politics of a different sort by releasif4!; work

recorded entirely in the S.rmoan language. Tha Feelstyle's 1997 "Anthem," recorded in the

garage of the aforementioned OJ Raw, invites li6teners "'Se'is.lu IFd//.£ evtleY.J .lne 0/Stlfl

iz Jou HJ010;' "Come, let's go, let's go cruise. Come S£moans." The catchy vocal hook, a

twist on a phrase in the popular S£moan song "Tllofa Teine," takes on a deeper meaning

when paired with Tha Feelstyle's Samoan language raps. "Anthem" invites a whole

generation of New Zealand-born, hip hop indoctrinated Simoans to ambrace the Simoan

language.

Part-Slmoan female Me Lucia Ablett, who briefly co-hosted a televised version of

9SbFM's Trueschool Hip Hop Show along with Johnny Sigala, writes compll!X rhymes aoout

being a woman in a role dominated by males.

I write about being a woman,..just things rve grown upwith and things I

see. Just really conscious stuff, none of it's negative, and just about being. an

MC, y'know,.being a female MC....There's not [too many around]. I mean,

there's probably a lot hidden in their bedrooms, sort of rhyming. That's

what I did for ages, y'know?

Ablett describes the process by which she came to hip hop.

I wrote poetry aU through my life but I didn't write it to write music, it was

jUlit poetry, just voice that I l!Xpre5sed through poetry. But I hooked up with

this guy called Cozmo, in Wellington, and he's an MC from ages ago, He

formed Rough Opinion with this guy...they never released any albums but

they were always performing. And I hooked up with him and he was really

good. He was always telling me, "'('know, you should write rhymE!l5 and

you should, y'know, freestyle", always telling me to freestyle but I was

always really scared. But rve always been a poet, y'know, writing, so ever

since he told me to start rhyming, I slarted writing. And that was in

Wellington, but I never really did anything down in Wellington. It wasn't
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until I came up to Auckland that I really went through with it. I got up on

st.i.ge one night, jU6t, y'know, busted is rhyme in front of this full bar .. nd

everyone was just freaked OUt.
107

Essentially, whether in Ca~n or Auckland, SImoan rap artists are concerned with

being heard, being respected, being successful, selling records. As many a. young Samoan

has vocalized, how you act is heavily dependent on where you live. In New Zealand,

Pacific Islanden; live in an environment responsive to the image of a Polynesian rapper. In

the United States, SImoan Amerians struggle to "'represent'" amidst larger black, Latino,

and white popula.tions apathetic to Pacific Isla.nd.er issues. The divergent images and

messages ofSlmoans in these two adopted homelands are significantly shaped by the roles

proscribed for S!moans in their host societies.

&dtolneMoll1eruftd

There is no doubt that the concerru; and preoccupations of SImoan communities

living in the United States and New- Zealand have filtered back to the Sfmoan archipelago.

Of the two political entitim that make up that archipelago, each is undeniably influenced by

the industrialized nation with which it has closest tim. The territory of American SImoa is

heavily influenced by the communities of Hawai'i and the werrtem United States to which

many of its residentlS travel and from which many others return. Similarly, the Independent

Stale ofSfmoa on the wEl5lern half of the archipelago, though fiercely proud of its political

autonomy, is nevertheles$ strongly influenced. by New Zealand and to a lesser extent

Australia.

In addition to these respective external focuses, American Sfmoa and S.lmoa also

interact with each other to a sreat extent. Their separate political entities ob6cure the reality

that many S.lmoan familes are in fact spread across the archipelago and count members and

ties in numerousloations in both Slmoas. Travel between the two is common. BU6ineslS

people flow back and forth, as do young people seeking the excitement of fresh faces in the.
nightclubs of either Page Paso, American Slmo,\ or Apia, Simoa. On any given Friday or

Saturday nisht in Apia, small groups of "'Paga people'" an be spotted amongst the patrons

of such Apia nightspots as the RSA or Margrey-Ta's."Apia people'" can similarly be spotted

in Evalani's or the Country Ch..tb, moong it up with American coulSinS.

~6i~fI..ll communication, Lucia Ablett, Ponsony, Auck1a.nd, New Zealand, 27 Augwst
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Although such incidents of crossover and overlap are common, the fact that Pago

peoEJ.e are COnspiOlOUS, that they can be spotted and picked from amidst all the other

Samoans clubbing on a Friday night in Apia, points back to one of the central concerns of

this thesis; that location has an indisputable influence on how Samoans express themselves.

ill Samoa, precolonial notions of difference based on familial ties to particular villages and

lineages have been overlayed by colonially imposed nation-states, creating separate political

identities; Western Samoan and American Samoan. The boundaries of these separate

identities cire constantly blurred. by S!moans themselves, but they nevertheless have

become reified and mean something to most Samoans. The reception of hip hop in both

Samoas illustrates both the differences between the two and the high degree of overlap.

Kelemete Akana Misipek.a, OJ K of 808, is manning the turntables on a hot July

evening at The Country Club, a popular nightclub outside of Pago Page. The place is

starting to fill up, college students home from the States for the summer break, relatives

visiting from Hawai'i or California, local people both young and not so young. Sharing the

bill with OJ K of 808 and his turntables tonight is the house band who, like most 5.imoan

nightclub bands, perform a mix of Samoan and Pacific Island favorites and American and

European pop tunes. Not so subtly, the crowd divides as the band pauses for a break and

K of 808 resumes his position in the OJ booth. The older crowd exits the dancefloor, drifts

back to their tables. Young men and women in athletic gear, gold hoops sparkling in their

ears, flood Misipeka with requests' 2Pac. Notorious B~G. Puffy, Mase. At the first sound of

the Diana Ross sample introducing Puffy' 5 "Mo' Money, Mo' Problems," the dancefloor fills

with moving bodies, waving hands, smiling faces.

Kelemete Misipeka plays their requests, but in contrast to the jubilation on the

dancefloor, he appears troubled. Misipeka, one of Samoa's most respected DJs, is disturbed.

at the way in which attitudes and behaviors originating in the continental United States are

being emulated sometimes unquestioningly by local Samoan youth. By playing the

requests for gangsta rap and the commercial, materialistic fantasies of artists like Puff

Daddy, Misi~ is afraid that he is complicit in the promotion of such emulation.

To be honest, I get depressed thinking about it. Sometimes I just wanna cry.

The kids today are lost, and I feel like I'm part of the reason. I mean, I listen
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to the musK, I love the music, but I know a lot of it doesn't really represent

my experience. Some of those kids are searching for an identity outside

themst!Nes. Like they'll go over there {to California] for two weeks and

come back talking all different, acting different, but that's not really them.

It's sa.d. ultimately, I want to be able to make my own cds. I want these

kids in S.Imoa to be up there dancing to S.imOJn-o'l.1de music.'01

Kelemete Misipeka is 25 and un.ique. In· American samoan, few among his age

group are pressingly concerned with the ::reation of organic Sa:moan hip hop. Few sense, as

he does, a void that needs to be filled. lUther than seek to create a local hip hop culture

grounded in the experience of living in the islands, most are content to remake their local

culture in the Mainland's image. Rather than contribute to the global Hip Hop Nation a

unique sound and image, American S.Imoan youth, for now, are content to give back a

mirror reflection of Carson, Long;6each and Honolulu.

Amerika samoa is cl06ely tied politically, economically, socially, to the United

State6. As U.5. nationals, many of American SImoa's 60,000 citizens have at least visited

and often lived for a period in either Hawai'i or the continental United St.... tes. The American

S.Imoan government, funded by the U .5., is the single largest employer in the territory.

Few families rely solely on subsistenee agriculture, and many of the less prestigious j0b6 in

the territory, such as working in the tuna packing plants, are staffed by migrant5 from

neighooring independent Simoa, Tonga, or Tokel....u.

American Slmoans are fiercely proud of both their Americanness: and their

samoannes6. Since the Great Migration of 1952, and the subsequent expansion of SJ:moan

communitiee: in the US., American trends have been fast to filter back to the islands. Young

people in American SImoa. arequidc. to point out their fa.miliarity with the Latest music and

stylEfi heard and seen thousands of miles away on the streets of Honolulu or Los Angeles.

Due to extremely active networks of f.-..mily and friend5, the lag time between the

appearance of new music or fUNon in The United States and its debut in American Slmoa

is actually quite small. This has come a5 a surprise to many young S.Imoans visiting or

relocating from the States. Tune Vaouli, II. nightime 01 with KSBS, recalls movi.ng to the

village of Alofau, on the east side of the American samoan main island of Tutuila, from

Haw.i'i.

. ~~ersonal communication, Kelemete Misipek.a., Country Club, American Sa:moa, 31 July
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My parents, we moved down here in 'SO, and y'know I wa.s used to seein'

breakdancers in Hawai'i ...so that summer when we moved down, you could

teU by my amazement on my face· I walked into my house and I could

hear Planet Rock and people poppin', y'know. I was like, "What the heU!?"'"

Christopher 5eei, whose family moved frequently between South Los Angeles and Hawai'i

before relocating to American S!moa, similarly reminisces,

We moved to American Samo.J. in 'S4, February. I still remember the day

because I dmfd«i the day that we had to move from Hawai'i..J was like,

"why in the world do we have to move?", ..But, when I sot there, I was quite

shocked at the the caliber of poppin' that was there. It was pretty much just

like anyplace in the U.s. where kids would do that. It was pretty

competitive. It was just like how I ,seen it in the Mainland. You had a lot of

group dancers back home [in American SamoaI...there was like three major

dancing groups bad:: home who were involved in competition of peppin'

and stuff just like the Mainland. The first group I remember was R.O.F.,

Renegades of Funk, and then F.O.B.B.s, they were like Fagatogo Old Blood

Brothers, and then I think it was somethin' like Bits and Pieces, somethin'

like that.

Seei attnbute.s American 5.Imoa's pop culture currency to the influence of radio and

S.Imoan families retwning, like his own, from the United States,

The main aCCe$6 that we had to {hip hop] music was the radio statioN. &dio

stations, they always get things before stores even get 'em, and believe it or

not, I gott... say, the Drs were pretty much up-to-date. I~s mainly

because a lotta them moved from the mainl.a.nd. The main rehun of Samoan

f,l,milie5 ba.d:: to Sa.mO,l, is when their pa.rents retire from the service. Then

they tend to move bad:: to Samoa and 6tart living there, try to raise their

kids in,l, way where they would be away from the gangbangin', 1 guess,

from the mainJand ...As the years went on, how we were able to be updated

on the dancing or music, aside from the local radio st,l,tions and record

stores, was family or friends that were visiting from Hawai'i or the

.lIt personal communication, Tune Vaouli, Alotau, Americ.tn S.imoa, 6 AlJ)7.J5t 1998
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mainland. They would lxing down videot~pe5, music t~pe5 of wh~l w~s.the

new thing, I guess. What was mat the time. 110

Abe King.. also a OJ with local FM: station WSBS, l'i.imilarly notes the influence of

retutneel'i in American Simoa.

Whm I was young.. growing up here, whoever ctme down from the States,

whatever he was Listening to, that Wati what was in. And if you look back..

"Ot\.. I know this song and this song!-- but that didn't even hit the Top 100

[in the US.], but it was whatever hewal'i listening to, and It was 50 popular
-

here in Slmo...llI

King al60 notices a~l reJationshi'p determining; what music becomes popular

in Amerian Slmo.., where the influence of incoming m.t.teri.a.l is mediated by local radio.

On the one h..nd, there is the family-.owned, conservative WSBS, which at the time of thU

writing W.J.l'i the only radio station in American Slmoa."1

Pretty much, I've realized that what I play is what the dub6 will be

playing, what the bands will pick up 00, and unless they hear it from kids

coming back down,. or it's on a soundtrack, then I have the power. Pretty

much what I pick is what people listen to here.

,
The station does have tremendous influence on local music tutes. On the other hand, . )~SOJ c. 'r I ,J _~:)

, )/\ 0. t

however, are aU the people sending and bringing tapes and cds back from the United J __--
States,.and those buying: them locally at stores like Tropik Traders or H.G.Lemusu's. The.__- ;

flood of media coIning in from the US is a counterauTent to the conserv.ative WSBS.

In recent yean, the tenor of hip hop influence in American S1m~ N.S changed. In

the early '80's, hip hop in American S1moa was about entertainment. Dancing, having fun.

Just as in Hilwai'i, California, and New York, music by acts like Afrika Bambaatu,Whodini,

and Grandmuter Rash brought people together to vie for supremacy on the dancefloor. In

the late '80'5, the laJ\gu.age and imagery of West Co.J.st sang life entered the hip hop

mainstream via acts such as Ice T and N.W.A. YO'llfl8 Slmoans in California's urban

neighborhoods, ~ny of whom'were inl:im..t.tely f..miliu with sangs, were quick to embrace

thi! new hip hop form. As with other trends, the newly christened S.. ngst.a rap immediately

110 pentOnal communiation, ChristopherSeei. Honolulu, Hawai'i, 10 October 1998
III personal communication, Abe~ Paw> Pa~, American 51m.oa, 4 Au~t 1998
IU American S1moa's other station, usually broadcasting on an AM &equency, had
reportedly oeKlected to pay its electricity bill and was off·air at the time of my stay.
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made its way back to American 5.lm~, where it served to cryst.lllize existing k>cal

animositie5. The terminology, the styles and the attitudes developed on the streets and in

the ne.ighoorhoods of Californ.i..t bec.a.me translated into the Americ.ln S.tm~n context.

Vaoull explains,

The gaIl$ mentality, that's the bigge;t influence here. You know, you h..ve

kids that come down from San Jose, Carson, San Diego, Vallejo Valley, San

Francisco, Seattle,,,nd. they come and style the way that youth here would

see people on TV. And when kids see that, they 6ay, "Hey man,. we can

look like them. too." Ifyou wear Dickies ..nd white t·shirts today, tomorrow

you'll be able to tell who's following you, I mean the kid that wu wearing

an 'ieI.1V.11JV.1 yesterda.y will be wearing Dickies and a. white shirt. And

then they'll start finding out aoout you, like ""Where's he froml" If he's a

gangba.nger, '"What set is he fromr And then ne..xI time you have a fight or

something, you'll hear someone call out like "Westswide," and they don't

even know what tN.t stands for, y'know what I tneln. I guess the re..tson

why kids would identify with it is becawe we also have the East/West

relatiofl6hip (i.e. Eastside of the island versus the Westside], like in Cali ...it's

also villages, too. See, I'm from Alofau, and if I had static at the markd with

a guy from Paga, it would. be Page kids against Alof.au kids, so it's like.a

gang thing. Even though it's vUlage5, it's still a gang. That's why I guess

the gang mentality is something they can identity with and imitate because

they've already lived. it.

Abe King conOous. "It's funny the influences they bring down. It's either the v.llo look or

the gangata, gangbanging look."

King notes the dilsparities between many young people's style of speech and choice

in mU5ic and what is tolerated. and programmed. by the conservative, family·owned.local

FM station at which M works. "At the stAtion, when they have dedications, we get.a lot of

people calling up [saying] 'Oh, this is going out to my nigga, my nigga, my nigg,a.: And

we don't say that." King.. 33, who works weeknights and the Sunday Rick Dees Weekly

Top 40 show, declines to play requests for what he terms "harocore rap," but notes that

weekend nightime OJ Vaouli, 23, does attempt to challenge the station's strict format.

If they want lhe hardcore gangsla rap stnff, they should probably listen 10

Tune because that's Tune's music. He's into that and anything new..Re
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brings in his own stuff...He's had trouble with the stuff that he's played. It

doesn't agree \Vith the ownen;. He'l5 learned that the later you play it, the

easier it i6 because th.ey're u1eep. From 11:00 to 12:00 Owt before the station

d06e5 down for the night]. he can pretty much get away with it.")

Through Vaouli, there has been some overlap between what young 5a:moans are

bumping in their cas6ette decks and cd playem and what WSBS broadcasts over the

airwaves...or at lea.st what WS8S broadcasts from 11:00 to 12:00 on a Saturday night.

Api"

"OK I'll split it up for you." states Apia OJ Sam Pelesasa.

There's these circles. There's the Kiwi Simoans, the Australian 51moans, the

Pago Samoan6, the American Mainland Slmoanl5, and then the hardcore

locals. Because for myself comins back in '93, it wasn't easy cominS back to

live here in Sa:moa, because we're labeled...OK. this is how it soes; those

guys from New Zeab.nd He JUplk6'~thoseguys from the Mainland ue

h.l&U1!JSf.1" the6e ones here from Paso are fi"lwd" they're loud. The

s.tmoans from the States, they come here and they're quiet. They show it by

their actions that they're bad. The5e guys here [from Pago}, they come

olCrosS and they're really loud. The Austr.llian 51~ns are just really

happy-SO-luc.ky type people. The Kiwis, they come acI'06S and they dn!s.s.

It's funny. Coming to the Motherland, here in 5lmoa, you have to get

accepted by the locals to kick it. Me and my cousins had a hard time when

we first came back. They'd try to bai.t us up in town, give w Oil hurl

time...5ince 1've been liv ins here now, 1've Oilctually seen what it's like to be

a local here looking out when I see these loudmouth MlinJand people,

Australian, New Zealand, they come and show off, strut their stuff... [But

after awhile} everyt:hinS kinda mellows out, you set accepted, and then

you're home sweet."t

II) personal communication, Abe Kinlil:, Pa~ PaJil:O, American Soimoa, 4 Au~ 1998
'" pet'60nal communication, Sam Pelesasa, 27 fuJy 1998
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Slmoii, formerly Western ~moa, is the great repository, clearinghouse and

mediator of the multitude of influences filtering back from the far comers of the earth. All

things make their way back to Simoa, .. 00 there they are either embraced, rejected or

remade.

Hip hop has arrived in ~moa by a variety of routes. American hip hop has often

arrived via American 5.1moa. Sa:moans from the western end of the archipelago living..

working, or visiting in Paso Pago pK:k up on the predomina.ntly American-influenced

sounds and styles of their eastern neighbor, and in tum tranfiport them back to independent

Slmoa.

Oth'er networks foster the exchange of media directly between S.trnoa and the

United. States. Slmoa's M:a.gic FM regularly bro.J.dcasts the Rick Dee; Weekly Top 40

program.. which arrives in a cd format straight from a company called Radio Express in the

U.s. Alex SStele, who DJs at M.1gik FM, utilizes the Top 40 cds in his reguLu gigs at the

Apia nightclub Margrey·Tas. 51tele's role as both a radio OJ and a nightclub OJ gives him

tremendous influence on what becomes popular in Apia. He has the power to determine

what young people will be dancing to from week to week. Yet he in tum is influenced by

people returning from overseas.

When [51moans] come from overseas, they really ha&6le me {in the club],

because they want to hear a song that 1 know hasn't been through the radio,

that people are not used to. But they really like it because they hear it

overseas. So what I do, 1 tell them 'Wait until next week." Then I play it

one the radio, just play it over and over and over. Then they come to the

nightclub, they're used to it.'"

As in American Sl:moa, the small market and lack o.f competition among radio stations

ensures that Sltele has a sreat deal of influence. Yet: also like American S.tmoa, S.Imoan

radio is in tum affected by the demands of a local populace receiveing infusions of new

music through othel' channels.

Two Apia club OJ" Sam Pelesa.sa and his protoge Pele Bourne, receive regular

shipments of new recordings from contacts in the Hawai'i community of Ll'ie, contacts

they've maintained through the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Along with its

doctriDas a..nd beliefs, the LOS churc.h has been responsible for promoting other aspects of

American cuItwe in S.tmoa. "I think it just boils down to connections," states Pelesasa "The

church is what brought a lot of stuff into the island. Basketball, even [American] football."

"S personal coaununication, Alex S.ttele, Apia, S.Imoa, 18 July 1998
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Indirectly, perhaps unwittingly, the Mormon Church hu also aided and abetted the spread

of hip hop.

In addition to American influences, 5.rmoans receivE a steady flow of media and

materials from Aotearoa New Zealand and Australia. As in the case with American

5.lmoans returning to Pago Pago from Hawai'i <100 the West Coast. many 5.rmoan return to

S!moa from living, working, or studying in New Zealand or Australia. They bring with

)hem the fashions, the vernaculars, and. the musics relevant on the streets of Auckland,

Welli~on and Sydney.

OJ Jordan To'omalatai, house DJ at Evening Shades nightclub in Apia, has worked

connectioQS with some of S!moa's most frequent travelers - flight attendants - to stay CWTent

with the latest music available in New Zealand. By having flight attendant friends pick up

cds for him in New Zealand, To'omalatai manages to avoid theCUlitoms duties that makes

buying cds in Simoa e)lceedingly expensive.

Cost, climate, and availability are factors which have contributed to a trend away

from turntables and towards cd mixers for most Apia nightclub DJs. '1 used to use

turntables," states To'omalatai,

...but [records} are hard to come by. PO if you pack them in a crate, they

always search you down at customs...but cds, you just tuck them in an

envelope and thEY won't search you. There's one way of doing it, instead of

sending; them in a big pack, just one-by-one at a time. 'Cuz otherwise, if

they find out, it's gonna c06t you an arm and a 1eg!1I0

The initu.l investment in a cd mixer, which allows a OJ to switch from source to sowceon

cds as they would on records, is expensive. Some local DJs in Apia have manasec! to

assemble impressive systeII'\6 from components purchased secondhand off of others coming

to or leaving the islands. Others continue to rent equipment from local musician and

entrepreneur Junior Boon, who formerly operateci the popular Cryst.a.l Night Club, while

saving for their own systems. The cost is high, but the subsequent availability of material

renders it a worthwhile inveslment. Cd's can be aquired through a number of routes.

Enterprising OJ Patrick Levi, who also has a regular gig at Marsrey-Tas, uses the

World Wide Web to previE!\oV new music releases. He then either special orders music

through local record stores Peterana's or Music Hut or mail orders off the Web. With the

avai1.tbility of the internet in Sim~, there has come dramatic changes in access to

information. Through people like Levi, these changelS are making an impact on Simoan

taste£.
II. PersoNl communication, Tordan To'omalatai, Apia, SImoa, 8 AUJr;Ust 1998
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Hip hop music is jUlst one of the many styles, however, that samoan DJs, and young

people, are picking up on. A sampling of the music played in Al.l.g1JSt of 1998 by anyone of

the DJs above would yield everything from 2Pac and Notorious Bl.G. to cuts from the

Grease soundtrack, Bob Marley classics and European ragga interpretations by Poppa Bear,

Spice Girls pop and mainstream American r8tb. Mixed in as well woukl be items from Siva

Pasi.fika, a collection of Pacific musics mixed and edited in a contemporary manner

reminiscent of the group Deep Forest, and hits by Pacific Islander artists recording in New

Zealand, AU5tralia, or Hawai'i., such as D-Faction's cover of "Redemption Song,." Kulcha's

hip hop/ r8th-flavored "Shaka Jam," or Fiji' oS r8tb/ soul anthem "Sweet Darling:'" In generaL

Scimoan DIs mix a wide variety of danceable music, hoping to appeal to a crowd often as

diverse as the many communities from which samoans return..

There are the naaanast.1S from the U.S. and American Scimoa,'"

They come back here with a different attitude, lik.e gangstas, they try to

promote it over here, but then they change because the Samoan people

don't like it...[They listen to] gangsta &tuft like hardcore rap. Like Ice Cube,

Ice T, 2Pac. {Of that kind of music] we only play dancy rap, like

[2Pac's]"How Do You Want It" and "California Love." ...Only the little kids

dance to [hardcore rap]. Young kids, like eighteen to twenty-year-olds,

because they watch too much movies and they wanna. be a gangsta. That

old movie Boyz·N-The-Hood, Menace II Society, South CentraL those kind of

movie&. Fifty-percent of the young kids are like that.1I7

The fj,lIJdntJ.5l~.~quickly find their attitudes temper«i by the strictness and conservatism of

Scimoan society, influenced. dually by the codes of deference and respect demanded by the

h ;'.'iF.mo.I and the righteousnes6 of 5.ID'l(),l'S numerous and influential churc.he&.

Then there are the Kiwi Sa:moans and Australian Sa:moans, who request U.K. hip

hop/ ragga hybrids and SOl'lgs by the Pacific Island artists climbing New Zealand and

Australian charts. The influence of their tastes in Sa:moa filten; ba<;k to American Sfmoa, as

Abe King explains,

We've been getting a lot of requests for groups out of Europe, out of

England, by way of Western Sa:moa. I'll go to Western S!moa and I'll hear a

song and it'll be happenin' over there and I'll go "Where's this group

hom?" and it's an English group. Like Mark Morrison, we had him about a

117 personal communication, Pele Bourne, PeseJj;a, SlD1oa, 29 Tuly 1998
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year before he came on the charts in LA., before he became mainstream,

he ca me through Western Samoa. Him, OMC..."·

There are the locals, th06e coming in 10 town from i ku.( "the back" villages of the

island'S of 'Upoiu, Scl:va 'it Manana and Apotima;

Most of the S.lmoans, they tile the bands. That's why they go to RSA and

Peninsula, but they don't like OJ music, like our kind of music. The town

area kids [tile ow mw;icJ."9

Much like in American Samoa, there is a growing disparity between the crowds

atttracted to "band music" and those flocking to dance to the latest hits from around the

globe, as spun by Apia's hardworking: OJs. The irony is that the selectioN; played by Apia

bands rnch as the RSA Band and those played. by local O}s are not that disparate. By

August of 1998, The RSA Band, house band at the Retired Serviceman's Association club on

Beach Road in dovmtown Apia, had perfected. versions of Praz Michel's "Ghetto 5upastar,"

Los Umbrell06' "Gigolo," and Fiji's "Sweet Oarlins,." the same songs boom.ing in Margrey

Tas or Evening Shades. Still, some students at SSmoa's new National University note a

distinct difference between listening to a local band cover an intematiolU.l pop hit and

listening to the original version courtesy of a OJ. '1 don't think we wanna go to a nightclub

where they pJ,ay the bands," state students of the school's Uruversity Prepara.tory Year, "Mt

Vaea's not too bad, yeah, 'cuz sometimes they play the OJ at twelve '0 clock."':ZO While not

expressly defined, the differences between the band crowd and the OJ crowd have much to

do with factors of age, class, education, and access to overseas goods. The young people

flocking to dance to the DJs of Mugrey·Tas and Evening SNdes ue predomin.lntly young,

middle or upperclaS6 by 5!moan standards, univer5ity-educated, and with experience living

abroad or close contacts to relatives abroad.

Both the bands and the oJ6 of Apia have succe6sfully blended American hip hop

and r~b, isLand music,. and a multitude of other influences to appeal to diverse tilstes. As of

yet, organic hip hop music originating in Slmoa is limited.. There are no MCs to rap about

li~ in the islands, but there ue DJs ready and willing to do an island remix. Taking a cue

from American Slmoa's K of 808, Sam Pele6asa states

". personal communication, Abe Kinlil;, Pa~o PaJ;o, American Sa:moa, 4A~ 1998
II' persona I communication, Pele Bourne, Pese~, 5.Imoa, 29 Tuly 1998
110 personal communication, Shirleen Fila, Jody Forn Jackson, Lui Lafou, Lynelle Levi,
Noelani Manoa, Maretta Peti, Anne Irene Rasmussen, and Heruy Tunepopo, Apia, Samoa,
29 Tu1y 1998
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•

I try to be creative, Just ·mix a·l1 so·rts. Island beats, d·rums in the

background, hip hop aIld all that. Just diffp..rent.,.That'5 what I think

Kelem~te is doing as well. Just m·ixin·g South· .African beats, African drum

beats, Polynesian...

·Pe·rha-ps that ·is 5a:·moa's r-o-!e ... to ta·ke in a 11 the influences com·ing .from the ·ma·ny

:points of the Samoan Diaspora, to remix and redistribute them back out along the diasporic

netwo·rk. Califo·rrua· gangsta rap arrives in A pia via Pago· Pago· via Hawaiii, but

concurrently, U.K pop and Aotearoa hip hop arrives in Pago Pago via Apia via Auckland.

~We ¢ the best of·both wo·rlds/' st·ates one National·University student. Politica·lly divided

but socially connected, Samoa and AmericallSan10a are uniquely situated to be able to

sample '\4.J-hat they like fro·m many strains 0.£ global :pop cultme. tfheir challenge is to· use

tl1ese inflows for inspiration to spur their O\A/n creativity.

Figure XIII. Catering to local tastes, Apia, Samoa, July 1998
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CHAPTIiR IV.. SOMIi ISSUES

WorJdCl/e

A light rain begins to fall and if you look out into the ha1osen-ilhllninated night, it's

like so many sparks of light drifting lazily down on the heads of the three hundred or 60

people impatiently milling about outside thebackside of 1130 North Nimitz Highway,

Honolulu, Hawai'i. Emotions are running high. Everyone outside expects to be soon inside

the warehouse-looking hulk of the nightclub that has been variously reincarnated as The

Groove, Nimitz Hall, and now World Cafe. However, only some have purchased. advance

tickets or paid the thirty-dollar cover fee required. to see tonight's show, the Atlanta rap duo

Outkast wh06e latest album Aqueminihas for the past couple of months been dominating

cd. sales in Hawai'i. The remainder press up against the men working the door, pleading

their various cases for free admis6ion.

Some have spent personal time posting flyers for the sponsoring radio station, 1·94,

and have thus earned. coveted space on one of several guest lists. Others are friendl5 of

friends of the concert promoter. Friends of friends of the OJ. Friends of friends of the

doorman. A few- don't know anybody but are simply too broke or too indignant to pay their

way in and so plead their cases to a flustered black man sent to the door by prom<>ter Al

Robinson. Like a judge. he is arbiter of their claims. The worthy enter, the unworthy are

tumed away. In this in6tant, his status is immense. He glances out over the sea. ofhlking

heads mobbing him and spots hazily lit figures fillins a dark comer of mist and night. He

motions them over. A half-dozen 5lmoan men approach, their expressions sullen. The

largest of them is immert6e, well over six feet and massively built, his hair neatly braided

and his already imposing appeuance heightened by a tattooed. te,ardrop sliding evocatively

down his right cheek. Another of the group, shorter but nearly as wide as he is tall, confers

with the man at the door. He turns and motions to the rest, but a third member of the

group, a muscular, swaggering youth around 20, hangs back, his voice starting to raise.

"Nah. ruck that shit!" he starts to shout in a decidely 'Frisco accent. "Awww,.fl()l+'

we can go inside. Now we can go in. After mahfuckas made us wait out in the rain for an

hour... fuck tNt shit!"

The group try calming him, worried. that he won't be aUowed in, but he persists,



even louder, "Naw, IUd /hd/, I ain't even w.uuu go in now!" The crowd at the door has

stopped, turned.. both curious and fearful of the raised voices and the tension. It is one of

t1Ja;e moments that could go either way, and for a split second everyone is frozen. The

yOWlS man stands apart, anger and violent potential clearly illuminated amidst a thousand

halogen·lit sparks of rain. His companions stand motionless, eyes swiveling from him to the

black man at the door. Which way is it gonna go? And maybe the black man is thinking

the same thing, the p06Sibilities fLlshing like a strobe1ight across his mind. And what he

most wants to do it; defuse the situation. Defuse, defuse, defuse. His tone, now cajoling,.

pleading,. just comein..t;/da I know how to deal with 5!moans, he thinks, rve dealt with

5!moans before.

"Hey us' • he says, using the shortened form of tlSO, meaning 'brother" among

SImoan men, "hey us', just come inside..."

But the young man's face contorts into a mask of rage and disdain, and he spits out

the words.

"Don't give me that IM'shit, nigs."

Sd01OJn/A/iian A01enc.1n }leU/ions

Last year at university an African student gave a lecture on racism in New

Zealand, For over an hour he accused, condemned, and flagellated the

pauha; and I grew drunk with self-righteous anger. At question time a

nervous pakeha housewife asked who had discriminated against him in the

worst way. I awaited his answer eagerly, hungrily, 'PAKEHAS!' I expected.

him to spit out. You know what he said· sadly, almost as if he didn't want

to betray his own colour, his own kind: 'ISLANDERS AND MAORIS!' Lies! I

wanted to shout at him. Another Samoan student sprang up and took the

word right out of my mouth, The African, m~gnificent in hios traditional

robes· and I can see him now in all his truth, just smiled, looked down at

him and said, You howIhesco~brother' Paused.. Walked off the stase·

Albert Wendt, SonsFortltel?etumHome

Sevenl years ago, an African American male student at one of Hawai'i's small

private colleges, a basketball player from Indiana, came to me puzzled. and frustrated. "1

don't understand," h~ said, "they talk like~, they dress like us. they listen to our music,



they even call each other nigsoJ. and yet they still hate us and treat us like shit." This

student was talking about the Slmoans, partia.1larly tho6e from the U.s. and Ammc..an

Samoa, who shared his residence hall and his classrooms.

It i5hould also be noted that this black basketball player was specific..ally referring to

Samoan males, which strikes at the heart of an important i6rue th.tt needs to be addressed.

For all the identification, appropriation and inspiration being drawn from African

Americans and their cultural products, in the communities in which there is ample

opportunity for interaction, personal re.latiOnli between Samoan and African Americ..an males

are often marked by wariness, teru;:icn, and, oa:asioIY.Uy, violence.

In.order to elaborate the role ofSa:moaI\5 in hip hop in the United States, we need to

address an uncomfortable reality. Namely, that that their role, as often perceived by the

African America.ns, Latinos, Asians and whites around them, and as otten willingly

performed by young Simoan men themselves, reinimces mainstr~mstereotypes of

Sa:moans as violent people, quick to use superior i5ize and numbers to intimidate othen.

Discussing this issue is difficult. Simoan communities both in the continental United.

States and Hawai'i have endured prejudicial treatment at the hands of law enforcement, and

several young 5.rmoan men have died as a result of police bullets fired in feu and

ignorance. There is no doubt that police - most of whom are not Sfmoan - are affected by

the same sterotypes of Samoans that inform many non·S.lmoan communities. In response to

the 1991 shooting deaths of the Tualaulelei brothers by Compton police officer Al Skile6, and

the eni5Wng trial where Skiles was acquitted, June Pouesi from the National Office of

Sa:moan Affairs countered Skiles claims of self·defense

That story's so ridiculow, it's insulting. After being shot to times, could any

losic.a.l person believe that the brothers would have been in any shape to

th~ten anyone? You could only believe that story if you believe that

Sa:moans are monsten; . not human.1ll

While maybe not considered monsters or inhuman, there is an aLm05t mythical fear of

SlIperftllD7.1n Sa:moan male i5trength and violent potential that pervade,; the language of

blacks, whites, utinOIS and Asians alike. The Hip Hop Nation i6 no exception.

,j, in Daniel Pouesi, ilJastr.lfedH.istoryo/5.:imo.ulS in C.Jli/onu~.Caz:son, Kin Poblicatiort6: 62
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As part of his exhaustive documentation of hip hop in Los Angeles, social historian

Brian Cross interviewed a wide array of African American, Latino American, Asian

American, Native Ameria.n Samoan American and European AmeriColn musia.l artists,

dancers, producers, club promoters, videographers and others corurtituting the L.A. hip hop

community. The result is Cross's 1993 labor of love ltsNol AboutA 5"J,uy: R.lft llrce To

Resistance in_Los AngeJar. Although the book has several major recurring themes, namely

the degree to which hip hop in L.A. is • product of multiethnk influences and its- --
development within the climate of racism and oppression that has characterized. L06 Angeles

4 -- ,._. ._.

history, from the book's assembled interviews can be discerned a subnarrative attesting to

the role of Samoans within L.A.'s hip hop community. It is a subnarrative in which

members of the Los Angeles-based Sfmoan rap group Boo Yaa T.R.I.B.E. figure

prominently,

In a scene remiciscent of-the Honolulu incident descnbed above, Los Angeles hip

hop club promoter Matt Robinson relates

We were packing in fifteen hundred kids, then one night someone pulled

Roscoe from the Boo Yaa Tribe's braids. I didn't know that he was in Boo

Yaa. Anyway, he took the kid down. I had made this rule that anybody

gets in a fight ain't coming back next time, having come from so much

violence. So they came around next week, nine or ten strong and I told

security, yo teU'em they can't come in, and he was like, you tell'em that

shit..J was like, I ain't sayin' shit. Meanwhile they got pissed. because we

waited to tell them until they got to the front of the line. They said, [if] we

don't get in no one gets in, then they blocked off the door...my security got

soft as fuck...everybody backed off. Out of some act of insanity I decided to

.step to the Godfather (leader of the Boo Yaa), I said yo one of your kids got

in a fight last week and they can't come in, and he gave me this look. For

the first time in my life I really thought death was imminent ...the cops

puUed up and wouldn't even fuck with 'em. So I snuck inside the side door

and shut up the club, but Boo Yaa -were still.standing there.,22
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Later in h's Not AboutA SJldJY videographer Matthe'N Mcdaniel teUs of an

unfortunate night out with DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince (a,k.a. Crammy Award·

winning rapper and actor Wi1lSmith).

I got a story for you. I was gonna do a show of Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh

Prince .. ,they were gonna. do a show at the San Morican Hall in Ca~on. I

showed up and it was all over, There was a fight or something. We went

into the halL talking to some girlis, these cats in blue suits from Chicago

called the Fresh Pack Four, they challenged the Fresh Prince to a [rhymel

battle right in front of the place. Next thing I know, I look up and there's

like fifty of the biggest Samoans rve ever seen, the Sons of Samoa. They

had no guns, but then a 40 bottle came crashing down on the skull of the

guy battling the Fresh Prince, then we break 1006e. I guess the Samoans

were down with the Bloods or something. They cracked one guy through

the plate glass window, I ran inside to this broom closet thing. They went to

hide in the soda booth and there's ten bodies hiding there, we hear rubber

wming outside. rm like, 'Let's get the fuc.k out of here: The Fresh Prince is

like, 'Fuck that, I'm not going.' He breaks off a chair leg. rm like, 'You

really don't know wtu.t time it is! Let's SO!' And you know part of who that

was? The Boo Yaa Tribe.,J felt the wrath of the Boo Yaa Tribe, I was scared,

it was terrifying. They're crazy, In a hand to hand [combatl you're coming

up short, I just ran for the broom closet, these big aSfi crazy Samoans, my

heart was beating so fast, a guy crashing through the window. It was like

something in a bad action movie"n

Finally, there it; this testament from Chicano rapper Kid Frost, who in midst of

claiming that he's not afraid to "take out~ anybody who steps to him pauses to clarity,

"except for Boo Yaa, I wouldn't mess with those mothafuckers, any other crew, any other

crew rll take 'em out, dude."114 Notably, although the Boo Yaa T.RJ.B.E. are recording

artists and producers in their own right, the only people in h'sNot AboutA S,I}I1]' to refer

to their musIC are themselves. To everyone else, their lasting legacy \'Iithin the Los Angeles.

hip hop community is simply as 'big ass crazy 5.amoans."

While these anecdotes deal mainly with one prominent group of SSmoans in Lo~

Angeles, an African American hip hop DJ in Honolulu notes a similar pattern of beha,vtt:

,n 229. TangentaUy, one wonders if former "Fresh Prince" rapper Will Smith remembered.
this particular incident when he decided to cast a group of imposing·looking S.lmoans and
other Polynesian performers in the video for hit; 1998 m~·hit, "Gettin' TiAAY With it."
'14 193



amongst Samoans he encounters in Hawai'i.

I don't know where it started from· them being like the Tasmanian devil or

whatever, they always gatta, at the drop of a dime, just go wild and beat up

everybody in the immediate area. I don't know where it started from, but I

guess when it got into being known as like the "thing" of a S.Imoan or

whatever, they play on that. Really, they play up on it, whether they're

tough or not. Yknow. They walk aroWld with their chest out, being

tough...You have to be tough if you're Samoan. And they're big enough to

do it, in a lot of cases.l~

A twenty-seven year-old S.Imoan male raised in Hawai'i reiterates this sentiment.

Where I was raised [Mayor Wright's HousingJ...Slmoans were already

6l:ereotyped as troublemakers. But that's what the kids in the neighborhood

wanted to live up to. They wanted to be that troublemaker and they wanted

that respect, you know what I'm sayin'? They feed off fear,.,that's the only

way they're gonna get respect... regardless if you like 'em or not, they

gonna earn your respect through fear and intimidation...they don't stop to

think 'Oh, maybe I can be smarter than the next man; you know wha.t..fm

sayin. Why? That's a longer process. Everybody's 100Jdns for the shortcut,'~

Performing the stereotype of the big, volatile SJ:rnoan is a shortcut to money, power

and respect for young SImoan men. However, it is extremely important to clarify in what

social spheres this performance functions. Often, such tactics of intimidation are wed against

the African Americans, Chicanos and Asians who people the ethn06cape6 of Simoans' daily

lives.

In 1998 a fellow univer.;ity student asked me to accompany him to a series of "focus

group" interviews with young people at various Honolulu public housing projects, which he

was conducting: as part of his own graduate research. Ironically, thislrtudent· {rom Southern

California - thought to ask me after the H.awai'j-raised Japanese/Korean female he had

planned to conduct the interviews with told him she was uncomfortable going to the

neighborhood. in which two of these projects are located. Her fear of the neighborhood could

presumably, more accurately, be translated as a fear of the SImoans who inhabit the

19 pen;onal communication,ferr-y Wilkins, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 30 September 1998
I~ intervieo.v with COU~eduCltedSImoan male, 14 June 1998, courtesy of David Mayeda.
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neighborhood.

For their part, the Farrington High School students we spoke with in these focus

groups were all courteous, if initially uncomfortable at the interview process. Alternately

shy and boisterous, practically all Samoan, all acutely aware of the pervasive stereotype6 of

Siimoans but also quick to admit how such reputations translate, at least in the high school

context, into prestige.

One teenage SImoan female described. an incident at her former high school in

California

'"there was a big 01' rumble between the blacks and the Mexicans...there was

a driveby...the Mexicans went, they called out the blacks. Somebody hit a

S.:Imoan and all the S.Imoans came in and whooped .11/ the Mexicans and

blacks.

Now attending high school in Hawai'i, the same female relates the frequency in which

Rlipinos, in particular, at her cwrent school get "jacked", or robbed, by S!moan males wd

females in the school bathrooms.'n"

With their narratives, these students represented all the complex contradictions of

this particular issue - they were shamed by the negativity associated with the violent

stereotype but proud of the respect And bragging rights it engendered. "The SImoans over

there." stated one young female, "they rule the school."

Within the context of the hip hop community, the stereotype of the physically,_...

powerful and volatile Samoan is rewarded in the form of legitimate security and doorman

jobs at nightclubs all over the West: Coast and in Hawai'i. Even in clubs attracting little or no

Polynesian clientele, such as The Artist Formerly Known as Prince's posh nightclub Glam

Siam in downtown Los Angeles, S!moan doormen preside over throngs of black, white,

Latino and Asian dubgoers. Walter Saole, of the Honolulu hip hop group'A.iga, also has

years of experience working security at various clubs and concerts. He aplains,

The thing is with Simoans nowadays, it's like the way blacks were back

then. Like the whites used to see blacks as good security· "Oh, these guys

are big" let: them handle it:' y'know? And now the blacks are seeing

Simoans like that· "'Oh, these guys are big.. yeah lIso;,come!" We're

bigger than them, physia.l·wise,. and a lot of Simoans will handle the

business when it comes to it.'-

d, S.Imoan female student at Farr~onH.iAA School, personal communication, 28 May 1998
'''' pel:Sonal communication, W.. lter Saole,Honolulu, Haw.. i'i, 16 Apri11999
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In less legitima te circles, the stereotypes and their actua.liz.l.t ion ha ve garnered

prestige for 5c1moans involved: in high-risk but potentiaUy lucrative aiminal activites

ranging from d rug traficking to credit card fraud. The money, power and respect earned in

these circles is clOlSely tied. to street-level gang credibility and influence, and rarely

translates into legitimate business clout or prestige.':9 Being "hard,N being a ganssta

becomes a neverending cycle of short term profit and long term 1066,

The money's fast, the money's real fast, but the high risk level is there too,

you know what rm sayin', But yet, if you do get caught going to jail,. you

still ~rn more statw. You earning more statw for yourself. You get back

out, you put yourself a whole notha'level up.'·

This cycle is aU too often glorified in the lyrics and lifestyles of some American hip hop

performers. In Danny Hoc.h's brilliant p~y ftils; Hospildls Jnd,HipHop, character MC

Enuff poi5nantly illustrates this point,

You got rappets, they led ill lives or whatever, like they did this or they

did that, or they been to jail let's say, but now they outta jail and rapping

about how great it is, everybody should go. Right? And then cuz they

sayin' that, you got rappers that ain't never been to jail talkin' about how

they can't wait to get up in one.u,

Within a social context where toughness translates to statw, Sfmoan r:Nles are

vying for the title of undisputed. heavyweight kings of club and street. Consciously and

unconsciously, however, they must battle against the very African Americans whose

speech, dress, dance, mwic and art inform 60 much of their own behavior. There is a

recognition that black men, in particular, are potential threats to Simoan men in nightclubs,

in neighborhoods, even in university 5ettings. Amongst young S.tmoan men and women in

H.twai'j, there i6 recognition that African Americans as a group are deserving of special

status, a consideration based primarily on the 5tereotype of African American males a5

hyper-aggressive, hyper-selCual beiags. As such, they present a threat to S.tmoan

[I\olscuHnity."Now a black guy walks in (to the neighborhood]," dates one S.tmoan male

'::. It can be argued that the highly publicized financial fiUCCefjSe5 of individua1.5like African
American rapper, producer and entrepreneur Percy "'Master P'" Miller, who is rumoured to
have built his multi-million'"<ioLlar recording empire initially from drug money, fuel the
aspirations of many young people who hope that they, too, an someday tum criminal
adivity into let9tim.l.le wealth..
,. Ibid. cOUfte5Y of David Mayeda
'II D.J.nny Hoc.h, /.,jk,H06pil.rls,u1dHipHopC.J.5erOC Productions. 1998
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from Honolulu's Knhio Park Terrace housing project, "now the femdles start lookin' at him,

now the jealousy starts." Another teenage Samoan male, also from KPT, matter-of·factly puts

it, "[If a black guy walks-into the neighborhood], guaranteed broken bone."

For all the commonalities of their respective communities, Samoans and African

American relations in America's urban neighborhoods are often extremely tense because the

individuals involved see themselves as battling for the same limited resoU!ces. Whether

these resources are construed as the money and power resulting: from gang-related illicit

drug trades or simply attention from the opposite se:<, the resulting animosities bode

difficulties for collaboration and solidarity-building. In a way, these street-level skirmishes

for power..and acknowledsment mirror debatE!i at the level of state and federal governments

as America's "other" minorities seek recognition and funding from b-uteaucracies primarily

accustomed to servicing African Americans.

Surely, for many African Americans unaccustomed to Samoan American

communities, there is a. degree of bewilderment at what must seem a contradictory message

of love and hate. Likewise, for some Slmoans preferring to recognize commonalities rather

than differences, there is equal bewilderment at African Americans who, out of fear or

ignorance, disrespect S,smoans.

Blacks and Simoans have the same thing in common The struggles that

we go through are not a!5 severe as they went through But if Samoans were

to come in, we would face the same thing. Because wf! re aU basically the

same color. Some are darker. We have some that are darker than them. But

it's jU6t that they were here first. [f they came to our islands and brought the

S!moans over [as slaves]' we would be the same thing. They just dor.'t

realize, everybody's the same. And everything; they say [whitesl are doing

to them, they doing the same thing back to {S.tmoansl ..

'1 guess it's 'cuz we're fro much alike, we don't really click," ponders one black OJ. "But I

would lik to think," he states, on a final, hopeful, note, "that we would have each others'

back...beca.use -we h.a ve simila r struggles,"'l::

"12 personal communication, Terry Wilkins, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 30 September 1998
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.Re:istance,. Irony; _t;ejectiyi~ Age.l1c-y

A director of a governmentally funded research body overseeing programs for "at

risk" youth blames it. Parents and grandparents hold it responsible. Educators and law

enforcement officials decry it's pernicious influence. The "it," of course, understood as

"popular youth culture." When pressed for a more specific definition, people outside the

United States will tell you it's "that Amencm culture/' letting that descriptive term suffice.

Within the States "it" takes morespeci.fic form; rap music, hip hop culture and their

supposed carrier, the dreaded MTV.

It has become common to blame any number of societal ills on the influence of

media. Whole genres of music have fallen under public scrutiny for their apparently

deleterious effects on society's young. In the United States, the status of "public enemy

number one" has shifted from heary metal rock music to rap. The criticisms of hip hop

culture in general and rap music in partiallar have come from both the academic sphere

and the general public, with notable attacks launched by politicians like C. Delores Tucker

and academics such as Comel West.

These arguments have been met by staunch defense in the name of free speech and

artistic freedom, as well as chastising reminders to some members of the older generation

that they are merely reenacting the same ideological battle over turf that their elders

mounted against them. In "Gansster Rap and Nihilism in Black America," Nick De Genova

has taken Cornel West to task for what he identifies as "the conservative moralism and self

righteousness of his reformist politics," Similarly, Michael B!ru~writes in a review of

Houston Baker's B/.I(:/; Studie~, 1?Jp .mdtheAademy

Baker's position...[constitutesJ the most conventional and "inorganic" mode

of all: censorship...lY]ou can't mount any kind of nuanced, improvisational

analysis of certain Black Urban cultural products if you start by demanding

or promoting their prohibitions - or their conformity to local legal

standards.'J3

Importantly, neither De Genova nor Berube argue that rap and hip hop are above critique.

They instead reject moralizing academic arguments which self-righteously dismiss or

subvert the importance ofthese popular culture forms without giving them their full due.

At this point, I am not necessarily concerned with the discussion of whether certain

IXl DeCenova, 1995: 48 and Berube, 1994: 36
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trends w'ithin hip hop, such as gangsta rap, are worthwhile, legitimate artforrns

representing postmodem manifestations of culturally and historically specific African

American idiorw;:(e.g. rap arti6t Too Short utilizing new technology to creatively repackage

e:xi.&ting narratives in African American oral tradition), or whether they in fact represent

morally reprehensible and socially destructive new forms in need of regulation. Pointedly,

this argument would be moot if the stuff wasn't selling in vast quantities. Rather than

debate the relative content of rap lyrics or the social conscientiousness of publications like

The SolUce" RJpP.lGtF" BI,ue"or XtZ" I would instead like to address the issue of d$~mcy,
- _.._----- _.-

as displayed by the legions of fans who make hip hop fOrIN (gangsta rap and otherwise)

socially and<ommercially viable. Specifically, fd like to counter claims made by educators,

social service providers and Samoan parents themselves that Samoan youth, both within

and \Alithout the U.s., are fairly passive recipients/victims of an American hip hop culture

whose imagery they are powerless to resist.

Appadurai writes

There is gro\Aling evidence that the consumption of the mass media

throughout the world often provokes resistance, irony, selectivity, and, in

general, .l$enry:..T-shirts, billboards, and graffiti as well as rap music,

street da.ncing.. and slum housing all show that the images of the media are

quickly moved. into local repertoires of irony, anger, humor, and

resistance.[italics in original)'loI

A fwldamental aspect of hip hop's viability, and the agency of the culture's fans, is the

extent to which youth in a variety at geographic locations and social cin::wrtstances will go to

to feed their passion for hip hop.

An anecdote: in 1993, a young Slmoan man is sent from Apia to live temporarily

with an Wlcle in the community of Ll'ie, on the north shore of the island of O'ahu in

Hawai'i. During his stay, the young man records a half-dozen episodes of Yo.'MTVIl.lj:tf"

Aired onto VHS cas6ettes which he then tranfers, cowtesy of Brigham Young Univexsity of

Hawafi equipment, onto cassettes formatted for the PAL system typically utilized. in !then]

Western Slmoa. When he travels back to SImoa, these tapes will make the rounds of eager

friends and family.

Flash forwud, Another anecdote: traveling to SImoa in 1998, I inquire ot a group of

University Preparatory Year students at the new National University, "But you folks don't

have MTV, so how do people see it?" Their resporuies (in chorus), 'We do! We get the latest!

Our wlatjVf!§ Send it to Wi, like, wee.Uy!" These students then reiterate to mea process
,:w Appadurai, 1996: 7
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which, by now, is inti.mately familiar; tapes made over5BaS shipped or brought back, to

S.tmOa and di66eminated widely among friends and family, III While neither American

Samoa or its independent neighbor broadcast MIV (or any other music video program)

exporure to American music videos is nevertheless quite common in extended families with

access to TVs, VCRs, and relatives overseas.

Similarly, S.lmoam living in New Zealand dtuing the early eighties, before the

advent of Polynesian-targeted programming, describe havitl5 waited through hour5 of

p.lJ.1gi mU6ia;" for rare instances of "black music" they felt they could relate to (in this case,

artists such a6 Marvin Caye and Bob Marley) , These songs were then dubbed off the radio

on to compilation cassettes that could be played back at will, and shared within circles of

friends. I
•

In the present day, Auckland hip hop faN are often part of elaborate networks of

people, informally importing American N gear- (the types of shoEl5 and clothing popular

within U.s. hip hop circles) into New Zealand. Friends traveling to the States for schooL

sport, or family obligations are inundated with orders for everything from classic Nike Air

sneaker5 and Dickies trousers to products from trendsetting tuban apparel companies like

Fubu and Mecca, along with the usual requests for music. magazines and grooming

products. Desianer brands like Tommy Hilfiger, picked up, widely popularized, and now

closely associated with young, urban African AmericaN, are also "tx>olleggedH in places like

S.trnoa with lax, if any, copyright laws. These inauthentic 'TommyH products then turn up

in the flea markets of Avondale and Otan in Auckland, and on the back of Islanders

seeking affordable style,

These are but a few examples. Rather than 'bombardment," the audience for hip

hop culture lnd rap music outside the United Stateli halS been built largely out of

painstaking acts of media archaeology . out of the perserverance of young people sifting

through and dismissing vast quantitiet> of "p.rJ./gi musics," waiting for that black exception

to the rule.

In many respects, the dis5emination of hip hop to the Pacific has been marked by

the quintessential capitalist notions of supply and demand, The deD't.J.nd has been largely

for items not manufactured. or readily supplied locally, and the challenge for non-US. hip

hop fans has been to use imagination and motivation to find new ways to get: the things

they want. Among DUny communities worldwide, such circuII\6tances might lead to a

lucrative black market (one thinks of the CUJTency of Levi's in Soviet Moscow), In SImoan

communities in the Pacific, however, this has not been the case.

,11 personal communiCltion, Shirleen Filo, Jody Fotu Jackson, Lui Lafou,. LyneJle Levi,
Noelani Manoa, Maretta Peti, Anne Irene RasmuS6en, and Henry Tunepopo, Apia, SAmoa,
29 luly 98I. personal communie.ttion, Tohnny s.t~la, Auckland, New Zealand, 26 A~st 1998
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rn Samoa, the demand not formally met through local marketing is met intorou.Uy,

through extensive net"'t\'orks of kin. Rather than an enterprising individual importing and

selling, at a profit, records, tapes and clothing, it is more often the case that thegood.s

brought back from abroad by individuaUi are abtiorbed. into circles of family and friends in

ways that are characteristically Samoan. A new compact disc, for instance may "disappear"

within days of arrival. A stylish jersey turns up on the backs of brothers, sisters, cousins and

in-laws. And, in the instance the original purchaser wants to retain sole control over that

jersey, then she or he had better not hang it outside with the rest of the wash - "Wert"

/.l1nilx-'" is justification enough for an indignant relative to liberate items from the

clothesline, all the while heaping scorn upon the returnee for their li.1p.ll.18i ways.1Jl'

This is not to imply that entexprising Simoans have not established successful

businesses catering to the changing tast. of Samoan communities. In Apia, Peterana's Music

Store, Music Hut, and the decidedly American·influenced boutique The Body Shop are apt

examples of S.!moan-owned businesses profiting from the popularity of hip hop music and

fashion. fm arguing instead that the majority of hip hop dissemination in these places, .lfter

that first, initial cash exchange at the record store, boutique or flea market, occurs peISon to

person and outside the structwe of cash economics. In this way, the traditional patterns of

F.1 '.1.').fmro as an economic system - sharing, redistribution, familial obli&J.tion - have

affected. and altered the traditional capitalistic notiON of supply and demand.

And within the US.? The pattern of hip hop distribution among black and Latino

AmeriCAns might adUi;Uy.minor that found among F4 ',,5.fmo.1-practicing SamoaN. While

it is probable that concepts of individual ownership are more concrete within Americanized.

families, it has nevertheless been shown that recordings of rap music and other hip hop

related materials (magazines, videos) have high redistribution rates. ~s opposed to other

musical genres, a rap cd is often passed among several listeners, in addition to it's original

purchaser. (In the U.s., however, it is typically expected that the cd will make it's way back

to that original purchaser). Forms of hip hop media, a Brand Nubian cd or a copy of Tile

Source I:lU.gazine, for example, reach a much wider audience than the s.lles records would

indicate.I.
So far, the picture rve drawn of hip hop fans, both within and without the US., is of

ultra-resourceful, ultra-energetic legiON of pop cu..lture junkies, utilizing all their creative

powers to set (in my favorite metaphorical term of the moment) ·'that dope shit:' Perhaps

IT.' FJ4p.lb8J,· "wanting to be or acting as a white person," in this c.ase used to equate the
desire for sole ownership of personal propert to Western (presumably white) influence.I. Tricia Rose 1994: 7-8. From my own anecdotal evidence; during my undergraduate
studies at Pitzer College, I knew exactly one student who subscribed to the popular hip hop
magazine The Source, a middleclass white female from Minneapolis, but a full dozen
people, mostly African American and mostly on financial aid, who read each issue cover-to
cover after it arrived in her mailbox each month.
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this ·'hip hop asainst ail odds" characterization doesn't sit weil with some, particularly those

wh06e awareness of the personal, intimate distribution of hip hop rulture has been grossly

over.;hadowed by a vaguely disturbing awareness of the influence of mass media.

Therefore, it is now time to tackle some major assumptions about American mass media.

The O""dt>:lMTV

Co.ntrary to prevalent societal my1h, neither M1V nor corporate America is beating;

young impressionable youth over the head with hip hop.ln fact, MTV has done much to

severely restrict and eliminate most hip hop artists from high rotation. The only Te$Ular

program M1V ever aired devoted. exclusively to rap music, YO!MlVR.I~, debuted on

August 6, 1988.lnitially filling a Saturday time slot, the immensely popular program was

expanded after several months to include a weekday addition.

Despite it's consistent ability to gamer a widespread and diverse viewing audience,

however, the weekday program was cut in January 1993 and the sole weekend show moved

to a less than desuable midnight to 2 a.m time slot. In 1995, the program was further

reduced to thirty minutes and its gregarious holrts, hip hop icon Fab 5 Freddy, Ed Lover

and Doctor Ore, relieved of their duties in favor of guest hosts who changed from. program

to program.ln a 1995 article in VJOe magazine, former host Fab 5 Fred.dy commented on

the bafflins changes.

Early in, Yo! gave M1V credibility among young black and white music

loven; who were looking for the real, who wanted to access the most

rutting-edge music in America. It was that global-ghetto-village shit jumpin'

off. But at some point, the channel decided it was becoming too black. They

didn't want to be perceived as a rap-dominated channel. They decided to

move away from that audience of hip hop heads that they helped

cu1tivate/"

In addition to a cban&e of hosts, Yo.'MTVR.1p5'name was shortened to simply Yo!

and the program was subjected to a seriE!6 of time slot changes, often appearing on different

days at different times from week to week. As a viE!\Yer, it was hard to keep up.

d. Harris 1996: 78
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MTV maintains that YO.' got a less desirable time slot and re:iuced airtime

becau6e ratings declined. ''The ratings only fell off when they started

jumbling it around without advertising where it was," counters [former co

host: Ed Lover. "!fyou can't find something, how you supposed to watch

it?,,'«1

By late 1997, the program had so successfully manased to elude it's once devoted fan base

that MTV was able to cancel the program for good, claiming it attracted. too fe\"l view~,

Despite rap music being more popular than ever, }o.' was gone.

MT.Y defended itself by claiming that rap was mainstream enough to be featured in

regular rotation, rather than needing to be addressed in its own specialty program. After

eliminating }ot however, the corporation featured only a select few artists in high rotation,

much as they hAd done when they reacted to public charges of racism and discrimination in

the early eighties by incorporating only Michael Jackson. Tina Turner, and a few others into

their format. The whole wealth at motivation a.nd ideology represented by the spectrum of

ra p a.rtists that had been presented on }o.'MIVR.lp¥' was reduced to the collective wights

of token artists like Puff Daddy (along with his Bad Boy label.mates) and Will Smith. High

gloss, high-budget dip6 like Puffy's "&en Around the World" and Will Smith's "Gettin'

Jiggy With It" epitomised MIV's offerinSS of slick consumerist fantasy and feel-good party

rap in the late 1990'5. Rhonda Cowan, video commissioner for Russell Simmons' seminal

hip hop label Det Jam, wryly notes

I been doing this long enough to know what [MIV] will and will not play.

They like that happy shit. They do not want to see grimy black-and-white

videos with niggas swingin' their arm~ in the air."!

Despite MIV's apparent aversion to images of threatening black aules, however,

such was the popularity of multiplatinum-seJ.ling gangsta rap collective Westside Connection

that their 1996 video for the single "Bow Down" nevertheless made it into high rotation on

the network. Accordingly, the widespread public image of rap music in the late 199(,is is

either of black people in shiny clothes dancing across lavish sets displaying lavish goods

(and, according to the style of the moment, inevitably viewed through a fish-eye lens) or the

same old tired refrain of misogyny and violence that, with the advent of N.W.A., put Los

Angeles on the hip hop map.

lNbile not repTesentative of hip hop as a whole, this first type of imagery appeals

,iB ibId; 76
It, ibId; 80
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precisely because it is an exception to the ru..le of the urban poor (and, it might be added, is

also <I ppealingly outside the e.xperience of the middle class). It represents fantastical

aspirations <lnd provides the image of individual success (regardless of whether the <lrtist is,

in actuality, bankrupt, as has been the case with notable hip hop and r&:b artists such as MC

Hammer, TLC, and Toni Braxton) amidst a backdrop of general communiry disadvantage.

The appeal of these success stories even translates overseas to young people in other urban,

disadvantaged communities. Son Tan, a Tongan member of the South Auckland, Ne\'\'

Zealand, Polynesian rap group Lost: Tribe explains

We're all from. y'know, poor homes. And we're just trying to bail all of us

out..lt's like when we look back it's not very good. So this rap same is our

only way out of South Auckland. It's like what we saw the black people do.

They came down with their influence so we thought, oh yeah. why don't we

use this to get our voices out. Just get out to the tna.Sses.'c

RegJ.rding such emulation, African American OJ and producer Sub Zero is resisned.

Black culture, in my opinion, was always emulated.. From like the clothes

that people wore, to, y'know, just everything.. the dance, to every aspect: of

black culture was emulated, y'know. As far ilS I can see. Even back when

my grandmother was young.,.They never really had a lot of things. They

was never like accepted or included into (thel middle class or upper class, so

when they got a little bit a' stuff, they made the best of it. Y'know, when

they got a little bit a' money, they didn't save it, they bought some flashy

dothes, you know what rm sayin'? Or they made their own clothes. Or they

bought clothes and changed it. y'know, they made it their own:...The story's

been told so many times about the black strugsIe, how we got here, so a lot

of people who feel oppressed feel like they got some bonding thing or some

common ground, y'know, something in common. So I gu~ they try to

model theauelves after that, in a way, I don't know iJ they feel like we got

somewhere, or they wa.nna be where we have gotten over the years, I ca.n't

explain why they would imitate us, but hey, so be it.11o)

As George Lipsitz (foUowin$ Waher Benjamin) has preo.·iously noted, the reception or mass

produced media images outside of their community of production is potentially misleading..

,d pef50nal communication, Jonathan Pale. Auckland, New Zealand,26 Au~ 1998
,10) per&on.t communication, Jeny WilkiN, Honolulu, Hawai'i, 30 September 1998
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however. l44 In this case, sometimes the fantastical individual success narratives told in glitzy

hip hop videos are misconstrued by those outside the United States as barometers of the

economic and social conditions of the ,African American J?Opulation as a whole.

The second type of hip hop imagery available on the MTV diet l that of the much

maligned gangsta rap artists l has itts o~m llistory of localized appeal.

West..~iiiJiii;'de!

Figure XIV. Westsiiiiiiiide!

In 1996, individually popular solo rap artists Ice Cube (formerly of N.W.A.) Mack

10, and W.C. (ofW.C. and the Maad Circle) teamed up to release a collective album under

the name Westside Connection. Ironically, the term "Westside" in Los Angeles has

historically been used to designate the typically Anglo and more affluent westerly

communities in contrast to the working class Chicano "Eastside" and African American

HSouthside./l1-G Westside Connection (whose members individually claim connection to

Southcentral L.A. and the southern communities of Inglewood and Compton) have used the
144 1990: 134-135
l~ As in Los Angeles social historian Mike Davis' statement that, for the predominantly
African American Blood and Crip gang organizations of Southcentral Los Angeles, "Their
world view, above all, is formed of an acute awareness of what is going down on the
Westside, where gilded youth practice the insolent indifference and avarice that are also
forms of street violence." .
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term in this instance to connote a larger identification with the West Coast vis-a-vis artistic

rivals in the East.

The term YVestside~, however, was quickly re-referenced by Westside Connection's

legiON of fans (of aU geographic persuasioN) into an ubiqitous battle cry, both

geographiCJ.Uy widespread and specifically referential in each place it was manifested. The

accompanying hand signaI.. middle and ring finger crossed, pointer <lnd pinkie splayed out

to form <1 "W, popped up everywhere. People on the Westside of cities, regions, and islands

had a whole new' conte,.;,t (or at least soundtrack and image) for their localism.

This was exactly the optimum case scenario the members of Westside Connection

had envision~.An intentionally melodramatic but neverthele66 prophetic announcement

before their album's title track intones, in a conservative, authoritarian (and implied

"'white") male voice,

There's a threat in the world today. A threat to our way of living, a threat to

our society, and maybe even a threat to our very existence. And what is this

threat? The Westside Connection - an organization made up of highly

motivated, extremely aggre56ive gang5ters-turned-businel5smen, with one,

sing.le objective; world domination. Or, in their words, "Creating a

worldwide Westside." Vowing to make every man, woman and child bow

down to the 'W," a hand sign used by their members to show affiliation...

When confronted with these allegations, they released a statement saying,

quote, "Bitch, you know the side! World-motherfucking-wide!" Unquote.'"

Spoken skits, such as this one, have become commonplace between tracks on ioIp

alNmS olnd are amalsamations of the fantastical, the hyper-real and the mundane. As

arenas of imagination, they allow rap artists to explore fanciful and/or humorous scenarios,

as on Redman's Mudd,,1" Wtlters album, where a caricatured news reporter takes the listener

on a tour of the "gIoriow weed spots"of New-uk, New' Jersey,!" as well as to showcase

intimate slices of life, such as the Wu-Tang Clan's take on "the dozens" before the track

"Method Man" on their debut album,'· or Lauryn Hill's portrayals of an inner city classroom

on 1998's TneAfiseduation OfLJurenEfill.'''· The Westside Connection skit is especially

interesting because, in certain social respects, the doomu.yer's fanciful warning (however

parodic it o1"'y tuve been intended) has proven true.

Darryl Thomson, a cohost of MTV New' Zealand's short lived WrecJ.:ognize/
,. Bow CbwnPriority Records 1996
,.., "Skit, W Mudd}' W.lfetYDef lam 1996
,. linferfnt! Wu-TlnK(.}6 Q4D1b:!rJBMG 1993
,ot TIte-MisedUCIfion 0/L.wyn ./iUIRuffhouse Records J998
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television prosram (a corollary to American MTV's Y,?l), rememben;

there was a whole new waveof death coming, because of this (throws up

Westside' hand signal]. Because of a lund signJl. And basically, we

laughed it off. We tried. to laugh it off. Did little skits (on the program]

'What, you work for the city council?" Y'know? I went around telling them

''Ya' know what this means (throws up Westside' again)? That meaN; the

West Auckland city council boundary lines. That's what you guys are

fighting over!"...'The city council called this West Auckland, not you! And

they <:.3.11 that side eastside, That's the city cOWlcil. not you! You don't own

nothin' here!" Yeah. so, and y'know, it worked on young guys. They're like

"Fuck.' I'm not gonna say that anymore." 'Cuz I teach young guys out West

Auckland, When I went out West Auckland and taught these young guys,

fd go on my IV show and say hello to them, then fd get death threats from

South Aucklanden;, saying "Oh you're a fuckin' Westsider!" .,yo,fm just

saying ltelJo/ (laughs) Y'know? So, crazy life we're livin'.\30

An already existing rivalry between predominantly Islander communities in West

Auckland and South Auckland was given new language, symbols and emblems courtesy of

Westside Connection, Parallels can be drawn in other Islander communities: "Eastsiders"

and 'Westsiders" on the island of Tutulla, American SJ:moa; Hawaiians and SImoans

claiming "Westside" on the Leeward Coast of the island of O'ahu. The 'W" hand sign

became dually referential in the predominantly S!moan and Filipino neighborhoods of the

We6t O'ahu community of Waipahu. 'J1

The genius of Westside Connection's music, apart from the potent combination of

proven solo talents, infectious, funk-laden basslines and over·the-top lyrical machismo, is

that under the banner of 'Westside," they were both specific enough to have currency in a

hip hop culture imminently obsessed with "repre6enting" locality, and vague enough for

that currency to readily translate into other urban, suburban and even rural contexts. In

other words, they managed to be both local Jnd global in their references, garnering them

a huge following across multiple longitudes,

It should also be mentioned that, for some S!moan.s. a more personal affinity with

Westside Connection is recognized. There have been numerous a.ssertions by young
Iii Thomson, of ~ori ancestry, was also a member of the influential Mlori rap group Upper
Hut! Posse, as well as several other groups.:His second solo album, under the name DLT, is
due early 1999. personal communication, 8/22/98.
\$1 A Univer$ity of Hawai'i education major serving her practicum at Waipahu High School
in 1996 confided to me that it was imp06Sible to coax her class into taking a group picture
without 'he students thowlnlili up the "W' land sifC\.
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Samoans that Mack 10, one-third of the group and a successful solo artist, is of Samoan

ancestry, Whether this it; the case or not (there are no obvious Samoan references on the

artist's official recordi.ngs nor on his website, and his last name is listed 3S Rolison) Mack to
is nevertheless "claimed" by many young 5.Imoans in California, Hawai'i, and American

Samoa.

L<l.1nd.~ in the o1.1inStMlm: TnePo1J~icso/P.Jssing ,tnd GJiming

S.rmoan people, they always tryin' to say somebody else is Samoan, man.

Like I heard {NBA basketball player] Cedrick Ceb3Uas was part

S.rmoan...Magic Johnson! You know, people say all kinds of things, "Oh,

that guy's S.rmoan. That guy's S.rmoan." And nobody knows...people

always sayin' that, ya' know, and we don't even know,

Osema Akapo, 23

An elfectiveargument for an artist like Mack 10, in the event he is of Samoan

ancestry, not openly claiming th"t heritage cOIn be traced to the larger discourse of race in

Americ••nd the specific economic politics of "'p music. As "SUed ..,lie< in this P'P"', the \ \ h. JL I
United States still deals with the question ofrace in the terms of a polarized. black/white I .\ ~
debat~:-ih~-r~~gniti~~ -of other groups, Native Americans, Latinos,·A~ia~-~nd Pacific '0\~_ 1-'
Is~~ders,as well as persons of mixed ancestry, is obficured by this polarization. In the fO (I'

public debate over civil and human rights, Native American voices have been

disappeared'S! from the mainstream and Latino and Asian American issues repeatedly

overshadowed by the lasting specter of slavery. In the United States, slavery has become

the yardstick by which oppression is measured. Accordingly, the African American struggle

for civil rishts in this century has become the American master narrative of resistance,

whose rhetoric is borrowed. by everyone from elder rights organizations to the gay

movement, groupIS that have donned what amoWlts to metaphorical blackface in order to

have political currency.

Parallel to the black/white polarization of racial discourlSe has been the corporate
,J:! Although questioned by some readers of a.n initial draft, I use this particular phrasing to
allude to parallel cirwmstances in some Latin American countries, where political dissenters
are "disappeared," or "made to disappear," by repressive sov.ernment regimes. To "be
disappeared" implies intentional, strategic repreesion, whereas the pnrase"to disappear'
doesn't. As part of the legacy of the FBI's Counter Intelligence Program against the
American Indian Movement, the us. government has managed to "disappear" a number
of dissenting American Indian voices from public discourse either through assassination or
imprisonment.
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casting of hip hop culture, most specifically rap musk. as a 'black t lUng" apparently in

opposition to the white mainstream. "They don't understa nd, though," states Walter Sowle,

of ' ..3jga,

it was a ghetto thing, not a black thing. Just: that predominantly a lot of the

ghettos have blacks. It's 6ad because if you look at the ghettos nowadays,

it's not only blacks, it's Mexicans, Simoans. They're tryin' to say it's a black

thing, but it's a ghetto thing,'jJ

Any histori.~nof hip hop will tell you that, at it's inception, it was a multiethnic project.ln

New York, of the purported "four elements of hip hop" - DJ-ing, MC-ing, graffiti writing

.~~.around which the culture was originally based,'So at least two, graffiti writing

and dancing, were heavily influenced if not in many locations dominated by Latino artists.''''

European American graffiti writers, like members ofN~ York's early collective The Crazy

5 (TCS), also figute among the first and most respected artists in the hip hop pantheon of

culture heroes. I
'" In addition, among MC's and Drs, the identities and localities of 'black"

artists were not so simple. As mentioned earlier, Tricia Rose and Dick Hebdige have noted

the significant influence of Caribbean roots, like those of Jamaican OJ Kool Here, in the early

hip hop music scene. 'J!' Prestl.IDably, Caribbean artists would bring thea own contoos and

references to the N~ York mix.

In Los Angeles, 5.lmoan dancers were a respected, integral part of hip hop history

Jack and Charlie Histake, known as Hekyll and Jekyll, were renowned dancers before

forming r&b group Boyz of Paradise. The brothers of Boo-Vola T.Rl.B.E. got their start as a

poplocking outfit known as the Blue City Crew. And we can't forget the infamous Sugar

~oe::iitedwith bringing breakdancing proper to Los Angeles. In addition to these

SSmoan dancers, a host of Chicano DJs, MCs, graf artists and dancers also helped to foster

Los Angeles hip hop.'· The significant compleKity within the New" York and Los Angeles

scenes has not been adequately conveyed with the corporatization of hip hop.

The legacy of hip hop marketing in the United StatE!5 has involved two consistent

trends. First, the persistent privileging of the musical elements of hip hop over the two

,e personal communication, Walter Saole, Honolulu, !-lawai'i, 16 April 1999
'~The DJ spins the records, the MC rhymes (raps), the graffiti artist paints and the dancer
dances. these fow elements are considered the foundation of hip hop cultwe. As i6 typical
of hi6tory, these specific cateji;orizations may have been concretized retrospectively.
,n Juan Flores, "Puerto Rican and Proud, Boyee!: Rap, Roots and Amnesia," in Rose and
Ross, eds., 1994
,,,, Cristina. Vertn 1999
'1"I Trica R06e,"A Style Nobody Can Deal With," in Rose and Ross, eds., 1994 and Dick
Hebdi~ 1987
'~Ra~n Kelly, "Hip Hop Chicano: A Separate but Parallel Story," in Cross, ed., 1993
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other artistic forms, graffiti writing and dancing. Second, the persistent reductionary

characterization of hip hop as a 'black thing" (even while being successfully marketed to

non-black youth).

The first trend makes perfect economic sense. Music recordings are e.1sily

manufactured. and distributed. Despite early "Learn To Breakdance" video packages,

dynamic dance styles are not, Once the popularity of dance movies like &:it Strt3t?f and

Bre.1J.:.in 'waned, marketing schemes for hip hop's ever-evolving dance scene were not

forthcoming. And, for quite obvioU6 reasons, criminalized graffiti art was never widely

marketed (one can imagine the public outcI)' over engagingly advertised, slickly packaged

six-packs ot.aerosoJ paint, "Free extra·fat nozzle to the first tOO purchasers!") except in

instances where it was cooptable as "legitimate art." Placed in a frame and hung in a

gallery, graffiti 1061 all of its threat and most of its urgency, and the "death of graffiti art" has

been widely documented.'" TJ86'Ds ~ which involves simply the rapid reproduction of a

name or insignia representative of the writer, has largely replaced piecing.or the creation of

large sCJ.le, intricately planned and executed. graffiti masterpieces of the type infamously

associated with New York City subvvay trains of yesteryear.

The second trend is more complex. First, it can be traced to the decreasing emphasis

on graffiti write1'5 and danceJ"5 and increasing emphasis on the talents of the OJ and MC. hip

hop vocations filled predominantly, though by no means totally, by African American

artists. Second, for reasons relating to the aforementioned racial politics of the U.S., it can be

argued. that African American artists have had the most urgent, most impassioned, most

Ct?ozD1.1nd.li1smusical messages. Third, the ability of American audiences to comprehend

complex social contexts is generally underestimated by media producen; (it becomes a

"chiclen·or·th~egg" argument determining whether American audiences really are that

shallow, or whether shallowness is simply the cultivated. product of media simplicity). The

result is a widespread trend in American mass media to avoid portraying the often complex

racial and ethnic interchange which typically shapes ow SOciety.'Oll

Accordingly, rap artists who may in fact be of Puerto Rican and African American

ancestry,or Chinese and black, or Cuban, have been marketed in such a way that their

multiple ancestries are subsumed under an overarching identity of blackness (that carries

with it, as well, an implied U.S. Americanness that negates the realities of the African

experience in places such as the Caribbean, South America, and Great Britain), This reality

is an interesting, if ironic, corollary to the many artists over the years whose "ethnic" names
,)0 Claudia Barnett 1994. I would hazard a prediction that with renewed interest in hip hop's
roots, graffiti art will male a comeback in America, as brea.kdancing already has amongst a
~neration of teens and preteens who weren't yet alive duriAA breakinjlj's or~inal heyday.
lOll This is most· obvi0U6 in major American movies, where portrayals of racial and ethnic
ambiguity are avoided. unless they form the central subject of the plot. Few movies treat
cultural interchaAAe and mixed-race people as facts of We.
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have been altered into blandly AngJo pseudonyms in the interest of show business ca.reers.

Ma nagers and record companies are not entirely responsible, however, as sometimes it is

the artist's own decision to represent themselves in such a way""

The idea that hip hop is a "black thing," perpetuated by both the media and many

hip hop artists and fans, has meant that it has been difficult for non-black artists to succeed

in the indwtry while publicly embracing their identities. "HeJ1xe.zlJ, it's hard,'" exclaims

Walter Saole,

All the things that the blacks had to go through in tryin' to set up, the

Slmoaf16 are going through the same thing. And it's sad because it's

coming from witlzin the whole industry. And it suc.k.s because hip hop ha9

alwa)'5 caUed for unity, Jet's.lO unite!, but then people are like, '"ahhh. but

you ain't b1"c.Jr, though. It's cool you do Ihis, it's cool you do that, but )'OU

nQ/ bJ.I(:Ic/'" And that's not the whole idea. The whole idea is that I can Dow

just as good as you, just as good as the other person. tt02

In Mack 10'5 case, it could be argued that the artist is FVssiff8 as African American

to avoid such criticism and scrutiny, and for purposes of marketability. The Sa:moan

American population is relatively small, not enough to enswe platinum album sa.le:;, even

if every 5.Imoan over thirteen in California bought Mack 10's record. It would be extremely

difficult for an artist to achieve mainstream success by marketing music primarily to the

S!moan community because he or she would nm the ri6k of alienating potential non

S!moan listeners. As one American Sa:moan student has iterated,

there's not very many people who wafU'\a see a S!moan guy up there

rappin', ya' know what I mean? It's just, I guess the population's too small

right now to make any kind of money, so you won't see very many

Polynesians, ya.' know, makin' records, Unless you're in Hawai'i,makin'

Hawaiian music.'~

African American OJ Sub Zero of Honolulu has similarly ruminated on the possibility of

Mack 10'5 SImoan ancestry.

t.' In 1998, with the success of Latino artists like Big Pun and Fat Joe, this may finally be
beginning to change. Additionally, some 'black- artists, like Foxy Brown, have
acknowledged mixed ancestry. I would aq;ue that such admissiON are still considered
risky, as they are seen to somehow dilute an artist's "blackness" and therefore both their
social cunency and their marketability. .
1&1 personal communication, Walter Saole, Honolulu, Hawai'i., 16 April 1999
1~ Oseru Akapo, personal communication, November 1997.
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He might very well be. He /ooA.<t like he could be. But if he 1.< he came up

repre:sentin' inglewood, Maybe that's what he knows, y'lnow.1f and if not,

that's what he representin', that's how he came up...They put him into that

West Coast [genreJ...[If he came out claiming S!moal they wouldn't even

give him a second, even people in I.ng;lewood wouldn't hear him. Even if

he's good, y'know, Even if he's the greatest rapper in the world, y'know.'"

By leaving specific S!moan references out of his music, Mack 10 can leave his ethnic

identity ambiguous. Then, the general characterization of rap as a 'black thing," along with

Mack·lO's'association with African American artists Ice Cube and W.c., would lead to the

assumption that he, too, is African American,I'"

1?;s~s a long history in oppressed. communities. African Americans, Native

Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans· whole families in the late twentieth century have

had the epiphanal experience of digging ancient photos out of boxes and realizing that their

family trees are more hybrid than they had realized, all because some ancestor up the line

decided to try life on the other side of the societ:ally'"COnstroded racial fence.'" Passing has

often been simplified as a case of the }uYe-nols (who are phenotypically capable) passing

for the lI.3l'"es, masquerading as another racial or ethnic group in order to have better access

to social and economic privilege.

Of course, this whole concept of passing could not exist were it not for the grounding

framework of a racial theory in the United States that still, at least socially, recognize:6 the

"one--drop" role, In other societies, someone with one African ancestor who is phenotypically

European would be considered white, but historically in the U.s. they could only "pass" for

white. With regards to Latinos, Asians and Native Americans, the one--drop rule is not so

absolute. With African Americans, it was literally law in some Southern Irtates until

surprisingly late in the 20th century.

With the case of Mack 10 and other artists, the conce}'t of passing is complex.

Passing in this sense connotes the recognition of an artistic (and economic) sphere where it is

African Americans who are privileged, who have greater access to resoW'Cel!l such as

recording contracts, concert bookings, and studio time, who have greater currency and

viability, which translatel!l into sales figures, and who are the repre6entative faces of

I.. Terry Wilkins, pet50nal communication, 30 September 1998.
105 Phenotypically, Mack 10'5 race is ambiguous. Honey·colored, sturdily-built, with closely·
shorn hair and a goatee, he could just as easily pass for Simoan or other Pacific Islander or
varyinjil; mixtures of African, Latino and AnKlo,
,.. One of the multitudin"ous example;; the Osage Listserve, an email network for those of
Osage Indian ancestry, receives numerous inquiries from people who've recently discovered
the Osage forefathers and mothers they never knew they had. A common theme amongst
these· electronic narratives is that, somewhere·along the line, a mixed-blood Indian ance!itor
moved to a new town and started. passin~ for white.
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mainstream success in hip hop. Essentially, for artists to pass as black reinforces the

mainstream conceptualization of hip hop as a black product.

Then again, i1 Mack 10 L~not Samoan, what then? Supposing Mack 10 is not of

Samoan ance6try, the dtliming of him as a S!moan by Samoans could be construed as the

manifestation of a desire to see self represented in the mainstream. 5.Imoans have ample

representation in American professional football, but little, if any, in other high profile U.S.

professional sports'!·' There are very few well-known 5.Imoan actors. Samoans in the music

industry have never achieved superstar status comparable to that of football heroes like San

Diego's Junior 5eau. The claims that some artists, otherwise thought to be black, are actually

S.Imoan could be viewed. as an attempt to envision S!moans in roles that have high levels of

social status for Samoan youth.

While S.Imoans have been involved. in hip hop culture on the West Coast for two

decades, and are intrinsic parts of local scenes in L~ Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle,

S!moan communities have not witnessed the rise of their own to supemar ranks. Street

credibility Samoan hip hoppers have. Representative supe:rstardom they do not. The claims

that popular music heroer; like TLCs Chilli, former En Vogue member Da"'ll\ Robinson, or

Mack 10 are S!moan or part-Samoan might serve to enhance credibility and bestow

bragging rights, strengthening S.Imoans' claims to connectedne6S with the music and

popular culture they so readily consume.

"J Hawai'i-raised Samoi.I\5 Salevaa Atisanoe and Fiamalu Penitani, under the fighting
names Konishiki and Musaehimaru." have risen to champion ranks in the Japanese national
sport of 6UlI\0 (to the consternation of some Japanese) , but sumo i.s not widely publicized in
the American media outside of Hawai'i. In the theatrical American sport of profer;liional .
\NTestling,. titleholder Dwayne "The Rock'" Johnson is of S.tmoan and Africa n American
ancestry. In New Zealand, Samoans (ooth male and female) are amply represented in
professional rugby, and S.Imoan women compete in the b.u;ketball-like game of netball. In
addition, New Zealand has sent S!moan athletes to the Olympic Gamer;.
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CHAPTER v.. CONCLUSION

L'f/.Jflds on tl1e Rise

I am sitting at a dining room table in Avondale, West Auckland, Aotearoa New

Zealand, just hours before an early a.m. flisht that will eventually take me back to Hawai'i.

Around a table loaded. with food. and drink are Phil Fuemana, CEO of Urban Pacifika

Records, hovo of hi6 artists, Son Tan and Je6l:eI of the group Lost Tribe, our hostess Dionne

fenDt! and several of her relatives and friends. Tongan Jonathan "Son Tan" Pale, ever

thoughtful and introspective, sits across from me. During a break in conversation he looks

over and asks me a question that I have been expecting for some time. Like everyone I've

talked to in Auckland, he is aware that my research has taken me to a number of different

people, each with his or her own opinions arout the hip hop scene in Aotearoa, and, while

almost everyone I've spoken with has emphasized. an amount of respect for everyone else's

work, it is safe to say that there is a high level of competition among artists. Now, on my

final night in the country, Son Tan wants to know of overall irnpressioru;.

I begin to try and encapsulate my thoughts, searching for the way to tell him that

everyone I had spoken with in Auckland essentially wanted. the same thing. Whether they

were Phil Fuemana, building a small empire on carefully molded images and radio

friendly basslines and melody-hook5, or Darryl "DLT" Thomson, contemplating

compromising his artistic se.nsibilites to record one mainstream hit single that· would earn

him enough to build a meetinghouse on his people's m.tr.le/ esr;entia lly every Pacific Isla nd

hip hop artist in Aotearoa had the same goal: a better life for themselves, their families,

their COInmwtity.

In this sense, Aotearoa had seemed exactly like the United. States. Although cloaked

in different vemacu1a1'6, American hip hop artists speak of coming UR- blowing 1IR- getting

put on/ of achieving success that once and for all will catapult them out of a daily existence

typically marked. by violence, poverty, and struggle. Yet, also like their American

counterparts, Aotearoa hip hop artists have divergent views of how such success can be

achieved.

There are the hip hop activists who speak of their work as a liberation struggle, who

donate their time to teaching island youth the science of utilizing hip hop to subvert the
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dom.i.na.nt p.1):e.l1.1 power structwe, who risk ridicule by telling them that the most

revolutionary thing they can do is to refuse to kill themselves with a diet of Twisties'" and

Coca-Cola, to refuse 10 get p.Ji;;sed, I~beat each other, go to prison.

And there are those who say that the be5t thing you can do for your people is to be

a success. That simply by being a visible success story you are doing more to inspire hope

and instill pride in New Zealand's Polynesian youth than a hundred. workshops or lect'wes

or demonstrations. And perhaps these people are right. Why else would thousands of Pacific

Island youth in a nation thousands of miles from the U.S. feel such a strong connection with

African America, if black Americans did not represent, however imperfectly and

idealistically, the world's mo6t compelling success story? Never mind that Tupac Shakur and

Christopher "Notorious Sl.G" Wallace, icons of '90's rap music, both rhymed about killing

black people and were eventually, it is suspected, killed by black people. The glittering

decadence of their videos, their fame and immense popularity, their SUa::e5S, ensures that

they are emulated by a million young people around the globe, kids from the mean streets

of Waipahu or Otara searching for a little chunk of glory and respect amongst their peers.

FutureFlows

AI the outset of this project, I had hoped that examining hip hop and the ways in

which it has influenced young SAmoans would prove didactic, that such an examination

would lead to a better understanding of what lies in store for Samoan communities from

Sydney to Seattle. However it has become increasingly clear that hip hop does not point to

some inevitable conclusion, but rather a wide set of possibilities. The influence and impact

of hip hop is entirely upon which elements are embraced by Pacific I6lands youth.

Chuck 0, of the American rap group Public Enemy, has often been quoted as

likening rap music to "Black America's tv station," or more succinctly, "Black CNN,"'1O a

medium of information dissemination aoout what is happening in America's African

American communities. Yet rap music and hip hop cuhure after nearly twenty·five years is

so larse, so multifaceted., that elements of it could just as easily be likened to The Movie

Channel, The Disney Channel, The Travel &; Adventure Channel, The Pl.a.yboy Channel,

or, with the refreshing addition of a handful of bona fide female superstars, Lifetime

programming for women. And not just for black America.

,.. non-nutritive snack food widely popular in New Zealand and in 5.imoa.
,.. drunk
'10 10hn Leland "Arma~don In Effect." Spin ~tember1988: 48
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Academic critiques of American rap music have tended to dwell on particular

elements or, as Jeffrey Louis Decker termed it, dKendJ.~ within hip hop."'l Particularly, the

black nationalist rhetoric of such acts as Public Enemy or the violent machismo of gangsta

rap. Black nationalism, following the teachings of the prophet Elijah Muhammad and his

Nation Of Islam or its splinter sect the Five Percent Nation of Islam, has played a major role

in American hip hop. While Public Enemy is often most closely associated with black

nationalist rhetoric, in the late 1990's a wide array of platinum-selling rap and r&b J. rtists,

from the Wu-Tang Clan to Erykah Badu, have openly espoU6ed Nation Of Islam and Five

Percenter teachings on their record releases.

~le sustaining criticism for both its ideological underpinnings and often

patriarchal practice,'7'1 black nationalism, along with the afrocentric trends of the early 1990's,

can be credited with strengthening political and social consciousness amongst

disenfranchised urban youth. Black nationalism and afrocentricity instilled, and continue to

instill, a pride in AfTican heritage and, importantly, a framework for evaluating power

relations between a power and capital-holding Euroamerican elite and the urban poor. For

all the theoretical limitations and obfuscations of simply reversing existing binary

distinctions, such that black is beautiful and whites are the devil, Africa is conceptualized as

a land of civilization and Europe a land of savagery, black nationalism and afrocentric

ideology do promote a sense of social responsibility that transcends the nihilism and

materialistic individualism so prevalent in commercial hip hop.

mcontrast, ganssta rap, the other favorite for critical academic rumination, has

typically only passingly addressed. the power structures of American and global society.

N.W.A., the pioneers of the genre, might have set a precedent for antiestablishment hip

hop with 1988's ''Puck Tha Police", lxlt unfortunately gangsta rap today is too concerned.

with those street-level struggles for power and profit associated with gang life to propose

any plan for black liberation. The gangsta rapper's enemy, as elucidated in rhyme and in

real life, is usually another gangsta. Another black. or Latino...or Samoan. Mack 10, part of a

newer generation of gangsta rap artists and producen:, rhymes on a cut off of his 1997

sophomore solo release

"1 Jeffrey Louis Decker, "The State Of Rap'" in Ross and Rose. 1994.
,7'1 The NOI argues that Islam is the true religion of Africa, although some historians would
counter that many of the African ancestors of black Americans did not practice Islam and
were in fact sold into slavery by Islamic traden. Little--publicized slavery practices still exist
in modem Africa involving MU6lim slaveownecs and slaves adhering to either Christianity
or local animist religions. Current Nation Of I6Lam leader Minister Louis Farrakhan hu
been conspicuously silent when questioned on this subject. See Jesse Washington, "Of
Human BondaFJe." "'}~MJRdZineNovember 1996:101-103
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.fw.1lch nJj;g.1S c~u....e Ihey sh.ut)'/.fFl1ck.1 ilJ.180

loo/( oul for 01)' peopleo/ everything1.... 311pa ry-[good] .

.Is M.1ck.:J Cool12i#3?/ Yeap,.f8l'ess' Dla)'be

bou&f1t.1 bubble ~veBenz for 01)' bitch and Dl)' bab)'

Always 1.11K 3bout the hood/C.1Use Ih~vsa)' Ih.1tPm.1 br.1gger

dnd 1/)'ou.lin'I.1 IItle blue/ then )'OUS.1 red Ia8G'fY'.

ff"xourgirl JfI'.lnt .t thug/ thenyou }.:now that /'01.1 t.18her.

BUI1/she .<;e/ me up/rm d h8 ve to bod..vb.1g hefT.'

The themes recurrent in Mack 10's lyrics are characteristic of gangsta rap as a whole; gangs

(as symbolized by the references to red and blue rags, the distinctive kerchief colors of

Southern California-originated ube.rpnSS the Bloods and Crips), drugs, materialism,

misogyny, and an unconcerned willingness to commit violence against his fellow

disenfranchi.6ed.

Notably, these lyrics appear on an album titled &.-.:ed On.1 TnleSto;y: One

defense of gangsta rap has always been that the artists merely depict their actual lifestyles

in the imagery of their lyrics. They rhyme aoout shooting because they see people getting

shot. They rhyme about ''bitches, hoes and tricks" claiming that their daily lives are filled

with women undeserving of their respect, willing to trade sexual favors for material goods.

Though at tums bleak, glamorous, humorous or poignant, gangsta rap lyrics rarely reach

beyond concerns for personal survival and material success to address larger issues of

racism, class, or gender in American society. Without elucidating the problems or fathoming

possible solutions for the ills ofth~ co~_unities,they instead focus on creating engaging

narrat ives that tell and retell of their symptoms When Mack 10 rhymes of looking out for
._.. _-------

"his peoples," there is no doubt that he references a small crew of family, friends, and

perhap6 business associates rather than a larger conception of community.

While academic critiques have tended to focus on the easily critiquable, the self

righteousness of black nationali.6m or the self·destruction of gangsta rap, the reality of hip

hop at the dawn of a new millenium is that the most popular artists today typically

incorporate a complex and seemingly conflicting mixture of these elements into their work.

Lauren ''t. Boogie" Hilt one-third of the multiplatinum-se1ling hip hop act The Fugees and

an immensely successful solo artist with more Grammy nominations (10) for a single year

than any female artist in history, rhymes on a 1998 cut/Now W\derstand L. Boogie is non

violent/But if a thing test me, run for mi gun."'" Atlanta, Georgia, duo Outkast, whose

single "Rosa Parks/' after the civil rights movement heroine, dominated airw'aves and

ti'l "Mack 10, Mack 10/' &sedOn4 TItleSlo.ry:Priority Records. 1997
11< "Lost Ones," "'The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill, Ruffhouse Records 1998
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nightclubs across America and around the world in 1998 and 1999, balance gangster/ pimp

personas with what they call "black righteous" messages of spiritual, political and social

upliftment for African American people. Perhaps the late Tupac Shakur represented these

contradictio05 better than anyone.

The son of former Black Panther Afeni Shakw, Tupac Amaru Shakur could spit

righteous politics one minute and tales of his self·described thug bYe the next. then devote a

third minute to perceptively analyzing his own apparent hypocrisy. With his consciousness

of social injustice, Tupac represented the potential for resistance, and though daily thwarted

by materialism and and sidelined by intercommunity conflict, he hinted at the latent

revolutionary possibility of the disenfranchised masses; We misht fisht Jmongst d1c.h

oth£'1'/butf promiseyou this/ we'D!::urn this bltc1l down get uspissed""

As the 1990's draw to a close, it seems like the most influential hip hop acts are

incorporating a little bit of both the black nationalist and the gangsta rap agendas. Their

work embodies all the complexity and contradiction of real life.

There exists within hip hop liberation ideology, and the conceptual tools for

recosnizing and counterins oppression, and there exists within hip hop rampant

materialism, where human life comes cheaper than a bag of weed or a fly pair of kicks.

Some adherents of hip hop vibrate to the messages of hope and salvation. Others merely

seek a mirror for their frustration. Some perhaps, like those thousands of typicaUy white,

middleclass American faru; of "world music," don't listen to or can't comprehend the

messages at all. A genre with the potential for being deeply spiritual counterhegemonic

protest music then becomes merely the soundtrack of a thousand drunken college parties.

Like reggae.

As the 1990's draw to a close, hip hop has eclipsed all other ~nres as America's top

selling music.'l'li With 81 million cds, tapes and albw:ns sold and countless others dubbed,

bootlegged, given away as promotions or stolen,'" America ponders what exactly the Hip

Hop Nation is and what it spells for the future. When hip hop music finally surpassed

count I}' music in sales in 1998, the import was not lost on industry reps and laypeople alike,

those who ponder a future where the representative face of America looks less like the

Malboro Man and more like Method. Man. Some social critics aS6Wl\e mainstream success

will, or already has, spelled hip hop's doom. Others, more confident, reiterate what one

college professor once told me. Don't WOl7Ji she said, Jbout wlut hdPpen.~when the D101,qiJin

'" "To Live and Die in L.A.;" MoI"u veilthe Don Killumin.lti rhe 70.lY Tlter:uy. Death Row
Records 1996.
," 8t million cds. tapes and albums, according to a February 8, 1999, l1J,fFMJ!J.lZ,inearticle
titled "Hi~HopNation: After 20 years ~ how it's chan~America:'
m It's no coincidence that the majority of cds with anti-theft sensor tags in Tower Records are
those of hip hop arti6ts and the late6t posthumous release by Tupac Shakw must be
requested at the counter.
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becomes tile center. 8t!'CJuseby tile time tll4t 114Ppens., tile people out on tile m.ugin.<: ,Ut:

J}ffl1dy up 10 something 1!'.L<;8

Maybe up to, in the words of multi-ancestried., multi-local former K11JH DJ Derric

"Dynomite" Ah Sam, "some 01' next level shit."

Hip hop was fomented. in the ghettos of New York City, but even then it drew upon

Caribbean rhythms, Latin rhythD'\6, European rhythms, rehashed. them and spit them back

out into the community in newer and even more relevant fonns, Dick Hebdige writes

The cut'n'mix attitude was that no one owns a rhythm or a sound, You just

borrow it, use it and give it back to the people in a slightly different form,

To use the language of Jamaican reggae and. dub, you just version it. And

anyone can do a "version." ,..When taken to its logical conclusion in rap,

cut'n'mix suggests that we shouldn't be so concerned. about where a sound

comes from. It's there for everyone to use. And every time a new connection

is made between different kinds of music, a new' channel of communication

opens up.'l11

Just like the funk music, the soul music, the jazz that had preceded it, hip hop music made

it's way acro6s1and and sea and into the portable sound systems of the world. And the
- -

world dug it. Now parts of the world have begun to rehash hip hop, remix it, sp-it it back

out. African American arti51:s retum from towing Japan, New Zealand and Germany

recognizing that it's not, and never has been, just a "black thing.'"

It is clear that young Slmoans a1i a group have resonated. with the beats and lyrics of

hip hop music even more so than milliON of others around the world for whom the name

Puff Daddy is as fam.ilar as Bill Clinton, perhapl5 as familiar, even, as Micha~ Jordan. But

what, in particular, does thi5 mean for S!moans? The far from simple answer is that it has

meant different things in different p1.lces.

In Auckland, where key figures in hip hop have actively worked to promote unity

amongst the Polynesian communities, you hear many S!moan hip hop performers talkifi$

about rat} /zip Aop and gettifi$ back to the four elements, DJing.. MCing, breakdancing and

graffiti artistry, that constitute it. The f81}Aip!top they want to get back/forward to is the

hip hop that started. in the parks and recreation centers of New York City as an alternative

to 51:reet violence, For influential multiethnic collectives such as Fuemana's Urban Pacifika

or Token Village, among others, Np hop is the framework through which shared. histories of-- .,-- ._- _. ._--
strussJe are channeled into cultural production, It is a vehicle through which pride of--- --- _. -,-- - - --.

heritage is ~essed, Whether they claim to be political or not, for many Pacific Islander
;" Hebdi~ I 87: 141, 146
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hip hop artists in Auckland there is an agenda inherent in their work. Samoan rapper

Johnny 5.Iga.la States

Love is the key. Becawe of that, why don't we share that with other people?

I look over there and I see somebody calling somei:x>dy a bitch, but they

don ~ know .In)/'bette.r...fve seen a lot of lost Polynesians out there. rd like

to make music just to bring them back home. Kinda y'know, for those who

are 5earching for something. Searching for an identity ... .Hopefully if you

cheose to listen to it, you may learn something from it, y'know. How to

better your lite. How to not go wrong where J went wrong...It's all about

identity and knowing who you are, where you come from/·

Love is the key. Love of being S!moan, or Mlori, or Niuean or Cook Islander or Tongan.

Love of hip hop and its constituent fow elements. Love of yow community and the

possibilities the future holds.

In L06 Angeles' South Bay communities, in Car6on, Compton, Long Beach, there is a

very real risk that hip hop's hallowed four elements will be eclipsed by a fifth, a later but

no less influential addition to the hip hop pantheon. From a customized car on Avalon

Boulevard, a new Outkast single bumps...

ft'S tile retum oftile pngsfo1, til4nKs t,,'

Them ni8lPs wilo 80t them~s, who80t enol!.6lt to buy tln ounce

But not enoua:Jt to bou/1ce tilem has to Ille zoo

Or to tileplTXso tileygrow up in tlle dux neVf'f

Seein'lisilt so tiley end up hein'liXeyr:J sony ass

Robbin'nilflPsin bro.Id~ssd"y liG/J1. Get down}1IJ

Widespread involvement of S!moans in gang activity has cast a particular shadow over the

type of 51moan hip hop being produced in California. The very statw that artists such as

Boo Yaa T.Rl.B.E. have achieved: through gang affiliation and tactics of physical

inti.m.idation may in fact have stifled. their role within the Los Angeles hip hop community.

It is ironic that Boo Yaa member Godfather stated in a 1993 interview, N we want to be

respected for ow mwic, not that we started the sanssta style,N because their reputation in

the Los Angeles hip hop community has largely been based on their physicality and not on

114 per60nal communication, 26Au~ 1998
uo "Return of the 'G"'. AquemilZ/1.a.face Records 1998.
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their lyriC.l1 skills, signature live instrumentation, or productioo finesse.

Honolulu has historically looked. to the continental United States for musical and

stylistic influence, and Samoan youth, "'I'ith ',[iga in California, Oregon and Washington,

are particularly sensitive to the sights, sounds, and flavors of West Coast hip hop. However,

the ripples of what has been called. the Hawaiian Renaissance, and that social and cultural

movement's emphasis on pride in Pacific Islands heritage, have touched Hawai'i's other

Pacific Islander communities. A conception of Pan·Pacitic, and especially Polo-Polynesian.

unity is slowly being fostered on roth university campuses and concert stages around

Hawai'i. With an alTay of options, at this point it is still unclear whether Samoan youth in

Hawai'i will continue to mimic the glorified gangsterism of such Los Angeles artists as

Westside Connection or follow the example of local groups like '.ljga, Ho'ma.nakaz, and

Sudden Rush and seek out their own innovative ways of performing their identitie5 as

Pacific Island hip happen;.

[n Amerika Samoa, as in Hawai'i, young people look to the West. Coast for stylistic

inspiration. Within American S.Imoa's small market, however, individuals with a distinctive

vision for the future of S!moan hip hop music, such alS OJ :K of 808, have the opportunity to

make a major impact. It is they who can help determine whether American S!moans will be

content to imitate the beguiling postures of gangsta rap or whether they will create a truly

organic Samoan hip hop hybrid.

AI this point, hip hop is just one prominent example among the many forms of

popular music that have shaped the tastes of the Independent State of Simoa. While a

young generation, primarily middle and upperclass by Samoan standards, grows up in and

around Apia preferring hip hop "DJ music," S1moan live acts like the ever popular RSA'

Band are in no danger of losing a devoted audience. With their ability to blend a wide

variety of popular musical styles, covering songs as diverse as Praz Michel's "Ghetto

Superstaf' and Elton John' 15 "Candle in the Wind," along with 'a bevy of Pacific Island hits,

RSA essentially reflect the diverse format of popula.r radio station Magik PM. Both the band

and the radio station have the similar aim of pleasing a wide cro66·section of 51moan society.

In independent S.imoa, the value5 of F; '4SfD104 continue to absorb and mediate

external influences, including hip hop. Societal pre66ure on young people to abide by
'- -

S.lmoan customs of respect and deference continues to be strong. Accordingly, there is little

tolerance for those young people, like the liol84fl6StolS, who privilege a disruptive type of

hip hop identity. With continued contact between commwtities in S.lmoa and S.lmoan

migrant populations, it is likely that the hip hop sounds and images permeating places like

Carson, Honolulu, Auckland and Wellington will increasingly permeate Apia and the rest

of Samoa. It is up to S.Imoans to ensure that the influences gleaned from American and,
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increasingly, New Zealand hip hop are conguent with Samoan ideals, to take from hip hop

onlY wnat ooes nOl compromise tl1elI 1~11elSI ana -to 'oirng \0 lirp l1"OP \11't: '&a.TI(~

righteousness and love that Samoans bring to their families, churches, and cultural

gatherings.

Rill Circle

It is an April evening in I-Ionolulu, and the trade winds are rolling over the Ko'olau

Mountains and bringing the promise of rain. On a concrete comer of University Avenue.

High Chief XL looks up from his shelltoe Adidas and speAks.

As far as the world goes, that's all it is l is just respect. That's what we're

trying to push, too, just 11ave fun and while you're out there having fun,

don't try and abuse it, don't t~J to push the next man down. Pick 'em up!

Respect each other. If you 11ave bad karma, bad shit's gonna happen to you.

Good karma, that shit might happen, but YOIlTS'll come. In due time,

yours'II come.

Figure XV. Money Mike, High Chief Xl., Big D, The Kursed One, foreground. Full circle.

Liquids, Honolulu, Ha'(Nai'i, April 1999
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